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PREFACE

This document, the I.,eak Testing Plan for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory I,iquid
Low-Level Waste System (Active Tanks), comprises three volurnes. The first two volumes
address the componerlt-based leak testing plan for the liquid low-level waste system at Oak
Ridge, while the third volume describes the performance evaluation of the leak detection method
that ,,,,,illbe used to test this system.

Volume I, Regulatory Background and Plata Approach, describes that portion of the liquid
low-level waste system at the Oak. Ridge National Laboratory that will be tested; it provides the
regulatory background, especially in terms of the requirements stipulated in the Federal Facilities
Agreement, upon which the leak, testing plan is based. Volume I also describes the foundation of
the plan, portions of which were abstracted from existing federal documents that regulate the
petroleum and hazardous chemicals industries. Finally, Volume I gives an overview the plan,
describing the methods that will be used to test the four classes of components in the liquid
low-level waste system.

Volume II, Methods, Protocols and Schedules, takes the general information on component
classes and leak detection methods presented in Volume I and shows how it applies particularly
to each of the individual components. A complete test plea for each of the components is
presented, with emphasis placed on the methods designated for testing tanks. The protocol for
testing tank systems is described, and general leak testing schedules are presented.

Volume III describes the results of a performance evaluation completed for the leak testing
method that will be used to test the small tanks at the facility (those less than 3,000 gal in
capacity). Volumes I and II are essentially a single document divided into two parts. Although
Volume III is technically a separate document, it is included here because it completes the
description of how the Oak Ridge system will be tested.

Some of the details described ha Volumes I and II are expected to change as additional
information is obtained, as the viability of candidate release detection methods is proven in the
Oak Ridge environment, and as the testing program evolves. As significant changes occur, they
will documented and incorporated into a Detailed Leak Testing Plan and Schedules document, to
be prepared at a later time.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A leak testing plan for a portion of the Liquid Low-Level Waste (LLLW) system at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is provided in the two volumes that form this docu-
ment. This plan was prepared in response to the requirements of the Federal Facilities Agree-
ment (FFA) between the U.S. Department of Energy azld two other agencies, the U.S.
Environrnental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC). The effective date of this agreement was 1 January 1992.

The' LLLW system is an interconnecteS complex of tanks and pipelines. The FFA distin-
guishes four different categories of tank and pipeline systems within this complex: new systems
(Category A), doubly contained systems (Category B), singly contained systems (Category C),
and inactive systems (Category D). The FFA's specific requirements for leak testing of the Cate-
gory C systems is addressed in this plan. The plan also addresses leak testing of the Category B
portions of the LLLW system. Leak testing of the Category B components was brought into the
plan to supplement the secondary containment design demonstration effort that is under way for
these cornponents.

The approach that has been taken in preparing this plan, and that will be taken in executing
it, is fully responsive to the requirements of the FFA. A key feature of the plan is that it is
guided in part on relevant portions of current federal EPA regulations applicable to underground
storage tanks and pipelines (LIST systems) that store and transfer petroleum products and other
hazardous substances. While the FFA does not require that the leak testing at ORNL follow
these regulations, the regulations do provide the solid technical foundation for the testing pro-
gram. In particular, the UST regulatior provides clear and unambiguous performance standards
for the conduct of release detection testing, and it provides a schedule for repeated testing of
UST components. This plan, however, also recognizes that the EPA's UST regulation cannot be
blindly applied to the LLLW system. This is because the operation of the LLLW system at
ORNL is very different from the operation of a typical retail station. As a result, this plan makes
some adjustment.s in the application of the regulation, as demanded by operational consider-
ations.

Volume I of the leak testing plan reviews the background for the plan and describes how
the EPA's UST regulation can be applied to the LLLW system. This volume provides an over-
view of the LLLW system, with a discussion of the tanks and associated pipelines that will be
leak tested under the plan. Because the variety and complexity of the various components in the
LLLW system preclude a single znethod or leak testing approach, Volume I describes several
methods that are expected to be used. It also identifies primary and secondary methods for each
component class, and the performance standards that will be used for each method. Volume II
describes the testing of each component in detail. A component-type priority is established so
that leak testing can be implemented in an orderly manner consistent with the needs and limita-
tions of the facility.



For LLLW tanks with a capacity of less than 3,000 gal, the existing level sensor in these
tanks (together with measurements of the temperature of the sensor) is identified as the primary
release detection method. To allow cost-effective use of the existing instrurneiats, the plan for
this method utilizes (1) algorithms sufficient to compensate for environmental effects that influ-
ence the measurements and (2) a leak testing protocol applied to the data collection and analysis
steps. Subject to further modeling and validation testing, it is expected that the existing level
sensors can also be used to leak test the larger tanks, with leak detection algorithms and testing
protocols appropriate for these larger tanks, lt is planned that the LLLW tanks will be leak tested
on a monthly schedule; the release detection method will be evaluated to ensure detection of a
0.2-gal/h leak, with a probability of detection (Pp) of not less than 95% and a probability of false
alarm (PFa) of no more than 5%.

There are two classes of pipelines: pressurized and gravity-fed, lt is planned that an
enhanced volume balancing method will be employed as a primary method for the gravity-fed
lines. This method will use a controlled addition of minimal volumes of water to the line being
tested. The performance of this method remains to be validated. The pressurized pipelines will
be tested by a number of means, including volumetric methods, tracers, and volume balancing;
the choice of method for a given line will depend upon whether that line can be isolated by
means of valves, lt is planned that the LLLW pipelines will be leak tested annually. Following
the guidelines provided in the UST regulation, the pipelines will be tested using methods that
result in perforrnance sufficient to detect a full-use equivalent of 0.1-gal/h leaks with a Po of not
less than 95% and a PF,,,of no more than 5%. Since the LLLW pipelines are used only intermit-
tently and most are used infrequently, since the volumes transferred during use are small com-
pared to retail station transfer rates, and since testing of mo,st of these pipelines is very complex,
performance standards and testing schedules must be developed by which lines can be tested in a
manner equivalent to the way the lines covered in the regulation are tested.

Where it is both possible and practical, visual inspections of the various components will
be used in lieu of more cumbersome testing methods. The use of visual inspections requires that
suitable audit trails and other quality assurance procedures be developed and implemented.

The leak testing plan prioritizes implementation of the testing activities. The tanks are
addressed first because of the volume of stored product and the consequences of a release. These
are followed by the gravity-fed and pressurized pipelines. Development of a Detailed Leak Test
Plan and Schedule (a document required by the FFA) and implementation of the release detec-
tion program for the tanks and pipelines will be accomplished in accordance with the schedule
presented in a separate document. _

1 "FederalFacilitiesAgreementPlansandSchedulesforLiquidLow-LevelRadioactiveWasteT_mkSystemsatOak
RidgeNationalLaboratory,O,_ Ridge,Tennessee,"ReportNo.ES/ER-17&D1,prepar_ by theWasteManage-
mentand Remedi;dActionDivision,M_in MariettaEnergySystems,Inc., ContractNo.DE-AC05-84OR21400,
Oak Ridge,Tennessee,March1992.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Scope

This document provides a preliminary leak testing plan for a portion of the Liquid
Low-I.,evel Waste (LLLW) system at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. The leak testing plan addresses two of four categories of tank and pipeline systems
within the LLLW system. It provides a plan for leak testing the active, singly contained portions
of the system, as specifically required by the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) for ORNL; it
also provides a testing plan for the active, doubly contained portions of the system, to
supplement the secondary, containment design demonstrations for these systems.

The leak testing plan described here specifically addresses 42 tank and pipeline systems;
that is, it provides candidate leak testing solutions for all of the currently active portions of the
LLLW system. The FFA requh'es that a detailed leak testing plan and schedule be prepared and
submitted. This document is a preliminary version of that detailed plan. The detailed plan and
schedule will be submitted as described in the FFA Plans and Schedules document [1].

This leak testing plan uses a "systems engineering" approach. This approach provides for
the implementation of a unified set of testing objectives, procedures, and scheduies that are
common to the portion of the LLLW system addressed by the plan, while providing for
component-specific requirements and testing limitations to be incorporated into the plan.

Volume I of tilis plan describes the background and approach for testing the singly
contained tanks and pipelines associated with the active portion of the LLLW system, as well as
some of the active, doubly contained tanks and pipelines. Volume I also describes the common
elements of the plan, such as the performance standards that will be required of the leak testing
methods employed in the execution of this plan, component-category testing schedules, and a
general vie._._of the demonstration priorities. Volume II of this plan provides detailed
descriptions of the leak testing methods to be used for each component, the leak testing protocols
for each method and for each component of the LLLW system, and the testing schedule for each
component.

1.2 Background

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory is located approximately 25 miles west of Knoxville,
Tennessee, within the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR). Operations at ORNL began in 1943 as
part of the Manhattan Project. Since that time, the laboratory's role has expanded to include
nuclear fuel reprocessing research, radioisotope production, and nuclear reactor concepts. More
recently, the laboratory has increasingly engaged in multidisciplinary activities that include
biological, environmental, energy, and materials research.



Many of the liquid waste materials generated irl the course of the work at ORNL are
collected by the LLLW system. This system, which in its present configuration was largely
designed in the 1950s, is a complex assemblage of 96 tanks, associated pipelines, and ancillary
equipment such as pumps and valves; the system is distributed between the Bethel Valley mid
Melton Valley areas of the ORR. The tanks that compose the LLLW system range in capacity
from 40 to 170,000 gal and are used to collect, neutralize, concentrate, and store liquid waste,_
prior to disposal [2]. Although many of the tanks and transfer pipelines that compose the LLI,W "
system have been removed from service [1,3], much of this system continues in active operation.
The capacity of the tanks in the currently active portion of the LLLW system ranges from 40 to
50,000 gal. This system is composed of 42 separate tanks, with thousands of feet of networked
pipi.ng connecting the LLLW source locations with the various tanks.

The Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) has required that the
Dep',u-tment of Energy (DOE) execute a Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) with the
Envh'onmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC) for the Oak Ridge Reservation. The FFA for the ORR establishes new
requirements for the tank systems at ORNL, including the preparation and implementation of a
leak testing plan for the LLLW tanks. The objective of this leak testing plan is to provide
guidance to ORNL for the design and implementation of a leak testing program for a portion of
the LLLW system, so that that portion of the system can be brought into compliance with the
requirements of the FFA. As noted above, this plan includes all 42 of the active tanks and their
associated pipeline systems.



2 FFA REQUIREMENTS AND EPA REGULATIONS AS THE BASIS
FOR THE LEAK TESTING PLAN

2.1 The Federal Facilities Agreement

The Federal Facilities Agreement [4] addresses the scope of the investigatory, and remedial
activities for the Liquid Low-Level Waste system, at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. While
the LLLW system is distributed widely tb.roughout both Bethel and.Melton Valleys at ORNL,
Section IX.A of the FFA divides the entire system imo .four essential categories, These _re

Category A: new or replacemem tanks and pipelines with secondary containment;

Category B' existing tm_s and pipetiaaes with secondary contai.nment;

Category C; existing tanks and pipelines without seconda_, containment (e,g., singly
contained); a,td

Category D: existing tartks and pipelines without secondary contalrmae_t that have
been removed from service.

The Categoo, B grouping includes doubly contained portions of the system that do no: require
upgrade or replacement (because those portions fully meet the secondary containment
r'equixements specified by the FFA) as well as ,doubly contained portions of the system that do
require upgrade or replacement.

This leak testing plan addresses the Category C tanks and pipelines, as requixed by the
FFA. It also addresses those tanks and pipelines in Category B to supplement the design
demonstrations being prepared for those systems, The c,omponents of the LLLW system
addressed ha this plan comprise a 'total of 42 tanks ranging in capacity from 40 to 50,000 ga1,plus
the pipelines that cormect the various tanks.

The FFA does not provide the technical requi.rements for leak testing the LLLW tanks.
Section LX,.F.2 of the FFA, Structural Integrity Assessment(s) for Non-Secondarily Contained

Tank System(sJ provides the most explicit guidance, In part, this section reads'

[The] DOE shall demonstrate. ,. that the tank system(s) is not (or may
be) leaking. This demonstration shall include" (a) volume balancing
data for transfer lines and tank liquids level trend data .... or (b)
data/inforvnation from alternate methods that accurately evaluates tank
integrity,

Except for the cleat" requirement for vcAume balancing, this section is not explicit with respect to
the ,types of "alternate [leak detection] methods" to be employed, nor do,es i_ specify the
performance standatds for the volume balancing method or f_,_rthe "alternate methods."

i
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In Section IX.F,,4, the FFA is clear with respect to the documentation necessary for
compliar_,ce with the demonstrations and the subsequent leak, testing program requirements, but it
does not specify the maximum allowable leak test thrte, nor the interval between leak tests in the
course of the program. In part, this section reads:

• .. the DOE shall submit a schedule.for providing the results ofleak
detection tests together with a schedule for the periodic review and
revision of the structural integri_ assessments .... The demonstration
shall be in writing and.., certified [by a Tennessee-registered P.E.].

2.2 The EPA Regulations as the Basis for the Leak Testing Plan

To comply with the requirements described above ha a meanLqgful way, the leak testing
plan must provide quantitative parameters lo.- the systems used for the detection of a leak. That
is, it must specify (1) the methods to be used for testing the system, (2) the performance
standards of the leak, testing methods_ and (3) the schedule for conducting the leak dzte,'tion
tests. To meet these needs, the leak testing plan described here draws upon regulatory standards,
promulgated by the Envirormaental Protection Agency (EPA), which apply to the owners and
operators of underground storage tanks containi'.ag petroleum products and hazardous chemicals.
These regulatory standards are described in "40 CFR 280 - Technical Standards and Corrective
Action Requirements for Owners and Operators of Underground Storage Tanks" [5]. (This
document is corru_aordy referred to as the "UST regulation.")

The UST regulation, issued by the EPA on 23 September 1988, requires that tank systems
containing petroleum products and hazardous chemicals be tested periodically for releases. (A
hazardous chemical is any substance defined by CERCLA [6],) The regulations for testing
underground storage tanks containing hazardous substances are similar to those for testing tank
systems containing petroleum products.

It is noted that, at present, only the provisions of 40 CFR 28,3 Subpart A ("Progranl
Scope") and Subpart F ("Release Response and Corrective Action for UST Systems Containhag
Regulated Substances") apply to tanks and pipelines containing radioactive wastes, Application
of the remaining provisions of 40 CFR 280 (e.g., performance standards for leak testing methods,
leak testing schedules, and other technical sections) to systems such as the LLLW was merely
deferred; these systems are not exempt from the regulation. In the preamble to the regulation
[Section IV.A.3(d)], the reason for the defen'al is made clear:

•.. [commentors on the proposed regulation] stated that radioactive
waste and materials tanks at nuclear facilities are regulated by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (10 CFR 50.34a) and that
further regulation of these tank._ under [40 CFR 280] would be
duplicative and possibly inconsistent .... Because tanks containing
radioactive wastes and other radioactive materials at nuclear facilities
are regulated by the NRC, these tanks could be subject to overlapping



jurisdiction under [40 CFR 280] and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.
The Agency, however, lacks complete information on whether these
regulations fully cover all appropriate areas addressed under [40 CFR
280]. The Agency, therefore, is deferring regulation of these tank
s3,stems until more information can be gathered.

The rationale for using the relevant parts of the UST regulation as the basis for the ORNL leak
testing plan is straightforward: (1) 40 CFR 280 only defers regulation of LLLW systems-- it
does not exclude them f-rom regulation; (2) it provides regulator- and industry-accepted (and
industry-achieved) performance standards for leak detection methods used in underground
storage tanks and pipelines; (3) the regulation provides industry- _nd regulator-accepted leak
testing schedules for tanks and pipelines; and (4) application of relevant portions of the UST
regulation to the LLLW system is consistent with the requirements of the FFA.

All systems that are used for leak testing must demonstrate that they meet a performance
standard such as the E'_A's [7]; this typic'ally means that an evaluation must be performed. An
evaluation usually entails 25 or more actual tests and analyses, over a wide range of operational
and envkonmental conditions, during which the performance of the system is determined.

The UST regulation provides a de minim is exclusion for tanks with a volume capacity of
less than 110 gal. The EPA noted that sections 9001 and 9003(a) of the Solid Waste Disposal
Act of 1970 [8] authorized it to exclude from its regulations tanks containing de minimis
amounts of regulated substances, and

•.. decided that the detriments of attempting to regulate these small
tanks great'ly outweigh any potential benefits from regulation of this
class of tanks, and.., therefore adopted this exclusion. [IV.A.2.d]

Although there is one tank in the LLLW system that might be excluded from the leak testing
plan (tank F-201, which has a capacity of 40 g_), the de minimis exclusion provisions of the
regulation will not be applied. There are a number of low-volume pipelines, however, that will
be excluded from leak testing in this plea because they contain de minimis volumes and/or are
used infrequently.



3 DESCRIPTION OF THE LLLW SYSTEM

The LLLW system at ORNL is complex, and a complete description of it can be found
elsewhere (see [1], for example). This section of the leak testing plan provides a broad picture of
the overall system and its operation, fucusing on those portions of the LLLW system that are the
subject of the plan.

3.1 Overview of the LLLW System

The function of the LLLW system is to safely handle the low-level radioactive liquid waste
that is generated in the w:rious research laborc',ories and operations buildings at ORNL. The
LLLW system comprises 96 waste collection and storage tanks together with their associated
piping and ancillary equipment. This network of tanks, lines, pumps, valve boxes and valves
spans both the Bethel Valley and Melton Valley complexes at ORNL. A map that roughly
illustrates the geographical extent of the active portion of the LLLW system is shown in
Figure 1.

The earliest portions of the LLLW system were put into operation in 1943, and the system
has continued to evolve over the years as new buildings have been constructed. Some parts of
the LLLW system have been removed from service and some parts are presently in use. The
active portion of the system comprises singly contained tanks and lines as well as doubly
contained ones. The leak testing plan addresses the singly contained parts of the active portion,
as well as the doubly contained tanks and lines.

The operation of the LLLW entails the movement of low-level aqueous waste products
through the various pipelines and tanks that compose the system, from a generator facility to a
long-term storage facility. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the existing, active LLLW
collection, transfer, and waste treatment system in the Bethel and Melton Valleys. There are 14
buildings in Bethel Valley and 7 in Melton Valley that generate low-level liquid wastes. The
LLLW systems in these buildings and the network of tanks mad pipelines that contain and move
the wastes from the generator to the long-ten'n storage facilities are subject to the leak testing
plan presented here.

Generally, a generator facility will initially store its waste in local collection tanks. When
the waste in these tanks reaches some predetermined level (typically, 60% to 70% of the volume
capacity of the tank), the contents are pumped through underground pipelines to the central
waste collection header" (located ha Bethel Valley), and then to interim service tanks at the
evaporator facility. Here the wastes are concentrated and temporarily stored. When the volume
in the concentrate tank reaches a certain level, the contents are pumped to long-term storage near
the New Hydrofracture Facility (see Figure 1). O"he distillate from the evaporator is pumped to
the process waste facility; here, any remaining low-level radioactivity is stripped from the
distillate and returned to the evaporator facility for reprocessing.) A discussion of the flow of
these wastes from the generator building to the storage tanks is given below.
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Typically, operators working at a "hot cell" in a building empty their waste solutions into a
drain located in the hot cell. This waste, together with the wastes from other hot cells that may
be operating in the same building, drains by gravity through an underground, singly contained
drain pipe into a 500- to 1000.-gal collection tank. A number of hot cell drains ha a building may
be connected to a central LLLW building drain. An example of a typical building's drain piping
and collection tanks is given in Figure 3. This figure illustrates the drain piping from the various
hot cells within Building 3517 (one of the generator buildings in Bethel Valley) leading to the
building's collection tanks, S-223, S-523, and S-324, located immediately outside the building in
an underground concrete vault. The figure shows that in Building 3517, there are 10 drains
connected to the collection tanks by means of two main intemal drain lines that run along a
service tunnel located beneath the building and leading to tank S-523. As illustrated in Figure 4,
the contents of tank S-523 are pumped by means of a steam jet to an interim tank, S-223. In this
building, the wastes are pumped from S-324 or S-223 to the central waste collection header.

The collection tanks, like the drains, are underground, and are usually located outside and
adjacent to the generator building. In some cases, the tanks are located in lined vaults; other
tanks are buried in backfill. Figure 5 shows a photograph of collection tank S-523, located in
Building 3517. It can be seen that the tank is mounted horizontally. Penetrations into this tank
are numerous, and include one or more inlet lines, an outlet line, a vent line, a centrifugal pump,
a "hot off-gas" (HOG) system that maintains the vapor space in the tank at a low-level vacuum
(about -0.5 to -1.0 in. of water), and the piping and/or conduits for one or more level gauges.
S-523 is located in an epoxy-lined vault that is located immediately outside Building 3517.
Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of a typical tank, installed vertically in backftll. Five
penetrations are shown. The wastes are pumped by means of a "steam jet" that draws the waste
into the outlet line by means of high-pressure steam directed over a venturi syphon. There is a
monitoring well adjacent to this tank. (Note that in these examples, there are no valves that
allow isolation of component parts of the system. This lack of valving, which is cornmon in the
LLLW system, makes leak testing more complicated.)

The volume of liquid in the collection tank is monitored by means of one or more level gauges
installed in the tank, which are in turn monitored by the tank's operator and "owner"; when the
tank volume reaches a predetermined level (usually 60% or 70% of the tank's m_tximum
capacity), the tank's contents are pumped to 50,000-gal service tanks at the evaporator facility in
Bethel Valley. After the wastes have been through the evaporation process, the concentrate is
stored temporarily in a 50,000-gal tank at the evaporator facility, and later pumped to any of
several 50,000-gal tanks for long-term storage.
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3.2 Active Portion of the LLLW System Addressed in the Plan

This leak testing plan addresses 42 ORNL LLLW tanks that are in active service and their

associated pipelines and ancillary equipment. These 42 tank systems comprise 27 doubly
contahled tanks and 15 singly contained tanks. Table 1 provides an overview description of the

doubly contained tanks, and Table 2 describes the singly contained tanks. The pipeline data for
groups of tanks within one area or served by one transfer line are expressed in terms of the total

pipeline length associated with that grouping. The pipeline data shown in the tables are

estimates, because these data are incomplete at the present time.

Figure 7 shows a histogram of the distribution of tank volumes for the systems shown in

Tables 1 and 2. The abscissa of this graph sho,vs tank volume, and the ordinate shows the

number of tanks having that capacity; the "bin size" used for the histogram is 1,000 gal. For

example, the plot shows that the leak testing plan will address eleven tanks with volume

capacities of up to 1,000 ga.l, nine tanks wizh volt, me capacities between 1,000 and 2,000 g',d,

and so on. Figure 7 shows that the greatest number of tanks faU into the small-tank

category_ those less than 3,000 ga! h", capacity; in terms of volume, h_wever, most of the

stored waste is found in the large tanks. A comparison of the data in Figure 7 with that in Tables

1 and 2 shows that most of the stored waste is found in tanks having secondary containment,

with only a small volume stored in the smaller tanl-_s that are singly contained.

Volume II of this plan provides additional details about each of the tank systems.
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4 OBJECTI_ ES ANl) ISSUES

The objective of the leak testing plan is to provide guidance to the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for the design, implementation, and conduct of a leak testing program for those active
portions of the LLLW system that require leak testing. In order for the LLLW system to achieve
compliance with the FFA, the plan must be capable of being implemented at ORNL; therefore it
must also be realistic and address the operational requirements and limitations of the system. A
review of the LLLW system has identified a number of operational and system design issues that
affect the leak testing_ Some of these issues, and the actions taken iz_this plan to address and
mitigate these issues, axe discussed below.

• The LLL W system at ORNL is very different in scale, complexity and
functional design from the traditional underground storage tank
scenario found at retail petroleum stations and chemical facilities.
Figure 8(a) illustrates the zelative simplicity of an underground tank
system located, for example, at a retail petroleum station. In the case of
the retail station, the system has been designed to facilitate leak testing.
Each par_ of the system can be isolated by means of valves. There are
few penetrations to the tank, and pipeline lengths are short. This can be
compared to Figure 8(b), as well as Figures 2 through 5, which illustrate
the myriad tanks and lines at ORNL, where there is little or no valving,
many penetrations, and great lengths of piphag.

'l%e leak testing plan recognizes the scale, complexity, and functional
design of the LLI.,W system and approaches leak testing from a systems
engineering poiaat of view; objectives are established for the entire
system, ,'rodthen comportent-level solutions that achieve these objectives
are developed for each component,

Unlike the case of underground storage tanks in the petroleum and
chemical industries, one or two traditional le_ detection methods will

not suffice for the entire LLLW system, The implication here is that the
plan must comprehend each of the differences unique to the specific
components; therefore, leak testing solutions will be component-specific,
The leak testing plan accommodates these differences by first identifying
the di.fferences and then providing a leak testing strategy and tactic for
each component, as necessary,
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• There are numerous "owners" of the various components that

compose the I_LW system, and these owners have different LLL W

ins_'umentation and operational procedures. The issue here is that
while some owners have well-instrumented LLLW facilities that can be

easily upgraded to incorporate a leak testing method, other owners are

not as well-equipped and additional work will be required before leak

testing can be routinely accomplished in their facilities. The

implications here are similar to those irl the case of the components; that

is, the leak testing plan must recognize and accommodate these

differences. To address this issue, the plaJa provides that early

demonstrations of the leak testing capabilities of various methods will be

made at the be,tter equipped facilities; while this testing is going on, the

less well-equipped facilities will be undergoing the modifications

necessary for them to accormnodate the various methods.

• The amount of waste products generated as a consequence of

conducting leak tests must be kept to a minimum. This issue limits the

scope of traditional leak testing approaches. One approach to testing a

pipeline, for example, is to introduce a known volume of liquid and then,
if it is a sealed line, monitor the change in temperature-compensated

volume that occurs over time (a "volumetric" method) or, if it is an open

line, measure and compare the volume of liquid that flows out of the

other end of the pipeline (a "volume balancing" method). The problem

in applying these methods to the LLLW system is that to accurately test

all of the pipelines in this manner would introduce a large volume of

water into the system. Disposition of these newly created waste products

may pose serious waste management problems in an already burdened

system. This issue has particular significance for the

gravity-fed-pipeline portion of the system because volumetric or volume

balancing methods appear to be two of the few viable testing options.

The paragraph below discusses how the leak testing plan addresses this
issue.

• The basic design of the LLLW system does not provide for leak testing.

Unlike most petroleum and hazardous chemical storage systems, much

of the LLLW system is unvalved; therefore, h_dividual components of

the system cannot easily be isolated. This has an impact on testing all

parts of the system that are unvalved, but particularly the
gravity-fed-pipeline portion of the system. This piping tends to be small
irl diameter (2 ,o 3 in.), with many drain inlets at different elevations

within the buildings and laboratories, and many bends and connections

in the buildings. Thus, while most of the piping connects to a single

pipeline leading to the collection tank (which is usually outside the
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building), the internal piping is distributed and generally inaccessible. In
addition, the radiation hazards associated with these lines further limit
access. The leak testing plan addresses these difficulties by
recommending an enhanced volume balancing leak detection method
using minimal quantities of distilled water introduced into the pipeline to
test the arterial lines. The performance of the enhanced volume
balancing method using distilled water, in terms of minimum detectable
leak and probability of detection and probability of false alarm, will be
determined during the demonstration phase. The viability of other
methods, such as tracers, acoustics, and so on, will be assessed du_ag
the demonstration phase.

• Maximum use of existing LLLW instrumentaaon for the conduct of
leak tests is desirable. Each of the collection and storage tanks in the
LLLW system (and some of the pressurized pipelines) has in situ
instrumentation used to monitor the product level in the tank (or pressure
in the line). Because of the health hazards associated with working on
the LLLW system, the potential environmental risk, and the cost
considerations, it is desirable to make maximum use of the existing
instruments where possible. The petroleum-tank and
hazardous-chemical-tank industries use methods that have been

evaluated--that is, subjected to a rigorous and standardized series of
tests for the purpose of determining theft performance in terms of
Irfinimum detectable leak and their probability of detection, Pt,, and
probability of false alarm, Pva, against a specified leak rate. The existing
level gauges in the LLLW system have not been evaluated; their
performance is therefore unknown and must be determined before they
can be used to show that ORNL is in compliance with the FFA.

During the preparation of the leak testing plan, the capabilities of the
existing instrumentation were examined, lt was determined that, subject
to validation tests and an evaluation, both of which will be conducted

during the demonstration phase, some of the existing instrumentation
could be adapted for leak testing purposes. This is illustrated in Figure
9. The solid line ha this figure represents the volume of waste liquid
(fight-side ordinate) measured in tank WC-2 (Bethel Valley) during an
assessment experiment conducted at ORNL between 8 and 11 February
1991. (The volume was defined as the product of the level gauge data
and the volume-to-height conversion factor, AV/Ah.) lt is evident that
during the test penod, the volume of waste product measured by
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the level gauge varied from about 394 gal to about 401 gal, and showed a

daily variation. The dashed line in Figure 9 shows the air temperature

(left-side ordinate) during the same experiment period, measured at

ORNL's meteorological tower (X-10), which is more than 2,000 ft away

from WC-2. These data show a strong positive correlation between air

temperature and volume (liquid level). This indicates that, if the level

gauge data are compensated for variations in air temperature, the diurnal

fluctuations in the level-gauge readings can be reduced significantly,

thus improving the precision of the instrument. As discussed below,

compensation and improved precision have a direct impact on the

performance of a leak detection method (here, the level gauge), and are

thus two factors that would have an impact on the use of this instrument
as a leak detection method.
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5 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
FOR LLLW LEAK TESTING METHODS

5.1 Performance

Any device or system built to measure some quantity makes that measurement with some

finite accuracy and precision. Accuracy is an absolute term and refers to how closely the

measured quantity is to the actual value of that quantity. Precision is a relative term and refers to

the repeatability of successive measurements. The performance of a given measurement device

or system is determined by either its accuracy or its precision, or both. The performance of a

tank gauge used for making simple level measurements, for exanlple, is primarily dependent on

the accuracy of the gauge; gross level changes need to be measured accurately (but infrequently)

so that the volume can be computed. If this same gauge is used for leak detection tests, it is

necessary to measure small changes in level over a relatively short time period; thus, the

performance of the system becomeg primarily dependent upon the precision of the gauge. The

EPA requires that the performance of a release detection system be measured in terms of the

system's probability of detection (PD) and probability of false alarm (PFA) in detecting a leak of a

specified rate. The discussion below describes how accuracy, precision, Pr,, and PFA are related,

and how Pr, and PFAwill be determined for the LLLW internal leak detection methods.

The performance of a leak. detection system is assessed by means of the "signal" and

"noise" measured by that system; these statistics are determined from the output of the system

with and without the signal present. The "signal" is the time signature of the leak; for example,

the signal associated with a volumetric leak detection system is the flow rate (i.e., volume change

with time) of the LLL wastes, defined at a constant pressure, through a hole ha the tank or

pipeline. The "noise" associated with a volumetric system is the sum of the volume changes in a

nonleaking tank that could be mistaken for the signal, that is, the output of the system without

the signal present.

A noise histogram, prepared from actual test results from a volumetric leak detection

system deployed in a nonleaking tank, is shown in Figure 10. The frequency distribution is

essentially the same as the histogram, except that the values on the Y axis of the histogram are

divided by the total number of tests to arrive at a fractional representation of results. The

frequency distribution thus describes the fraction of the total number of test results in a defined

interval or bin; the data in Figure 10 are plotted in 0.01-gal/h bins centered on a volume rate of

0.0 gal/h (-0.005 gal/h _<volume rate _<+0.005 gal/h). The central value of the noise histogram is
a measure of the accuracy of the system; the width of the distribution is a measure of the

system's precision. The likelihood of exceeding a specified noise level is described by the

integral of the frequency distribution, which results in a cumulative frequency distribution. If the

signal is constant over time, independent of the noise and additive with it, the signal-plus-noise

distribution can be estimated directly from the distribution of the noise ordy. For this case, the
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signal-plus-noise distribution has the same shape as the distribution of the noise only, but the
mean of the noise distribution is shifted by an amount equal to the signal strength. An example

of cumulative frequency distributions for a noise distribution and a signal-plus-noise distribution

for a -0.10 gal/h leak detected by a volumetric system is shown in Figure 11.

A leak detection method will indicate the possibility of a leak in the pipe or tank under test

whenever the volume rate measured by the method exceeds some predetermined threshold

value." The threshold value is chosen to achieve an acceptable compromise between false alarms

and missed detections. Threshold selection requires that the noise and signal-plus-noise

cumulative frequency distributions be def'med. Together, these are used to estimate the

performance of the system.in terms of Po and PVA. PFA is detemlined from a vertical line drawn
at some volume rate (the candidate threshold); the ordinate at which this line intersects the noise

distribution is tile PFAof the system for that threshold. The PD is determined from the

intersection of the threshold line with the signal-plus-noise cumulative frequency distribution.

This process is illustrated in Figure 12; a candidate threshold of 0.05 gal/h is considered in this

figure. It is seen from Figure 12 that the threshold line intersects the noise distribution at an

ordinate value of about 0.1, giving a PFAof about 10%; the PDis about 84%. In this case, the

leak detection method would not meet the performance standard described in the UST regulation

for tank (or line) tightness testing methods (i.e., 95%/5% at 0.1 gal/h). The performance of the

system at other leak rates can be estimated by shifting the signal-plus-noise cumulative

frequency distribution left or right as necessary, and considering other thresholds. (The

per_'ormance of the hypothetical system described here, against a 0.2-gal/h leak rate is about

93%/5% [Po/PFA] at a threshold of about 0.13 galha; this method would not meet the performance

standard required for a monthly test method).

The threshold is usually chosen to balance the Po and PFA in such a way that there is an

acceptable compromise between economic and environmental risks. If the threshold is low (i.e.,

if very small leaks are to be detected), the Po will be high, but so will the PFA' On the other hand,

if the threshold is high, there exists less chance of false alarm but also a greater probability of

missed detections (because the PD is lower). Thus, any adjustment made to the threshold for the

purpose of improving the Po carries with it an increased probability of false alarm. Conversely,

any adjustment made to the threshold for the purpose of lowering the PFAautomatically implies a

decreased probability of detection.

*Note that the leak test threshoM is different from the leak test criterion. The criterion is a portion of the
performance standard; the threshold is a value used to achieve the requisite performance. Also not that even if the
tank system "fails" a test (that is, if the results of a single test exceed the given detection threshold), a leak is not
declared until the testing protocol has been fully completed and continues to indicate a leak. The protocol will
prescribe the conditions for conducting a leak test and the test results necessary to "declare" the leak. The ORNL
protocol will require that, if a system fails a first test, one or two more tests be,conducted in series to confirm the
initial finding; if the system passes a subsequent test, it is deemed to be "tight.
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5.2 Evaluation

As described above, performance estimates for a given leak detection method are made

from the results of tests conducted with that method. The EPA places special significance on a
particular type of test called an evaluation, and requires an evaluation of leak detection methods

used to achieve compliance with the UST regulation. Evaluation tests are conducted in

accordance with standardized EPA-published test procedures (or an equivalent proce, t{lre) and

serve to formally establish the performance of the method. An evaluation document prepared at
the conclusion of the evaluation testing certifies the performance of the method,

Each of the methods to be used at ORNL in the execution of this leak testing plan will
need to be evaluated. This is true for the existing instruments at ORNL that may be adapted for
use as leak detection methods and for other leak testing methods that may be installed at ORNL.

An evaluation is necessary for the existing ORNL level gauges to certify their performance as

leak detection methods for the ORNL wastes. An evaluation of other methods (that may have
been previously evaluated for use in petroleum tanks) will be necessary since the evaluation

documents currently held by these methods are not likely to include operation in aqueous
solutions.

As part of the demonstration phase, the leal= testing methods will be evaluated by means of
a procedure that is equivalent to the EPA's standardized test procedure. The evaluation tests and
the results of these tests will be made part of the leak testing demonstrations. Vista Research,

Inc., a contractor to Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES), will conduct the evaluation of the
various methods. The evaluations will be carried out either at ORNL or at EPA's Underground
Storage Tank Test Apparatus (USTTA) in Edison, New Jersey. The choice of evaluation site

depends upon the particular geometric requirements of the method.



6 LEAK TESTING PLAN

.The leak testing plan for the ORNL LLLW system must be consistent with the
requirements of the FFA. The provisions and goals in the plan must be technically achievable,
and the plan must address the issues described above. Furthermore, the plan must be structured
so that it can be implemented and its goals accomplished within the time flame and budget
allocated to it, consistent with the priorities assigned to each segment of the plan. The leak
testing plan for the ORNL LLLW system includes these elements: specification of the
performance of the leak testing methods to be used, identification and specification of the
components to be tested, the leak testing schedule for each component, and the priorities for
implementing the plan. These elements are discussed below in general terms; Volume II of this
plan provides specific details.

Based upon the f'mdings of the work described above, the substance of the leak test plan is
summarized it. _he following points:

• Each component of the LLLW system that must be tested for leaks
(tank, inlet piping, and outlet piping) requires an implementation that
is specific to that component.

° Each volumetric method used to test LLLW system components must
be evaluated, so that its performance is known and documented.

° In ;erms of performance, the volumetric leak testing methods used at
ORNL will detect a specified leak rate with a Pp of no less than 95%
and a PVAof no greater than 5%.

° Each component will be tested on a regular basis: at least once per
month for tanks and once per year for pipelines.

• Methods used for monthly tests will detect leaks of 0.2 gal/h;
methods used for annual tests will detect leaks of 0.1 gal/h.

° Volume balancing is one method that can be used, to the extent that
the performance of this method meets the performance standard or
can be used for monthly reconciliation.

° Both internal and external leak detection methods can be used.

° Visual methods can be used, where inspections are possible and
practical.
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Based upon this summary, the general leak testing plan for tile ORNL LLLW system is described

below. In these descriptions, the components of the LLLW system that aresubject to leak testing
are identified by class. Volume II of this plan provides the specific details for each component in

its respective class.

6ol Small-Volume Collection and Accumulator Tanks

Figure 13 summarizes the leak testing plan for the small-volume tanks that are part of the

LLLW system _ tanks that have a volume capacity of less than about 3,000 gal. Leak testing

of these tanks will be accomplished primarily by means of a differential-pressure level sensor.

As shown in Figure 13, it is planned that each tank subject to this method will be tested monthly.

Except for tank L- 11, which will be inspected visually, the tanks will require between 4 and 24 h

for a complete test; the actual length of a test will be related to the volume capacity of the tank

(smaller tanks will require less thne than larger ones). This will be described in the test protocol.

Testing these tanks by means of the differential pressure method requires some time; therefore,

leak testing is scheduled for weekends, when it will have minimum impact on operations at

ORNL. The principal advantage of using the differential pressure method for testing the subject

tanks at ORNL is that an existing level sensor is presently installed in most of the tanks within

the scope of this plan. Thus, a leak testing feature can be readily incorporated into the

management of these tanks. In addition to the plan for the small tanks illustrated in Figure 13, at

least one of the tanks, L-11, can be visually inspected. Since a visual inspection is a direct

means of detemlining the integrity of a tank, it will be employed in the case of L-11.

6.2 Larger-Volume Collection and Service Tanks

The leak testing plan for the larger of the Category B and C LLLW tanks (those with

volume capacities between 3,000 and 50,000 gal) that are subject to leak testing is shown in

Figure 14. These larger tanks may require a different method than the smaller tanks. This is

because, for tests lasting less than 24 h, the differential-pressure level-sensor method used in the

smaller tanks may not adequately compensate for the net environmental factors affecting

measurements in the larger tanks. The primary method that is planned for leak testing the larger

tanks is an enhanced version of the small tank method, with test periods of 48 to 72 h. In other

tanks, leak testhlg will be done by means of an electronic tape, together with a test protocol

developed for this sensor. While the performance of this method has yet to be determined, it is

expected that the tank environment is sufficiently benign to allow leak testing with the tape,
without ancillary liquid temperature information. Monthly testing of the subject tanks will be

performed.

Any methods that are used at ORNL will have to be evaluated prior to implementation.

Evaluations will be accomplished in such a way that the implementation phase is consistent with
the FFA Plans and Schedules document [ 1].
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Number of Components Included

24 ta.,,_srangingincapacityfrom 40 to 3,000 gal*

Methods

Prfmary: existingdtfferentiai-press,jrelevel gauges
Secondary: enhancedvolumebalancing

Tanks withsecondarycontainmenthave release detectors.

Testing Frequency/Leak Rate Specification

Monthtyat 0.2 gai/h
Estimated test duration: 4 to 24 h

Performance Valld_ttol ,/_valuatten

• Val_datio,n and evaluationto be performedoff site, followedby on-site
validationand demonstration

. Methed-va_tdatLonmeasu,rementsmustbe made

• Methodevaluation (performancedetermination)was completed
November 1991

Priority
• Numberone priority dueto number of singlycontained tanks, oase of

methodirnpfementatton,age of tanks

• Waste Management-(WM-) ownedtanksf_rstbecause of computing

capability,otherowner to followdemonstrationsfn WM-ownedtanks

Potential Probtems/Solullons

No majorproblems identified;some revelg_uges only need modificationfor

atmosphertctemperaturemeasu,rement. Other levelgauges need various

modifications,includingadditionaldata ecqutsit[ortcapabfllty.

' One tank, L.-11,w_ltbe l_nspectedv_sua_ly;it isnot Includedhere,

Figure 13. Summary of LLLW leak testing plan for smaU-volurnetank.s.
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Number of Components Included

17 tanksrangingin capacityfrom 10,000 to 50,000 gal

Methods

Primary: multipledip-le.c_differential pressure sensor

Secondary: electronic"tape"withouttemperaturecompensation

Ali tankshave secondary-containmentrelease detectors.

Testing Frequency/Leak Rate Specification

Monthlyat 0.2 gal/h
Estimated test duration: 24 to 72 h

Performance Validation/Evaluation

• Method-validationmeasurementsare necessary

• Methodevaluation(performancedetermination)is necessary

• Evaluationto be performedon site, usingfieldevaluationprocedures
• Validationand demonstrationto be accomplishedon site

Priority

Numbertwoprioritydue to largevolumeof storedquantities,age of tanks

Potential Problems/Solutions

Large volumesimplythat a very precise methodis neededto detectsmall
vohJmerateswithacceptableperformance. Multipledip-legdifferential

pressuresensorwill provideadequateperformance, tf then'naleffectsin

LLLW are small,uncompensatedelectronictape may be adequate. Long

testdurationsmay be necessaryfor the requiredperformanceto be
achievedin LLLWtanks.

Figure 14. Summaryof LLLW leak testingplan for larger-volumetanks,
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6.3 Pressurized Pipelines

There are two types of pressurized pipelines in the LLLW system. The more common type
includes those whose contents axe moved by means of a stearn jet or centrifugal pump acting

from some "up-stream" location that pressurizes the line in the course of forcing the waste along
the line. The second type can be described as "double-walled" lines; typically, the annular space
in these pipelines is pressurized (with nitrogen) to a pressure that greatly exceeds the

pump-produced pressure in the inner pipeline (which is carrying the waste), In a further division

of the pipeline system, some of the piping is equipped with valves so that sections of it can be

isolated from the remainder of the LLLW system; most of the piping does not include valving.

An initial estimate shows that there are at least 15 major pressurized pipelines in the
LLLW system that require leak testing, comprising 'almost 20,000 ft of singly and doubly

contained piping. Even while the details of the piping system are being finalized, the leak testing
of the pressurized components can be planned. This is summarized in Figure 15. This figure
shows that the primary, leak detection method for pipelines that have valves will be a volumetric

one, while for pipelines without 'valves it will be enhanced volume balancing. Since the

performance of these methods has yet to be evaluated, several secondary leak detection methods
are being planned for validation and assessment. These include tracer techniques, acoustics, and
others. Annual leak testing of the pressurized lines is planned.

6.4 Gravity-Fed Pipelines

Figure 16 summarizes the leak detection plan for the gravity-fed pipelines. It is estimated

that there axe approxh'nately 8,000 ft of gravity-fed piping in the LLLW system that require leak
testing. Most of it is drain piping that runs from floor drains in various buildings' hot cells to the
collection/service tanks near those buildings. The primary leak detection method planned for

these pipelines is an enhanced volume balancing method using distilled water. Annual leak

testing is planned.
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Number of Components Included
BaseduponTables 1 and 2, it is estimatedthatthere are at least 15 major
pressurizedpipelinessubjectto leak testing;the doublycontainedportionof these

pipelinesis greaterthan 10,000 ft inlength;the singlycontainedportiontotalsan
estimated10,000 ft.

Methods

Primary: Volumetricmethod (usingextant LI.Lwastes) forpipelineswith

valves and centrifugalwastepumps;enhancedvolumebalancing
(usingextant LLLwastes)for unvalvedpipelineswithcentrifugal
pumping;externalmethods(e.g., tracers, acoustics)for jet-pumped
pipelines.

Secondary: Externalmethods(e.g., tracers,acoustics).

Testing Frequency/Leak Rate Specification
Annuallyat 0.1 gal/h
Estimated test duration: 4 to 24 h

Externa/methods: annualtesting
Tracers: detect presenceof tracer chemicaloutsidepipeline,no leak rate

specified;estimatedtest timeup to one week per line.

Performance Validation/Evaluation

Ali internalmethodsused willrequireoff-sitevalidationandevaluation,followedby
on-sitevalidationand demonstration.

Priority
Number three prioritydue to frequencyofuse, volumes of transferredwastes

Potential Problems/Solutions

Jet-pumpedpipelines introduceadditionalwaste as a resultof steamcondensate
followingventuri;thismakes these pipelinesdifficultto testwithinternalmethods
and may requireuse of external methods. Externalmethodswouldtest the various
p_peltnesseriallyandwouldbe time-consumingand costly. The fractionof the total
numberof pressurizedpipelinesrequiringexternalmethodshas yet to be
determined.

Figure 15. Summary of LLLW leaktestingplan for pressurizedpipelines,
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Number of Components Included

Based uponTables 1 and2, lt is estimatedthat there are 25 majorgravity-fed

pipelines subjectto leak testing;these pipelinestotalmore than8,000 ff in length.

Methods

Primary: Enhancedvolumebalancing(usingdistilledwater)

Secondary: Externalmethods(e.g., tracers, acoustics)

Testing Frequency/Leak Rate Specification
Annuallyat 0.1 gal/h;"annualequivalent"at 0.1 gal/hpossiblefor low-usepipelines

and performanceof leak detectionmethod
Estimated test duration: One week per line

Performance Validation/Evaluation

Enhancedvolumebalancingmethodrequiresoff-sitevalidationand evaluation,

followedbyon-siteevaluationanddemonstration.

Priority
Number four prioritydue to frequencyof use, volumesof transferredwastes

Potential Problems/Solutions

Gravity-fed linesare particularlydifficultto testwithtraditionalleak detection
methodsbecause they are unvalvedand operateat atmospheric(or slightlylower)

pressure. However, mostof these linesare operatedonly infrequentlyand have low

flow rates. The performanceof an enhancedvolumebalancingmethodhas yet to
be determined.

The portionof the gravity-fedlinesthat lie withina buildingperimetermay not be
testable ifthe enhancedvolumebalancingmethoddemonstratesinadequate

performance. It other methods (e.g. visualInspections)are impractical,an exclusion
willbe recommendeddue to the de minimis volumeof LLLwastes.

Figure 16. Summaryof LLLWleak testingplan forgravity.fedpipelines.
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7 LEAK TESTING SCHEDULE

A schedule for the development, demonstration, and implementation of the ORNL LLLW

leak testing plan is shown in Figure 17. This figure (which appears as Figure 6.4 in the FFA

Plans and Schedules document for ORNL [1 ]) reflects the estimated technical effort required and

incorporates the schedule priorities described above.

Full implementation of the leak testing plan for the ORNL LLLW collection tanks will

occur in two phases. The first phase will focus on the collection mad storage tanks. The second

phase focuses on the pipelines.

SCHEDULE

LEAKTESTING FOR CATEGORYC TANK SYSTEMS
(NOT MEETING SECONDARYCONTAINMENT)

,, i,, ll.i =- lllll i ii i,.i.,,, l__ i

FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95 FY-96 MILESTONE
DATES

ACTIVITY ....._ _l---T I I I I t " I I f 'F-I i i I I ....

PREPARE LEAKTEST PLAN ..... ' _ FY-93-1

PRIORITIZE TANK SYSTEMS _ F"Y-93-1

CONDUCT LEAKTEST
DEMONSTRATIONS .....

PREPARE DETAILED
LEAKDETECTION PLANS T _r FY-93-2- " FY-93-4
ANDSCHEDULE

INSTALL EQUIPMENT AND
CONDUCT TESTS , ,,,, , - , Continuing
(DETAILSBY FY-93-2)

.__.L__.L_[ I I l I 1 I I I I I I . I l I I I

WORKINPROGRESS
'V SUBMITTAL

Fir_ure17. Leakdetectiontest plan and schedule.
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8 CONCLLISIONS

A preliminary leak testing plan for a portion of the ORNL Liquid Low-Level Waste
system has been described. This plan is designed in such a way that it is consistent with the
requirements and intent of the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA). The elements in the plan are
technologically achievable, and can be implemented in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Further, the approach described in this plan provides the same degree of protection to the LLLW
system as is required by the EPA for tank systems containing hazardous substances.

A key feature of the plan is that it is based in part on relevant portions of current federal
regulations applicable to underground tanks and pipelines that store and transfer petroleum
products and other hazardous substances (i.e., "40 CFR 280 - Technical Standards and
Corrective Action Requirements for Owners and Operators of Underground Storage Tanks" [5]).
This regallation has deferred LLLW systems from immediate compliance, but has not excluded
them. There are three advantages to basing the plan on this federal regulation. First, the UST
regulation has been accepted by industry and is being implemented by most state and local
regulators. Second, the regulation provides quantitative performance standards by which to
gauge the effectiveness of leak detection methods; it also provides a testing schedule for making
the necessary measurements. Third, since the regulation is founded on existing technology, the
physics of many of the leak testing methods applicable to the LLLW system are well understood,
and the methods themselves can be demonstrated and implemented.

The leak testing plan addresses the individual components of the LLLW system. This is
necessary because of (1) the variability in volume capacity among the many tanks, (2) the
variability in the way these tanks are installed, (3) the variability in the size and configuration of
inlet and outlet piping, and (4) the variability in transfer methods. Even among the common
components, no single leak testing approach can be universally imposed because the tanks and
lines have different "owners," each of whom has unique operational requirements, available
instrumentation, and transfer procedures. Furthermore, some tanks and lines experience
infrequent, low-volume flow, while others have more frequent flow, at higher flow rates.

In developing this leak testing plan, a substantial effort has been made to take advantage of
existing instrumentation within the LLLW system, and existing practices, wherever possible and
practical. This has advantages for the EPA, the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation, and ORNL in terms of time and cost. If specialized instruments had to be
procured and then installed in each component, each new installation would require an individual
installation design and installation plan, together with substantial site work. To the extent that
existing instruments can be adapted for the leak testing function, the time and work associated
with installing the new equipment are mitigated; this results in significant cost savings. The
benefits of using existing equipment are especially apparent when one considers the engineering
problems and health hazards implicit in dealing with low-level radioactive wastes.
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Based upon the preliminary trmdings in this plan, existing instruments that are believed to
be adaptable to the leak testing function include the differential-pressure level gauges found in
the small-volume tanks (less than 3,000 gal), the conductivity level gauges found in some of the
tanks, and possibly the pressure-monitoring instruments used on some of the longer pressurized
pipelines. In some cases, visual inspection is possible, providing an external release detection
method. The larger tanks may require new instrumentation or modifications to the small-tank
method or protocol. The gravity-fed pipelines and some of the pressurized pipelines will require
the application of specialized leak detection methods. Ali methods of testing for leaks, those that
use existing instruments and those that do not, will have to be validated and evaluated during the
leak test demonstrations to be conducted at ORNL,

A major element of the leak testing plan is quantitative measurement c,f leak rate from ali
testable components of the system, using test methods whose performance has been formally
evaluated and documented in terms of detecting specified leak rates with a probability of
detection of at least 95% (0.95) and a probability of false alarm of no more than 5% (0.05).
Another major element of the plan is that the test results are measured against specific leek
detection criteria. These elements clarify the requirements of the FFA, which is vague with
regard to specific leak testing approaches and performance standards. For ali of those
components that can be tested with methods reporting a leak rate, the plan implements leak-rate
detection criteria adopted from the UST regulation. Another major element of the plan is that the
quantitative measurement of leak rate from each of the component parts of the LLLW system is
consistent with the technology developed to help the UST industry comply with federal
regulations for underground storage tanks. Thus, the plan takes advantage of the technological
developments in the UST arena and applies them to the LLLW system.

Another element of the LLLW leak testing plan is the scheduling of the leak tests. The
testing schedule for the LLLW system will be based upon the UST regulation. Both the large
and small tanks will be tested monthly. (As indicated by the FFA, an enhanced
volume-balancing method may also be employed on the tanks.) Transfers of liquid waste in the
pressurized pipelines (e.g., those lines between the collection and storage tanks) are not regular
and tend to be infrequent; annual testing is planned.

The gravity-fed-pipeline portion of the LLLW system will initially be tested with an
enhanced volume balancing method. Because of the waste management issues associated with
large-scale volume balancing tests, such testing will use minimal quantities of water. As for the
collection tanks, the performance of the volume balancing method will be established during the
demonstration period. To the extent that the performance of the enhanced volume balancing
method proves to be inadequate because of low flow volumes of extant wastes, it is expected that
external leak. detection methods will be employed. Since many of the gravity-fed pipelines carry
very infrequent, very low-volume flows, the testing schedule developed for each pipeline will be
based upon utilization. Pipelines that lie within a building perimeter may not be testable if the
enhanced volume balancing method demonstrates inadequate performance. This is because the
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external methods are unlikely to be able to detect leaks that lie within concrete walls or floors.
In this case, if the pipeline is small, with infrequent flows, a leak testing exclusion will be
recormnended because the pipeline contains a de minimis volume of waste.

Volume I of the leak testing plan has described a program tailored for the ORNL LLLW
system. The plata is built upon existing federal regulations and leak testing technologies that
have been proven in the underground storage tank industry, together with the specific needs and
operational requirements at ORNL. The plan emphasizes the use of existing instrumentation
where possible, so that implementation may be both timely and cost-effective. When
implemented, the ORNL LLLW leak testing plan can become a model for other sites with similar
waste management systems, lt will feature quantified leak rate determination using instruments
with known performance, testing with specific leak detection criteria, and a rigorous test
schedule for each of the testable components of the system. Implementation of the leak testing
plan will begin with a number of leak test demonstrations for particular components of the
system. These demonstrations will serve to illustrate the leak testing methods, validate the
performance of the methods, and prove thek utility. The demonstration phase will be followed
by regular leak testing of the various components of the system, in accordance with the testing
schedules for those components.

Volume I has provided the background for the leak testing plan at ORNL and described the
approach to be taken. Volume II provides detailed descriptions of the leak testing methods to be
used for each component, and the leak testing protocol and testing schedule for each component
of the system.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A leak testing plan for a portion of the Liquid Low-Level Waste (LLLW) system at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is provided in the two volumes that form this docu-
ment. This plan was prepared in response to the requirements of the Federal Facilities Agree-
ment (FFA) between the U.S. Department of Energy and two other agencies, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC). The effective date of this agreement was 1 January 1992.

The LLLW system is an interconnected complex of tanks and pipelines. The FFA distin-
guishes four different categories of tank and pipeline systems within this complex: new systems
(Category A), doubly contained systems (Category B), singly contained systems (Category C),
and inactive systems (Category D). The FFA's specific requirements for leak testing of the Cate-
gory C systems is addressed in this plan. The plan also addresses leak testing of the Category. B
portions of the LLLW system. Leak testing of the Category B components was brought into the
plan to supplement the secondary containment design demonstration effort that is under way for
these components.

The approach that has been taken in preparing this plan, and that will be taken in executing
it, is fully responsive to the requirements of the FFA. A key feature of the plan is that it is
guided in part on relevant portions of current federal EPA regulations applicable to underground
storage tanks and pipelines (UST systems) that store and transfer petroleum products and other
hazardous substances. While the FFA does not require that the leak zsting at ORNL follow
these regulations, the regulations do provide the solid technical foundation for the testing pro-
gram. In particular, the UST regulation provides clear and unambiguous performance standards
for the conduct of release detection testing, and it provides a schedule for repeated testing of
UST components. This plan, however, also recognizes that the EPA's UST regulation cannot be
blindly applied to the LLLW system. This is because the operation of the LLLW system at
ORNl., is very different from the operation of a typical retail station. As a result, this plan makes
some adjustments in the application of the regulation, as demanded by operational consider-
ations.

Volume I of the leak testing plan reviews the background for the plan and describes how
the EPA's UST regulation can be applied to the LLLW system. This volume provides an over-
view of the LLLW system, with a discussion of the tanks and associated pipelines that will be
leak tested under the plan. Because the variety and complexity of the various components in the
LLLW system preclude a single method or leak testing approach, Volume I describes several
methods that are expected to be used. lt also identifies primary and secondary methods for each
component class, and the performance standards that will be used for each method. Volume II
describes the testing of each component in detail. A component-type priority is established so
that leak testing can be implemented in an orderly manner consistent with the needs and limita-
tions of the facility.



For LLLW tanks with a capacity of less than 3,000 gal, the existing level sensor in these
tanks (together with measurements of the temperature of the sensor) is identified as the primary
release detection method. To allow cost-effective use of the existing instruments, the plan for
this method utilizes (1) algorithms sufficient to compensate for environmental effects that influ-
ence the measurements and (2) a leak testing protocol applied to the data collection and analysis
steps. Subject to further modeling and validation testing, it is expected that the existing level
sensors can also be used to leak test the larger tanks, with leak detection algorithms and testing
protocols appropriate for these larger tanks, lt is planned that the LLLW tanks will be leak tested
on a monthly schedule; the release detection method will be evaluated to ensure detection of a
0.2-gal/h leak, with a probability of detection (PD) of not less than 95% and a probability of false
alarm (PFA) of no more than 5%.

There are two classes of pipelines: pressurized and gravity-fed, lt is planned that an
enhanced volume balancing method will be employed as a primary method for the gravity-fed
lines. This method will use a controlled addition of minimal volumes of water to the line being

tested. The performance of this method remains to be validated. The pressurized pipelines will
be tested by a number of means, including volumetric methods, tracers, and volume balancing;
the choice of method for a given line will depend upon whether that line can be isolated by
means of valves, lt is planned that the LLLW pipelines will be leak tested annually. Following
the guidelines provided in the UST regulation, the pipelines will be tested using methods that
result in performance sufficient to detect a full-use equivalent of 0.1-gaiN leaks with a I'D of not
less than 95% and a PFA of no more than 5%. Since the LLLW pipelines are used only intermit-
tently and most are used infrequently, since the volumes transferred during use are small com-
pared to retail station transfer rates, and since testing of most of these pipelines is very complex,
performance standards and testing schedules must be developed by which lines can be tested in a
manner equivalent to the way the lines covered in the regulation are tested.

Where it is both possible and practical, visual inspections of the various components will
be used in lieu of more cumbersome testing methods. The use of visual inspections requires that
suitable audit trails and other quality assurance procedures be developed and implemented.

The leak testing plan prioritizes implementation of the testing activities. The tanks are
addressed first because of the volume of stored product and the consequences of a release. These
are followed by the gravity-fed and pressurized pipelines. Development of a Detailed Leak Test
Plan and Schedule (a document required by the FFA) and implementation of the release detec-
tion program for the tanks and pipelines will be accomplished in accordance with the schedule
presented in a separate document. _

1 "FederalFacilitiesAgreementPlansand SchedulesforLiquidLow-LevelRadioactiveWasteTank Systemsat Oak
RidgeNationalLaboratory,Oak Ridge,Tennessee,"ReportNo.ES/ER-17&DI,preparedbythe WasteManage-
ment•'undRemedialAclionDivision,MartinMariettaEnergySystems,Inc.,ContractNo.DE-AC05-84OR21400,
OakRidge,Tennessee,March1992.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This document provides a preliminary leak testing plan for a portion of the Liquid
Low-Level Waste (LLLW) system at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. The leak testing plan addresses two of four categories of tank and pipeline systems
within the LLLW system. It provides a plan for portions of the system, as required by the
Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA). It also provides a testing plan for the active, secondarily
contained tanks and pipelines to supplement the secondary containment design demonstration for
these systems.

The LLLW system is comprised of several different types of components that require leak
testing. Different types of components, or similar components with significantly different
volume capacities or other characteristics, can require different leak testing methods. That
different methods are needed is a consequence of the instrumentation (or performance)
requirements, the configuration of the LLLW system, the environmental effects, operational
constraints, or a combination of these factors. The various requirements and limitations affect
the choice of method. For example, consider the primary release detection methods plamaed for
the small and large tanks. In the LLLW system the small tanks, and some of the large tanks, are
presently instrumented with differential-pressure sensors for making level measurements. It
would be cost-effective if these sensors could be used to test all of the tanks. Although it has
been established that the differential-pressure method can be used to test the small tanks [I],
preliminary modeling efforts indicate that this method, if applied in exactly the same way in
terms of configuration and protocol, may not be appropriate for the large tanks, at least if only a
single dip leg is used. Tl'ds is because, in a large tank, thermal gradients in the liquid product can
be large enough that they affect the performance of the method. Thus, a modification to the
small tank method (or at least another test protocol) may be required for the large tanks. One
candidate is an extension of the small tank method using two dip legs. To cite another example,
it was learned during the development stages of the leak testing plan that some of the pipelines in
the system are valved off and then pressurized with nitrogen (or water) prior to transfers. A leak
detection method can be developed from this "in-piace" form of testing, and it would be useful if
this method, ,after it had been developed and evaluated, could be used on "allthe pipelines. Most
of the gravity-fed lines, however, cannot be isolated from the remainder of the system, and
therefore cannot be pressurized. 'Thus, another method, such as volume balancing, must be used
for the gravity-fed lines.

'_le EPA has described four different categories of release detection methods that are

commonly used to test underground storage rank systems for leaks. These are: volumetric,
nonvolumetric, inventory control, and leak-effects monitoring [2]. Each category may include a
number of different types of methods. In all the methods in the first three categories, tests are
conducted through measurements made inside the tank or pipeline, while leak-effects monitoring
is an external procedure. Thus, the early portion of the leak testing program at ORNL entails
assessing the needs and limits of the diverse components of the LLLW system and matching
these components with an appropriate leak detection method. Where necessary, the best "match"
may entail the development of suitable methods or the evolution of existing methods to help



answer the LLLW leak testing questions. The later portion of the leak testing program entails
the implementation of the methods, including the establishment and maintenance of records from
the tests of the various tanks and lines.

Volume I of this leak testing plan described the various portions of the LLLW system that
will be tested, together with a description of the leak detection method(s) planned for the
different types of LLLW components. Volume II gives an overview of particular facets of the
leak testing to be accomplished at ORNL,, including the specific methods and schedules to be
used on the various components of the system, the protocols for the testing, and a discussion of
the algorithms used by the various leak detection methods.

This plan specifically addresses 42 tank systems that are actively being used tbr the storage
and transfer of low-level liquid wastes and that require leak testing; this include._:the arterial
pipelines associated with the tanks. The FFA requires that a detailed leak testing plan and
schedule for these systems be prepared and submitted. This document is a preliminary version of
that detailed plan. The detailed plan and schedule will be submitted as described in the FFA
Plans and Schedules document [3].



2 OVERVIEW OF LEAK DETECTION

The leak detection methods to be used for testing the LLLW system will be designed to
determine whether there exists in a tank or pipeline a leak that can release the LLLW liquids into
the environment. Each method will be evaluated so that its performance, in terms of the proba-
bility of detection and probability of false alarm against a specified leak rate, has been estab-
lished. The leak detection tests that are accomplished under this plan will be performed so that
the quantities measured by the internal methods are related to a flow rate out of (or into) the tank
or pipeline.

Most commercial leak detection systems are internal methods, based on measurement of
the change in volume (inferred from product level) over the duration of the test, that is, a volume
rate measurement. While the details of individual volumetric systems vary, the leak testing plan
calls for using volumetric methods for a significant portion of the LLLW system. Subsection
2.1, below, illustrates some of the considerations necessary in using a volumetric method; the
emphasis in this section is on tanks, but most of the discussion also applies to pipelines.

2.1 Volumetric Methods

Product-level fluctuations in a tank (the fundamental measurement made by a volumetric
method) can occur as a result of level changes caused either by a leak and/or by numerous effects
not related to a leak. The latter are ambient fluctuations (i.e., ambient noise) that can be as large
as or larger than the smallest leaks to be detected. In a partially filled tank, the ambient noise
may be caused by long waves in the tank which periodically move the product back and forth,
primarily along the long axis of the tank (i.e., seiching); by volume changes produced by thermal
expansion or contraction of the product; by evaporation or condensation at the product surface;
and by structural deformation. In addition, instrument effects (i.e., system noise) such as thermal
drifts can also be present. The accuracy, or "performance," achieved by a method usually
depends on the magnitude of these fluctuations and on how well that method can minimize or
compensate for these non-leak-related volume changes and "apparent" volume changes.

The basic strategy in a volumetric test is as follows: (1) before taking measurements,
observe appropriate waiting periods so as to avoid the problems associated with structural defor-
mation of the tank and with the thermal instabilities that develop just after LLL wastes have been
introduced into the tank (or pipeline); (2) measure product..level change over the duration of the
test; (3) measure product temperature,over the same period; (4) convert measurements to volume
changes; (5) subtract out the thermally induced volume contribution and/or compensate for
instrument effects; (7) estimate the volume rate; and (8) declare the tank leaking if the slope (vol-
ume rate) exceeds a specific threshold value. The assumptions in this scenario are that the
effects of evaporation and condensation are small, and that the groundwater table is below the
bottom of the tank. Interpretation of the test result (i.e., the size of the leak) is discussed below.

The performance of a test method is based simply on the ability of the method to accu-
rately measure the flow rate that occurs during a test. The flow rate through a hole depends, in
general, on the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the hole, on the physical properties of the hole,
and on sediment particulates in the tank and the backfill material outside the tank that may retard
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flow through the hole. The hydrostatic pressure is, in turn, a function of the level and density of
product in the tank, the level and density of the groundwater table outside the tank, and the
location of the hole.

Changes in the volume of product can be caused by any of several phenomena, but
l:irincipally the following.

• Expansion and contraction of the product due to temperature changes. Volume
changes result from thermal expansion and contraction of the liquids as the
temperature changes. In the case of the LLLW system, thermal effects are thought to
be small compared to those experienced at a retail station because the coefficient of
thermal expansion of the LLLW products is about 1/6 that of petroleum products.

° Evaporation and condensation ofproduct at the product surface and along the tank
walls. The volume changes due to this phenomenon can be important for tests
conducted in a partially filled tank.

The tank itself may also undergo a change in volume during the test. The most important
of these changes is structural deformation of the tank. Deformation, which occurs whenever the
hydrostatic pressure relative to the bottom of the tank changes, is the result of an hlstantaneous
change in product level and consists of a time-dependent relaxation of the tank system.
Deformation can result in volume changes large enough to mask a leak, and, under some test
conditions, can also affect the magnitude of the measured leak rate. This effect is most
significant immediately after a large-volume transfer into or out of a tank, when the temperature
difference between the product in the tank and the backfill and/or surrounding environment is
largest. At ORNL, the solution to this problem is to allow for a waiting period before leak
testing is initiated. The waiting period is especially important for the LLLW tanks, since so
many of them are located in vaults, without a surrounding backfill that would offer resistance to
the deformation. Fortunately, because most LLLW tanks experience large volume changes only
infrequently, it is expected that deformation will not present a significant limitation to the leak
testing at ORNl,.

2.2 Volume-to.Height Conversion Factor

An underlying assumption of a volumetric test is that product-level changes in a tank,
whether produced by a leak or by any other volume change (such as the themlal expansion or
contraction of the product), can be interpreted as product-volume changes. An accurate estimate
of the volume-to-height conve_ion factor is required in order to convert the product-level
changes to product-volume changes. The volume-to-height conversion factor is defined by

AV

Au, = A---h (2.1)

where A_. is the effective cross-sectional area of the product surface and AV is the volume
change produced by a product-level change, All. For the vertical LLLW tanks, A_n is a constant;
for the horizontal tanks it will vary with the level in the tank. Appendix A provides calculations

of the tank strapping tables for the horizontal tanks in the LLLW system.



3 LEAK DETECTION METHODS FOR THE LLLW SYSTEM AT ORNL

As noted in Volume I, the portion of the LLLW system to be tested for leaks can be
divided into four distinct types of components: tanks smaller than 3,000 gal, tanks larger than
3,000 gal, pressurized pipelines, and gravity-fed pipelines. The pipelines can be further divided
according to whether they are capable of being isolated from the remainder of the system (i.e.,
whether they are valved or unvalved), and whether they are double-walled or single-walled. The
pressurized pipelines have an additional subdivision, according to whether the tank supplying the
line is pumped by means of a centrifugal pump or a steam jet. Each of these types of compo-
nents and their subdivisions presents distinctly different technical problems for leak testing and,
therefore, each requires a different leak testing solution. The sections below provide information
about the leak detection methods that are planned for each of the component types within the
LLLW system.

3.1 LLLW Tanks

This preliminary leak testing plan addresses a total of 42 LLLW tanks that range in volume
capacity from 40 to 50,000 gal. Twenty-five of these tanks have capacities of 3,000 gal or less
and seventeen tanks have capacities greater than 3,000 gal. lt is planned that two different volu-
metric methods will be used to test these two different types of tanks for leaks _. The use of two
different methods is based on a review of the instruments currently installed in the LLLW tanks,
on the environmental effects occurring in tanks, and on a conservative estimate of the instrument
precision necessary to perform the tests satisfactorily. This review found that the existing level
sensors had sufficient precision to measure small changes in "small" tanks over a modest period
of time, but that they lacked the requisite pert:onnance for the larger tanks_ for tests of less
than 24-h duration. The rationale for separating the methods at the 3,000-gal value included con-
sideration of the precision of the existing instrumentation and the geometry and sizes of the vari-
ous tanks. This is discussed in Subsection 3.1.1.

3.1.1 Leak Detection Method for Small Tanks

The smaller tanks will be tested by a method based upon a differential pressure measure-
ment of liquid level in the tank. This mear_rement is made by an instrument called a "DP cell"
or a "Ap" device. The DP cell meas_quid level by sensing the pressure produced by the
head of liquid, with respect to the pressure in the vapor space of the tank. As the depth of the
liquid increases, the pressure increases. The output of the device is proportional to the measured
pressure. The liquid level can therefore be determined from a measurement of the output made
by a calibrated sensor.

1. TankL-11,whichcouldbe testedusingthe smalltankmethoddescribedlater in thisreport,can alsobe
examinedvisually. Since visualinspectionscan directlyindicatethepresenceof a leak, thismethodwill
employedfor this tank (andfor otherswheredirectinspectionis safeandpractical).

: 5
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As configured at ORNL, the DP cell infers the liquid level in the tank by measuring the
mass of the liquid in a vertical column above the outlet of a "bubble" tube that is placed into the
tank. In a container with constant cross-sectional area, and where the bubble tube extends to the
bottom of the container, the outlet of the DP cell is independent of level (volume) changes that
result from thermally induced expansion and contraction of the liquid. That is, the DP cell is
self-compensating for thermally produced volume changes in the liquid; this is approximately
true for the LLLW tanks. The advantage of such a sensor for making leak tests (whose goal is to
detect when the tank's contents leak from the tank into the environment) is that it can be used for
that purpose without the need for the complicated process of measuring the temperature of the
liquid in the tank, followed by temperature compensation of the level to account for the effects of
changes in volume. Since there are presently no temperature-sensing instruments installed in the
LLLW tanks, a mass measurement method suitable for doing leak tests in those tanks provides
an obvious advantage.

The DP cell itself, however, is not without a pronounced temperature dependency. "this
was illustrated in Figure 9 of Volume i of this report, which showed how the volume in tank
WC-2 varied with (air) temperature. Another example is shown in Figure 1(a), which illustrates
the volume of product in tank WC-9 and the air temperature measured during a demonstration of
leak detection methods conducted at ORNL during the period 13 to 16 September 1991. In both
of these figures, the lines indicate the liquid volume measured by the Apdevice, and the points
indicate the air temperature at the site as measured by the "X-10 met tower" in Bethel Valley. lt
can be seen from these data that the DP cell "measures" large level (volume) fluctuations as the
temperature of the DP cell itself varies. (That the correlation is between level and DP cell tem-
perature rather than between level and LLLW liquid temperature is clear when the tank environ-
ment is considered. The LI.,LWtanks are all deeply buried or in vaults that are heavily insulated
from diurnal temperature fluctuations. Therefore, since the LLLW liquid temperature is not
changing in daily cycles, the observed changes are properly associated with temperature changes
of and around the DP cell.)

Figure 1(b) shows a scatter plot of the measured level in WC-9 and the air temperature
during the September demonstration. This figure was prepared using the geometry of WC-9 and
the volume-to-height coefficient for this tank (23.88 gal/in.). The recorded volume measure-
ments were converted to liquid depth, or height. This plot shows that there is a very close corre-
lation between level and temperature. A linear regression through the data shows that the
influence coefficient between these two quantities is about 0.008 in. per degree Fahrenheit, or
about 0.014 in. per degree Celsius. Similar influence coefficients have been determined from
other ORNL demonstration data, and are being obtained in the course of the evaluation of the DP
method; this finding indicates that the temperature effects on the DP cell itself can be reliably
compensated for. The degree to which this compensation can be accomplished will influence the
performance of the instrument in its function as a leak detection method; this is discussed in a
separate report [1].
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3.1.2 Leak Detection Methods for Large Tanks

The 17 large tanks will be tested by either of two methods: (1) a method based upon the
differential-pressure sensor described above (but using multiple dip legs or a modified test
protocol, or both), or (2) a method that uses a conductivity probe attached to a tape that is lowed
from the top of the tank (i.e., the Robertshaw instrument). Where the modified DP-cell method
cannot be used, the Robertshaw tape sensor will be substituted. The protocol for this method
remains to be developed and validated.

Insofar as the choice of method is concerned, the "large" tanks are distinguished from the
"small" tanks by their volume-to-height (V/H) ratios. As will be shown later, the tanks
considered to be large have V/H ratios in excess of 100 gal/in. (at mid-tank), while the small
tanks have V/H ratios significantly less than 100 gal/in. Since the candidate leak testing methods
at ORNL sense level change, since changes in level must be interpreted as changes in volume,
and because the large tanks have very large values of V/H, the method to be used in the large
tanks must have very good resolution and good precision. Based upon the manufacturer's
specifications, the Robertshaw device appears to have the requisite precision. Furthermore, since
the liquids in the large LLLW tanks are transferred only infrequently, they are expected to be in
thermal equilibrium (nominally) and thus not subject to significant level changes due to thermal
expansion effects. Accordingly, it is expected that the Robertshaw device can be used to leak
test LLLW tanks up to 50,000 gal in capacity.

Demonstrations at ORNL axe presently being planned for the purpose of validating the use
of the DP cell and Robertshaw methods for testing the larger tanks. It is expected that, following
successful validation and evaluation of these methods in the course of the demonstrations, both
the DP cell and the Robertshaw device will be installed in the subject tanks, and the testing
program for these tanks will be implemented.

3.2 Protocol for Conducting a Leak Test

A flow chart that illustrates the various steps and procedures that comprise the protocol for
testing the LLLW tanks for leaks is given in Figure 2. Before a leak test is initiated, it is
important to minimize external factors that can affect the outcome of the test. Accordingly, the
testing protocol begins with a waiting period, during which all tank activity is suspended until
after the end of the leak test. During this period, the operators/owners using the tank are asked to
suspend additions to and transfers from the tank. In addition, outside activities such as air
sparging to clear the level gauge are also suspended. This waiting period gives the tank and its
contents an opportunity to settle down, thereby maximizing the quality of the leak test data.

To reduce the chances that runoff could affect the test, the protocol requires that there be a
dry period of 24 h before a test is initiated and that no rain fall during the test. This is because it
is known that in some cases the vault sumps in some of the tanks collect runoff during periods of
rainfall. It is also suspected that some of the pipelines in the LLLW system may leak rain runoff
into the LLLW system. Waiting 24 h after a period of rainfall and before beginning a leak test
reduces the opportunity for inflows that are not related to an actual leak. The rain-delay period
of 24 h is based upon the experience of operators at ORNL, and can be increased or decreased as
necessary.
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The test procedure entails the collection of data, followed by compensation for temperature

effects and a volume rate calculation. After the volume rate has been calculated, the data quality
is determined. This is accomplished by calculating the standard deviation of the compensated

data and comparing this value to a value of noise threshold. If the standard deviation exceeds the
noise threshold, the test is detemained to be flawed as a result of this noise, and the test is

rescheduled. If the standard deviation of the data is less than the noise threshold, the volume rate

is compared to a detection threshold. If the volume rate is less than the threshold, the tank is

determined to have passed tJ_eleak test, and the test ends. If the volume rate exceeds the

detection threshold, the exceedance is noted and another test is immediately initiated. If the

result of a second test also exceeds the detection threshold, and if the absolute value of the

difference between the first- and second-test volume rates is smaller than some decision-margin

value, the tank is reported as having failed the leak test. The advantage of using a two-test

strategy is that, to the extent the tests are independent, the probability of false alma'rx is greatly
reduced. This is discussed in detail in the evaluation report [ l ].

Table 1 summarizes the method, the minimum waiting period, mad the test duration for
each of the LLLW tanks to be tested. This table shows, as was discussed above, that tanks with

large volume-to-height ratios will be tested by means of a modified DP-cell method or the

Robertshaw tape, while the smaller tanks will be tested by the differentia/pressure method.

Appendix B provides the details of the leak testing plan for the LLLW system. This appendix

provides a description of each component to be tested, the method that will be used to test it, the

protocol for conducting a test on this particular component, a.nd a brief notation of special factors
that could influence the test results, together With mitigation measures.

The calculations of the strapping tables for the horizontal tanks are given in Appendix A.

In the event :hat the manufacturer's (or an ORNL-determined) strapping table is not available to
the leak test algorithms, the data in Appendix A may be used.

Ali test results, whether the tank has passed or failed, will be reported to a central office

within Waste Management at ORNt.,. These records will be used to develop a database on the
LLLW tanks. As test results are accumulated, the database wi.tl be used to gain a more complete

picture of the integrity of the LLI..W tanks, and to improve the performance of the leak detection
methods.

.3.3 Leak Testing Schedule

It is planned that each of the tanks within the LLL,W system that are subject to leak testing

will be' tested monthly. If ram or other factors prevent a test from being completed as scheduled,

the test will be rescheduled fo_ the next period of opportunity.
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Table 1, Summa.t), of Tank Characteristics and Leak Detection Protocols

_ ! _ 11, ilim I _._ _ ' ! ] "--" _±, , , [1 ............ LI[BI . 111117 I ! [J ...... _J , i

Orien- Volume Volume/ Waiting Test
Tank tation Diameter* Length* (Max/ Height** Method Period Duration

Nominal Max) (Gal/In.) (h) (h)
(Gai)

2026A V 4 ft 6 ft 11 in. /500 7.77 DP 12 24
B-2.T V 7 ft 8 ft 10.375 in. 1870 23,88 DP 12 24

B-3-T V 7 ft 8 ft 10.375 in. 1.870 23.88 DP 12 24

C-I H 12 ft 61 ft 50,000 446.69*** mod 24 24
DP

C-2 H 12 ft 61 ft 50,000 3,46.69*** mod 24 24
DP

C-6-T V 4 ft (8 ft 10.625 in.) 710 7.77 DP 12 24

F-Ill V 2ft 3in. (5ft 0.188in.) 125 2.44 DP 4 12

F-126 V 5 ft 6 in. (8 ft 2 in.) 1200/940 14.72 DP 12 24

F-201 V 1 ft 6 in. (3 ft 3 in.) /40 1.08 DP 2 , 4

F-501 V 4 ft (4 ft 11.5 in.) /200 7.77 DP 4 12

HFIR H (8 ft) (35 ft) 13,000/9100 170.26"** rood 12 24
DP

L-I 1 V (4 ft) (6 ft) 500 7.77 visual N/A N/A
LA-104 H 3 ft 6 ft 6 in, 296 11.55'** DP 4 12

N-71 V 2 ft 6 in. 7 ft 240 3.02 DP 4 12

P-3 V 3 ft 4 ft 197 4.36 DP 4 12

P-4 V 3 ft 4 ft 197 4.36 DP 4 12

S-223 H 7 ft 10 ft 6 in. 3000 42.54*** DP 12 24

S-324 H 5 ft 4 in. 6 ii 1000 18.04'** DP 12 24

S-523 H 5 ft 4 in. 6 ft 1000 18.(_*** DP 12 24

T-I H l0 ft 27 ft 5 iri. 15,000/10,500 164.74"** rood 12 24
DP

T-2 H l0 ft 27 ft 5 in. 15,000/10,500 164.74"** rood 12 24
DP

T-I3 H 7 ft 10 ft 6 in. 3000 42.54*** DP 12 24

W-12 V 5 ft 6 in. 6 ii 9.5 in. 1000/700 14.72 DP 12 24

W-16 V 5 ft 6 in. 6 ft 9.5 in. 1000/700 14.72 DP 12 24

W-21 H 12 ft 61 ft 50,000 4.46.69*** rood 24 24

through DP
W-31

WC-2 V 5 ft 6 in. 6 ft 9.5 in. 1000/700 14.72 DP 12 24

WC-3 V 5 ft 6 in. 6 ft 9.5 in. 1000/700 14,72 DP 12 24

WC-7 V 5 ft 4 in. 7 ft 5 in. 1100/'7,50 13.84 DP 12 24

WC-9 V 7 ft 10 ft 9 in. 2150/1500 23.88 DP 12 24

WC-10 H 6ft 4in. 10 ft 4 in. 2300/1650 38.11"** DP 12 24

WC-19 H 6 ft 10 ft 6.375 in. 2150/1500 36.97*** DP 12 24

WC-20 H 10 ft 19 ft 5.625 in. 10,000/7000 114.87"** rood 12 12
DP

* Overall length and diameter given; entries in parentheses indicate estimates.
** V/II calculation includes 3/16-in. wall thickness for vertical tanks.

*** V/H depends on level m tank; mid-tank values given.
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4 PIPELINES

There axe thousands of feet of underground pipelines within the LLLW system that need to
be tested for leaks. Detection of leaks in these lines is difficult. Whereas other kinds of pipe-
lines can be pressurized for a leak detection test, many of the LLLW lines cannot be isolated
from the tanks and thus cannot be pressurized. An overview of the various components of the
LLLW pipeline system and a general description of the testing program proposed for this portion
of the system were given in Volume I of this report.

The pipelines that will be tested in this program axe the pipelines associated with the 42
tanks discussed above. Figure 3 categorizes the subdivisions of the two types of pipelines that
will undergo testing: gravity-fed lines and those that transfer product under pressure. Based on
the information in Figure 3, applicable methods of leak detection can be detem_Aned. Final selec-
tion of a leak detection systern will be based on the characteristics of each line and will be spe-
cific to that line.

ACTIVE PlPEUNE$
IN THE LLLWSYSTEM

.[.

GRAVITY.FED LINES DURINO TRANSFEICS

.....
I

1

LINESTHAT CAN BE ISOLATED LINES THAT CANNOT BEISOLATED

BYMEANS OF VALVES BY MEANS OF VALVES

I

_--_-_-I

SINGLE.WALLED UNES ] [ DOUBLE-WALLED LINES

Figure3. Categorychartof pipelinesthat will be tested forleaks.

This section presents one or more methods for testing each type of pipeline within the
LLLW system. Most of these rnethods have not been applied to a system like the LLLW. Those
that have (pressure tests, for example) have not been evaluated for performance, and since their
performance is unknown, the results of a test cannot be interpreted. The first step, therefore, is to
demonstrate the operational feasibility of methods that have not been used on the LLLW system,
and the second step is to evaluate the performance of leak detection systems based on these
methods. Once a leak detection system has demonstrated that it meets the minimum perform-
once standard, it can be used to test the appropriate component of the LLLW pipeline system.
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As stated above, the pipelines are divided into two categories, gravity-fed lines and those
that are operated under pressure during liquid transfers. Only during a deliberate transfer of
waste is liquid intentionally transported through either type of line; at any other time, the lines
contain no liquid other than what may accumulate in low spots at the bottom of a horizontally
oriented pipe.

The gravity-fed pipelines generally transport only small volumes of waste (e.g., fractions
of a gallon to a few tens of gallons) at any given time, carrying the liquid from a hot cell to a
collection (or accumulation) tank. Such transfers are infrequent and none of these lines can be
isolated from the tank for a leak test. One approach to testing these lines is volume balancing, in
which a -known volume of liquid (distilled water is planned) put into one end of the pipeline is
compared to the volume that actually reaches the collection tank. (Volume balancing is 'also the
only leak detection method specifically described in the FFA.) However, the performance of the
volume-balancing method, in terms of the smallest leak that can be reliably detected in the line,
in terms of its probability of detection (Pp) and probability of false alarm (PF,0, is unknown.
Whether this method is operationally feasible depends on the volume of liquid that must be
added to conduct a test capable of achieving the required performance; this method is presently
being modeled in advance of validation demonstrations. The volume-balancing method has the
greatest performance potential for small-diameter lines draining into small to moderate tanks
(i.e., tanks with small values of V/H).

Pipelines that carry liquid waste from one tank to another are operated under pressure, and
generally carry a larger volume than do gravity-fed lines, albeit infrequently and on an intermit-
tent basis. Only a few of the pressurized lines can be isolated from their respective tanks by
valves. For those lines that can be isolated, a number of conventional techniques may be.
applicable. Some of these techniques have been developed, evaluated, and used successfully to
test pressurized pipelines at retail and industrial petroleum storage and dispensing facilities.
However, their performance on long lines such as those found in the LLLW system has not been
evaluated. Those lines that cannot be isolated present a technical challenge, and suitable meth-
ods of testing them must be developed and evaluated.

While it is premature to make a final selection of the leak detection systems for the various
lines in the LLLW system at this time, there are preferred choices based on performance and
operational issues. In most instances, further analysis, demonstrations, and evaluations of differ-
ent leak detection systems are necessary to validate the choices. The program outlined here has
as its goal the selection of a leak detection system appropriate for a given line, defining the
system's test protocol and decision criterion, demonstrating its feasibility, evaluating its perform-
ance, and using it to test the integrity of the line. More than one leak detection system may be
applicable to a given line. When two or more systems have similar performance, the selection
will ultimately depend on the time required to initiate and conduct a test, operational consider-
ations, and the overall cost of testing.

4.1 Leak Detection Systems for Gravity.Fed Pipelines

There are two types of leak detection tests that might be applicable to the gravity-fed pipe-
lines at ORNL: (1) volume balancing and (2) tracers. A volume balancing method assumes that
the difference between the volume of product put into one end the pipeline and the volume of
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product measured at the other end is due to a leak. A reliable volume-b',dancing method requires
that this difference be large enough that it can be measured by instruments at the input and out-
put ends of the line and that any sources of ambient noise be small. Figure 4 illustrates the typi-
cal measurement setup required to test a gravity-fed pipeline. The volmne of liquid added to the
line must be accurately measured and released at a constant rate, the tank receiving the liquid
must be tight, the level gauge in the tank must be able to measure small changes, and the volume
changes that occur in tile tank during the test must be small or must be compensated for.

The smallest leak rate that can be reliably detected is dependent upon (1) the smallest vol-
ume change that can be measured with the tank's level gauge and (2) the volume of fluid that
must be added to the line in order for an orifice or le_ in that line to produce a measurable loss
of liquid (and the rate of addition of this fluid to the line). Rate is important because, in a non-
pressurized line, the amount of liquid lost as the result of a leak may be largest when the liquid is
added slowly. A test employing tile volume-balancing method must account for the ambient
volume changes that occur both in the tank and in the line during a test. The minimum detect-
able leak rate can be estimated theoretically but must be confirmed experimentally. Before a test
is conducted, the line should be flushed with a known volume of liquid. This serves both to wet
the walls of the line and to fill in any low spots in the bottom part of the line. This is particularly
important for the pipelines with very infrequent transfers and whose residual wastes may have
evaporated.

I tI

RESTRICTOR

_7

Figure 4. Schematicdiagramof volume-balancingmethod.

An estimate was made of the volume of liquid that must be added to a 2-in.-diameter line
that empties into a 64-in.-diameter, 1,000-gal vertically oriented tank equipped with a differential
pressure sensor. Experimental estimates have shown that the differential..pressure level sensor
used to test the LLLW tanks for leaks, which the manufacturer states has a precision of 0.01 in.
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(0.139 gal), can detect the level changes that result from the instantaneous addition of' 1,000 ml
(0.264 gal) of liquid to the tank (equivalent to a height change of 0.019 in.). However, because
there are other sources of noise in the tank, a volume change of this size is not very detectable if
it is measured over a longer period of time. A theoretical estimate was made of the volume of

liquid that must be added to the line to permit detection with a differential-pressure sensor hav-
ing a precision of 0.01 in. in a 1000-gal, vertically oriented tank. The flow rate due to a leak was
estimated using an equation that describes free flow through an orifice, and the volume of liquid
that must be added was estimated using Manning's equation.

Table 2 presents the results of calculations for a 2-in.-diameter pipeline with a 1% (1:100)
slope to detennine how much liquid must be added and how long a test must continue before the
difference between the quantity of liquid input to the line and that output from the line into a
64-in. vertically oriented tank exceeds the precision of the level sensor. When the difference
between input and output exceeds 1.645 times the precision of the tank's level sensor (the value
at which a level change of 0.0165 in. occurs in the tank), the test has reached its minimum
length. The calculations were done as a function of hole diameter and the depth of the liquid
flowing in the pipe. The estimates assumed that the slope of the line was 1% and that there was
no uncertainty in the volume of liquid added to the line and no ambient changes in the level of
fluid in the tank during the test. Also shown in Table 2 is the leak rate for these conditions. Sev-

eral observations can be made. First, the smallest detectable leak rates are much larger than 0.2
gal/h for ali but the smallest holes. Second, only tests in the lines with larger holes can be done
in less than 15 rain. Third, the duration of a test in a line with a small hole (1/32-in. diameter) is
many hours, and a large volume of liquid must be added. Fourth, for tests longer than 15 rain,
volume changes that occur in the tank must be considered. This means that the threshold must
be higher, and a higher threshold requires both a larger volume of added liquid and a longer test
duration. Fifth, when the depth of flow is very low (for example, 0.I25 in.), the validity of the
assumptions used in calculations to estimate the leak rate is unknown.

Table 2. TestDurationRequiredfor the DifferencebetweenInputVolumeto theLineandOutput Volumeto a
64-in.-diameterTaJ_kto Exceed1.645Timesthe Precisionof the LevelSensor(1.645x O.01in. x 13.962gal/in.)
(Alicalculationsassumeda slopeof 1%.)
.... -: ;; ' __ u _ i--I '''_ ,_ f'_. ,?.h. rHr _ I _ r_: .w_,_ _ _ _ _ I I"l _u I'?

Depth 0.125in. 0.250in. 0.500in.

Hole Leak Volume Duration Leak Volume Duration Leak Volume Duration
Diameter Rate Added Rate Added Rate Added

(in.) (gal/h) (gal) (h) (gai/h) (gal) (h) (gal/h) (gal) (h)

1132 0.07 26.4 3.24 O.10 80.4 2.29 O.14 233 1.62
1/16 0.28 6.6 0.81 0.40 20.1 0.57 0.56 58.4 0.41

3/32 0.63 2.9 0.36 0.90 8,9 0.25 1.27 26.0 0.18
1/8 1.13 1.6 0.20 1.60 5.0 0.14 2.26 14.6 0.10

Table 3 shows a calculation of the minimum test duration and volume of liquid that must
be added to detect a leak rate of 0.2 gal/h and a leak equivalent to 0.1 galha. The 0.1-gal/h
equivalent leak rate assumes that ali of the liquid transfers occur during a 1-h period during any
24-h period. The diameter of the holes required to generate these leaks is also shown. The table
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indicates that leaks from holes with diameters as small as 0.037 in. can be detected in a 1-h test

by the addition of 166 gal of liquid. The table also indicates that a leak equivalent to 0.1 gal/h

can be detected in a short-duration test (6 rain) with the addition of about 13.7 gal of liquid.

Since it is expected that the pipelines will be tested annually, it is planned that the 0.1-gal/h leak

rate criterion will be employed, (It is noted that the values in "Fable 3 are for a PFAof 5%, at a lap

of 50% [i.e., the leak test criterion is the same as the threshold value]. For a Pp of 95%, larger

quantities of water must be added; these calculations will be done prior to demonstrations of the

method.)

An experimental program is required to verify these calculations and to demonstrate that

such a test is feasible. To achieve a higher level of performance with volume balancing, it will

probably be necessary to implement a method of retarding the flow so that there is more time for

liquid to be released at any possible hole in the line.

Table 3. Estimate of Hole Size, Volume of Liquid to Be Added for Test,
and Test Duration

Leak Hole Ah Volume Duration
Rate Diameter Depth of Flow Added (h)

(gal/h) (in.) (in.) (gal)

0.2 0.053 0.125 9.2 1.13

0.2 0.044 0.25 40.5 1.16

0.2 0.037 0.50 166 1.16

0.1" 0.183 0.125 0.8 0.09

0.1" 0.153 0.25 3.4 O.lO

0.1" 0.129 0.50 13.7 0.10

* assumes that ali liquid transfers occur during a 1-h period during every 24-h period

4.2 Leak Detection Systems for Pipelines that Transfer Liquid under Pressure

There are four types of leak detection tests applicable to pipelines that transfer liquid under

pressure. Because these lines have widely diverse characteristics, a single type of test may not

suffice for all the lines in the LLLW system. None of the types of test discussed here has been

evaluated on pipelines such as those found at ORNL, nor have any been evaluated in the opera-
tional environment found there.

4.2.1 Volumetric Tests

There are many kinds of volumetric tests for pipelines. Such tests require that for the dura-
tion of a test the line be isolated from the tanks by means of valves. The line is filled with liquid
and then pressurized. Measurements are made of the volume changes required to maintain a

constant pressure in the line; these indicate the volume changes in the line itself. Previous tests
with volumetric systems have shown that they have a very high level of performance, exceeding
the leak detection criteria established for these tests.
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Volumetric testing can be done on lines containing gas as well as those containing liquid.
The test procedure is identical as regards pressurization and the addition or removal of gas or
liquid to or from a container outside the line. Performance is better, however, with a liquid than
with a gas, because the noise that controls performance is much greater in the case of gas-filled
lines. Thermally induced volume changes are one example of such noise. In a gas-filled pipe, a
I°C change in temperature would result in a volume change of 0.057 gal per 100 ft of 2-in.-
diameter pipe, while in a water-filled pipe, the same temperature change would cause a volume
change of only 0.0034 gal per 100 ft of pipe. Nevertheless, the use of either gas or liquid is
acceptable provided that it is operationaUy feasible and that the performance standards are met.

4.2.2 Pressure Tests

There are two types of pressure tests used on pipelines. As with a volumetric test, the line
must be isolated from the tanks by means of valves for the duration of a test. In a pressure test,
the line is filled with a gas such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide, or a liquid. After the line has
been pressurized, the pressure is monitored for a specified time and then compared to a threshold
pressure drop. It can be shown that the performance achieved by pressure tests is not as good as
that achieved by volumetric tests because (1) the relationship by which pressure measurements
are converted to volume measurements cannot be determined if the line is leaking and
(2) pressure tests require a longer waiting period for temperature changes in the product to
become negligible. However, an important advantage of a pressure test is that no liquid needs to
be added to or removed from the line during a test.

It is common practice at ORNL to use a pressure test on some of the lines before a transfer
of product. The line is pressurized, and drops in pressure are monitored as part of the test. If the
various sources of ambient noise produce volume changes small enough to be negligible, or if
the effects can be compensated for, the performance of the pressure testing system should be
evaluated and the system considered for use on ORNL lines to which it is applicable.

4.2.3 Acoustic Tests

Acoustic tests can be used for both detection and location. Experiments on pressurized
pipelines contaLnhlg petroleum (the type normally found at retail service stations) suggest that
leaks can be located with an accuracy that is within 1% of the line length [4]. The lines in these
experiments were 125 ft in length, and leaks of approximately 1 gal/h were accurately located.
Although only a few tests have been done on gas-filled lines, similar performance should be
achievable. In the experiments on petroleum-filled lines, the line was isolated from the tank by
means of valves, and the fluid in the line remained static during the test. The ability to detect/lo-
cate leaks in a line when product is being transferred through the line is unknown. In principle,
detection/location should be possible if the noise produced by product moving through the line is
not exceedingly high.

In an acoustic leak detection/location test, the pressure inside the line must be different
from that outside the line; tests can be done if the pipeline is under negative pressure, Figure 5
shows the setup for an acoustic test. The sensors can be attached directly to the outside of the
pipeline. Since the transducer is flat, a simple metal collar can be used to ensure good contact
between it and the pipe. Location/detection is accomplished by means of a coherence analysis.
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FigureS. Acousticleakdetection/location.

The performance of an acoustic detection/location system depends on the size of the leak
signal that is generated. The magnitude of the signal depends on the way the line is pressurized
and on the backfill and groundwater conditions outside the line. A strong acoustic signal should
be present during a transfer of product under pressure; whether the signal is detectable depends
on the level of noise created by the turbulent flow through the pipeline. Since the magnitude of
the acoustic signal depends on the pressure of the line, it is possible to enhance the signal by
conducting acoustic tests at different pressures. Detection can also be enhanced by changing the
pressure in a known pattern, lt must be demonstrated, however, that such signals, if they exist at
all, are large enough to be detected in lines as long as those commonly found at ORNL.

4.2.4 Tracers

There are two general types of tracer techniques that might be used to detect leaks iii the

LLLW pipeline system: halocarbons and helium. Each of the tracer methods requires that sam-
pies be taken over the ground surface, along the line, or around the area of interest.

Halocarbons, members of the CFC (chlorinated fluorocarbon) family, have been used to
detect and locate leaks in underground pipelines carrying motor and aircraft fuels. A tracer liq-
uid is usually added to an underground or aboveground storage tank and mixed with the contents.
If a leak is present, the tracer will leave the pipeline during transfer operations. The gas is then
free to escape from the solution and migrate upward through the soil. Sampling containers are
positioned along the pipeline at closely spaced intervals, typically 15 to 25 ft, and samples are
collected for analysis with a gas chromatograph. If halocarbons are present in the samples, the
existence of a leak is confirmed, lt may take several days to several weeks to complete a test,

depending on the permeability characteristics of the subsurface soil and the level of the ground-
water. To differentiate leaks in lines that are in close proximity, different types of halocarbon

compounds can be used that are separately identified during analysis.
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There are a number of advantages to the use of halocarbons. First, they have been success-
fully used for a number of years, and their perfomaance has been evaluated and found to meet the
EPA performance standard for a tank and line tightness test. Second, the probability of a false
alarm is very remote because the specific halocarbons used as tracers are not normally found in
nature. Third, different lines in close proximity can be independently tested by means of differ-
ent halocarbons. Repeated application of this tracer technique depends on the residence time of
the tracer in the ground.

One of the disadvantages of the halocarbon tracer method is that, because the technique
works best in a highly permeable soil, the high groundwater levels and clay soil found around the
LLLW system will degrade its performance. This particularly true when the pipeline is located
below the water table (although it is not impossible for halocarbon tracers to find leaks in such
lines). In addition to this disadvantage, there are four operational issues to contend with. First,
halocarbon tracers do not work well unless ali portions of the system to be tested are sealed tight.
lt has been observed that surface runoff and/or groundwater infiltrates certain ORNL vaults and
tanks through loose connections; because of this leakage into the system, halocarbon tracers
would not work well on either these tanks or nearby pipelines. Second, halocarbon tracers
require the installation of many sampling containers along the line and the collection of samples
over a long period of time. For the long pipelines at ORNL, it could take several weeks to com-
plete a test. Third, in order for this test to be effective, the precise location of the line must be
known; this is not the case for many of the ORNL lines. Fourth, because the network of tanks
and piping within the LLLW system is complex, and many of the lines are in close proximity,
interpretation of the test results could be difficult if the same tracer is used in more than one line.
Thus, while halocarbons have certain advantages, there are many reasons why an alternative
tracer method should be assessed and validated.

Helium tracers have been used to both detect and locate leaks in underground pipelines

carrying motor and aircraft fuels. Their primary use, however, has been in their application to
locating a leak once one has been detected, lt is important to note that the sensitivity of helium-
tracer measurement systems varies widely, and not ali systems would work well at ORNL. The
methodology is straightforward. Helium is added to a pipeline and a sniffer probe is walked
along the surface of the ground. If leaks are to be found in the vicinity of tanks or pipes covered
by concrete, small holes must be drilled so that the helium gas can escape. The performance of
helium tracers is not well known, although false alarms have been reported. Helium is such a
small molecule that it escapes through portions of the tank or pipeline system that are liquid
tight. This is one reason that it is usually used after a leak has been detected by another tech-
nique.

The main advantage of helium tracers is that they are easy to use and tests can be com-
pleted fairly quickly. Helium tracers have the same disadvantages as halocarbons, except that no
in situ sampling points are required. However, unlike the halocarbon technique, the same tracer,
helium gas, is used in ali lines to be tested. To the extent that the soil residence time for the
helium in the ground is long, interpretation of the measurements is made more difficult because
discrimination cannot be achieved and because residual amounts from previous tests may be

present. However, like the halocarbons, the preferred migration of the gas is vertical, and the
helium will eventually escape into the atmosphere. The success of these tests will depend on
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whether or not the helium gas that escapes in the proximity of the tank migrates horizontally
along the ground and contaminates the data being collected by the sniffer. As with halocarbon
tracers, repeated application depends on the residence time of helium in the ground.

Based on the information at hand, a helium tracer is the recommended choice for testing a

pressurized line (when it is not possible to use a pressure test). The principal reasons for select-
ing helium are that tests are easy to conduct. Before this technique is attempted, however, some
preliminary demonstrations will be conducted to determine (1) the vertical migration of helium
in the soil found at ORNL, (2) the extent of the helium plume released, (3) the residence time of
helium in the soil, and (4) the sensitivity of the sensing system to concentrations of helium in
"leak-like" flows.

4.3 Recommendations

All of the methods discussed above have potential application to the LLLW pipeline sys-
tem, but feasibility demonstrations are required before most of them can be used. While the
gravity-fed pipelines present formidable problems for leak detection, it is fairly easy to determine
whether the volume-balancing method can be used on these lines. The performance and opera-
tional issues associated with volume-balancing can be experimentally investigated at the ORNL
LLLW Simulator (LLLWSIM) located in Edison, New Jersey.

Currently, lines that can be isolated from the tank system undergo pressure testing before
any liquid is transferred through thetn. These lines are pressurized with gas for such tests. An
evaluation of the performance of this technique should be conducted, and, if the results are satis-
factory, the technique should be implemented on the pipelines to which it is applicable.

The remaining pipelines to be tested cannot be isolated from the tank systems found on
either end of the line. A series of demonstrations will be conducted to assess the applicability of
the helium tracer and acoustic techniques. While helium tracer methods probably offer the sim-

plest operational approach to leak location, a variety of tests must be done to assess the feasibil-
ity of using helium as a tracer under the varied operational conditions found at ORNL. This is
also true of the acoustic methods. Because of the simplicity of the helium test, it is
recommended that this approach be considered first. A demonstration is currently pending that
will assess the use of a helium tracer.

Table 4 lists various testing methods that may be applicable to the LLLW pipelines. It also
shows the important issues that must be resolved before the method can be considered for use.
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Table 4. Demonstration Experiments Required Before a Method Can Be Considered for Leak Testing

ml_llll'l _11 _ I II i I I I i I I i i I I I I Ill I III III IIIIIiiii

Testing Method Main Issues Thai Must Be Resolved

Volume-Balancing • Leak rate through a hole of _iven size under different condi-
tions for pipeline slope and mput flow

Volumetric Test with Gas underPressure • Volume changes in the gas that are due to temperature
changes

Volumetric Test with Liquid Under Pressure • Operational issues; no technical issues

Helium Tracer • Helium migration through clayey soils of varying moisture
content

• Residence time of the helium in the soil

• High mobility of helium atom

Acoustic Test on Line That Is Isolated and Pres- • Detectability of signal based on size of hole and length of
surized with Gas or Liquid line

Acoustic Test on Line That ts Isolated and • Existence of signal and conditions under which it is detect-
Placed Under a Negative Pressure with Gas able

• Detectability of signal based on size of hole and length of
line

Acoustic Test while Liquid Is Being Transferred • Masking of signal by flow-generated noise during a hydro-
static test
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5 CONCLUSIONS

This leak testing plan has examined the various components of the LLLW system that
require testing, and llas developed and discussed the testing approach for each of these compo-
nents. The approach includes tile methods to be used for each of the components and the leak
detection criteria that will be employed with each method. A more detailed testing plan will be
prepared as modeling and demonstration results become available. A detailed test plan will be
prepared and submitted in accordance with the requirements of the FFA. This detailed leak
detection test plan will include schedules for testing each of the components.

Figure 6 summarizes the details of the approaches described in the plan. Figure 6 shows
that the tanks in the LLLW system can be divided into two categories_ large tanks and small
tanks----and that testing solutions for these two categories are straightforward. The small tanks
will be tested monthly, by means of a method based upon a liquid-level sensor that is presently
installed in the tanks. This method affords a cost-effective solution to testing 25 of the 42 tanks
in the system and will incorporate algorithms and protocols designed to give value-added benefit
to the exist2ng sensor. As necessary, upgrades will be made to this system to provide digital data
collection and automated leak-test capabilities. The 17 large tanks that comprise the second
category will also be tested monthly, using a modified version of the small tank method, or by
means of a level sensor and test protocol adapted for use in the LLLW environment. Since the
tank system will be tested monthly, these methods will employ a leak detection criterion of
0.2 gal/h.

The performance evaluation of the small tank method was completed in November 1991
[1]. The evaluation was conducted by Vista Research at the EPA's Underground Storage Tank
Test Apparatus in Edison, New Jersey. The results of the evaluation indicate that the small tank
method meets the EPA's perfonrmnce standards for monthly monitoring. (See Volume III.)

The pipeline portion of the LLLW system is more complex than the tank portion because it
contains more component categories that require separate testing solutions. At the first level, the
LLLW pipelines can be divided into two categories, gravity-fed lines and pressurized lines.
Gravity-fed lines typically have many source drains and have no valves that can be used to iso-
late portions of the line from the tanks or from other lines that interconnect with them. In addi-
tion, most of these experience a very weak negative pressure (i.e., a vacuum) as a result of the
Hot Off-Gas (HOG) system that is used to sweep off evaporant products that could otherwise
escape from the tanks. The gravity-fed lines will be tested by means of an enhanced volume
balancing method whose performance will be evaluated prior to its implementation. During
these tests, small quantities of distilled water will be injected into the lines and allowed to drain
into the accumulator tank; the volume received will be compared to the volume injected. Tests

will be performed annually, employing a use-equivalent leak detectio,,i criterion of 12.1gal,_.
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The pressurized pipelines are those in which liquid wastes are transferred by upstream
pumping---by either steam-jetted or centrifugal pumps. Because of the complexity of testing
these lines, they will be tested annw_lly using a use-equivalent leak detection criterion of
0.1 gal/h. These lines have a numbe_ ,:f component subdivisions that determine the specific leak
test method to be employed, First, the !ines maybe valved or unvalved; the valved lines can be
isolated from the remainder of the LLLW system, whereas the unvalved lines cannot. Those
lines that can be isolated will be tested with one of three methods: a gas pressure volumetric

method adapted from current practice at ORNL, a helium tracer method, or a volumetric method.
The unvalved lines can be further subdivided according to whether they are single-walled or
double-walled (in the latter case, with a high pressure maintained in the annular space), and
whether they are pumped by means of a steatn jet or a centrifugal pump. For the double-walled
lines, the gas pressure volumetric method will be used to test the annular space. For the single-
walled, jetted lines, the helium u'acer method will be used. Those lines that are single-walled
and centrifugally pumped will be tested by means of either the volume balancing method, a
helium tracer, or acoustics.

Each of the leak testing approaches described above requires that the method in question
undergo a demonstration of operational feasibility on the applicable component(s) and that its
performance in that technical capacity be evaluated. The demonstration and evaluation portion
of _:_epresent leak testing program will continue until all the ORNL components designated for
testing have been matched with a suitable method of leak detection. The implementation portion
of the program will follow.
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TANK CHART CALCULATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL TANKS
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TANK CHART CALCULATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL TANKS

There are 24 horizontally aligned tanks in the LLLW system that are covered by this leak
testing plan. These tanks are built to American Society of Mechanical Engineering (ASME)
specifications; most tank drawings call out an "F&D (flanged and dished) head" for the end caps
of the tanks. This configuration can be closely modeled by a cylindrical tank section with ellipti-
cal end caps, where the height of the end cap (h) is one-quarter the diameter of the tank (a). This
geometry is used to calculate the tank strapping charts and the volume-to-height charts shown
below. If the actual strapping table for a particular LLLW tank is known, that table should be
used in the leak testing algorithms. If the tank strapping table is not available, the material in this
appendix carl be used.

ASME Tank Configuration
(Elliptical End Caps)

The volume of an ASME elliptical tank with diameter (a) and overall length (L), filled to a
depth (d), is given by

I(na2] ( a )_a-d -( )sin-|(1---)l+_hd2(X )V(d)=D --8- -_-d _d 2 a = 2d 2d- 7j a '

where

2a
D=L .... .

4
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Tank Chart Calculation
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TankChartCalculation
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LA-104
Tank Chart Calculation
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Tank Chart Calculation
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Tank Chart Calculation
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T-1 / T.2
Tank Chart Calculation
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WC-IO
Tank Chart Calculation
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WC-19
Tank Chart Calculation
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WC-20
Tank ChartCalculation
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Appendix B

LEAK TESTING PLANS
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: 2026A (F-401)

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, SE corner of Bldg. 2026, outside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)
CH ARA CTERISTICS:

Installation date: 1962
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diameter 4 ft, length 6 ft 11 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 500 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 7.77 gal/in.
Material: hastelloy "C" tank, 304L SS heads
Containment: single
LLLW u'ansfer method: gravity (inlet), steam jet #J-401 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, P_A--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 hours
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• If r_in runoff is known (or suspected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak
test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: B-2-T

LOCATION: Melton Valley, NE corner of Bldg. 7930, inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1965
Orientation' vertical

Dimensions: diameter 7 ft, length 8 ft 10 7/8 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 1870 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 23.88 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS

Containment: vault (exterior-lined)
LLLW transfer method: gravity from 7930G (inlet), steam jet (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; ORNLA_T-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Ev_uated performance: I'D->0.95, Pr^ -<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gab'la

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling fi'equency: 0.017 Hz (one sarnple per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• It is known that there is a 40 SCFM HOG air sweep; it is sun'nised that this may
cause evaporation losses of about 0.1 to 0.2 gal/h.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDUI.,E: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: B-3-T

LOCATION: Melton Valley, NNE portion of Bldg. 7930, inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CttARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: I965
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 7 ft, length 8 ft 10 7/8 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 1870 gal
Volurne-to-height coefficient: 23.88 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS
Containment: vault (exterior-lined)
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; ORNI../LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor" Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, PF: <̂ 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following ku'ge-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volurne transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h rninimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling fi'equency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell tetr_perature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
• None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• I,eak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period.

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCtlEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

'rANK: C-6.T

LOCATION: Melton Valley, N portion of Bldg. 7930, inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1965
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diameter 4 ft, length 8 ft 10 7/8 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 710 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 7.77 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS
Containment: vault (exterior-lined)
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, PF^ --<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
• None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: C-l, C-2

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N of Bldg. 2531, outside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B°'(existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1964
Orientation: horizontal

Dimensions: diameter 12 ft, length 61 ft
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 50,000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (446.69 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plots
for C- 1, C-21)
Material: 304[, SS
Containment: concrete vault

LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; modified 823DP
Sensor: Foxboro DP cell

Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, P_A--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

o If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: F-111

LOCATION: Melton Valley, Bldg. 7920, inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1966
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 27 in., length 60 3/16 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximurn): 125 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 2.44 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS
Containment: vault
LLLW transfer method: gravity (inlet), steam jet (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp-> 0.95, PF^-<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 24 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 12 h minimum, 36 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainfall is known to enter tank pit through pit top; if rain runoff is found (or sus-
pected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test

period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: F- 126

LOCATION: Melton Valley, Bldg. 7920, inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1966
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 66 in., length 8 ft 1 in.
Volume capacity (maximurrgnominal maximum): 1200/940 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 14.72 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS
Containment: vault
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PD-->0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainfall is known to enter tank pit through pit top; if rain runoff is found (or sus-
pected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geotnetry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

. If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: F-201

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, Bldg. 3525, basement

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1962
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 18 in., length 39 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 40 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 1.08 gavin.
Material: 304L SS
Containment: above ground in basement of building
LLLW transfer method: gravity (inlet), steam jet to F-501 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp-> 0.95, PF,,-<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 2 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 0 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 2 h
Test duration: 4 h (single test), 8 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 2 h minimum, 10 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample p_:rminute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
• None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature..compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
v,'flid result.

SCttEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: F-501

LOCATION: Melton Valley, S of Bldg. 3525

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CH ARA CT ERIST ICS:
Installation date: 1964
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diarneter 48 in., length 4 ft 11 1/2 in.
Volume capacity (nominal working maximum): 200 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 7.77 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS

Containment: in concrete pit
LLLW transfer method: gravity and steam jet from F-201 (inlet), steam jet J-501-1 and
J-501-2 to W-12 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp--->0.95, PF^< 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 4 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 24 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 12 h minimum, 28 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
• None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: HFIR

LOCATION: Melton Valley, S of Bldg. 7910

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHAR#,CTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1961
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 8 rf, length 35 ft
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum)' 13,000/9,100 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (170.26 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for HFIR])
Material: SS
Containment: none; concrete poured around tank
LLLW transfer method: centrifugal pump from 7900, 7913, 7911 (inlet), centrifugal
pump to MV diversion box (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; modified DP cell method
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP
Evaluated performance: Po-->0.95, P_s < 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

Cannot suspend inflows without shutting down HFIR

HOG condensate known to enter system

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volmne
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: L-11

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, Bldg. 3544, south wall

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARA CT ERISTICS:
Installation date: 1974
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 48 in., length 72 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 500 gN
Volume-to-height coefficient: 7.77 gal/in.
Material: SS

Containment: in-building vault
LLLW u'ansfer rnethod: centrifugal pump L-10 (inlet), centrifugal pump L-10 to VB-1
(outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: external, visual inspection
Sensor: N/A
Evaluated performance: N/A

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: N/A
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: N/A
Minimum waiting period following tank sp,'u'ge: N/A
Test duration: 0.5 h (estimated)
Total time required for leak test: 0.5 h
Data sampling frequency: N/A
Measured quantities: liquid or accutnulating dried waste

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

QA and documentation procedures to be developed

DATA INTERPRETATION:

qualitative; changes

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: LA-104 (F-104)

I.,OCATION: Bethel Valley, SE corner of Bldg, 3047
,,

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date' I960
Ori,entation: horizontal
Dimensions' diameter 36 in., length 6 ft 6 in.
Volume capacity (nornirml maximum): 296 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with le,vel (11.55 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for LA-.104])',
Material: 304L SS
Containm.ent: concrete vault
I.LLW .transfer method: gravity from I:,HD (inlet), steam jet to 30.47 HD header (outlet)

LEAK. TESTING METHOD:

Description: OR NL/LT-823 DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp >--0.95, PFa-<0.05 for sing?o-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following lage-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following s.mall-,eohm'_etransfers: 4. h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cel.l temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING 'rEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

, Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volum,e
change s d uring test period

, II' standard deviation of calculated le'.& rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid: due to e:_cessi,,,e noise and should b,erescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
• , in,leak rate differences between two successiv.: tests must be less than 0.03 g,-'d/hfor

valid result.

_,,L,ttEDI2,LE' ?,,%nthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: N-71

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, Bldg. 3019 (Cell 7), inside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHkRACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1954
Orientation' vertical
Dimensions' diameter 30 in., length 84 in.
Volume capacity ('o,::ninal maximum)' 240 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 3.02 gal/in.
Material: 304L SS

Containment: above-ground vau!t
LLLW transfer method' gravity iinlet), (outlet N/A)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description' ORNI_./LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performaz_ce: Pp ->0.95, PF/,_ 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-wglume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following small..volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparse: 12 h
Test duration' 12 h (single test), 24 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 12 h miqimum, 36 h maximum
Data sarnpling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion" theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

, Leak rate calculation' linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

, If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

.
, If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated

le'xk rate differences between t,vo successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: P-,3

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, inside Bldg. 3019 (Cell 6, lower level)

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1954
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diameter 36 in., length 48 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 197 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 4.36 gal/in.
Matelial: 347 SS
Containment: above-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: gravity (inlet), (outlet N/A)

LEAK 'rESTING ME":'HOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, PvA-<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following 1,'u'ge-volume u'ansfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 24 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 12 h minimum, 36 h maximum
Data sampling fl'equency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

° Leak rate calculation: lineaz_regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of caIculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: P-4

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, inside Bldg. 3019 (Cell 6, lower level)

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1954
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 36 in., length 48 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 197 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 4.36 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS

Containment: above-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: gravity (inlet), (outlet N/A)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp-> 0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 24 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 12 h minimum, 36 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: line,tr regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

, If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: S-223

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N side of Bldg. 3517 (Cell 23)

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1955
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 84 in., length 126 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 3000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (42.54 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for S-223])
Material: 304L SS
Containment: below-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: steam jet from S-523 (inlet), jet pump J52-23 to VB-2 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PD-->0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainwater enters vault; pumping vault sump during leak test will invalidate result. If
cell sump pumped during test, reschedule test.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

o Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: S-324

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N side of Bldg, 3517 (Cell 24)

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1955
Orientation: horizontal

Dimensions: diameter 64 in., length 72 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 1000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (18.04 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for S-324])
Material: 304L SS
Containment: below-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: gravity from EPOG (inlet), steam jet J54-24 to VB-2 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp > 0.95, PF^< 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainwater enters vault; pumping vault sump during leak test will invalidate result. If
cell sump pumped during test, reschedule test.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes duiing test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: S-523

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N side of Bldg. 3517 (Cell 23)

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1955
Orientation: horizontal

Dimensions: diameter 64 in., length 72 in.
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 1000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (18.04 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for S-324])
Material: 304L SS
Containment: below-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: gravity from FD (inlet), steam jet J53-23 to S-223 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PP-->0.95, PFA.<-0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total tirne required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainwater enters vault; pumping vault sump during leak test will invalidate result. If
cell sump pumped during test, reschedule test.

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test

period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: T-1

LOCATION" Melton Valley, Old Hydrofracture Facility, near Bldg. 7567

FFA DESIGNATION" Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1963
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 120 in., length 27 ft 5 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximurn): 15,000/10,500 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (164.74 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for T- 1/T-2])
Material: 304L SS

Containment: none; in gravel pit with dry pipe sump
LLLW transt'er method: centrifugal pump HFIR/other via MV diversion box (inlet), cen-
trifugal pumy) P-1 and P-2 to VB at South Parking Lot (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD"

Description: volumetric; modified DP cell method
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP
Evaluated performance: Pp-->0.95, PvA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following transfers: 12 h
lVlinimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 11
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency" 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion' theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal_ for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: T-2

LOCATION: Melton Valley, Old Hydrofracture Facility, near Bldg. 7567

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1963
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 120 in., length 27 ft 5 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/norninal maximum): 15,000/10,500 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (164.74 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for T- lfF-2])
Material: 304L SS

Containment: none; in gravel pit with dry pipe sump
LLLW transfer method: centrifugal pump HFIR/other via MV diversion box (inlet), cen-
trifugal pump P-1 and P-2 to VB at South Pm'king Lot (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; modified DP cell method
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP
Evaluated performance: PD_ 0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None "known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry..

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

,, If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test

period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCttEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: T.-13

LOCATION: Melton Valley, Bldg. 7860, NI-IF

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARA CT ERIST ICS:
Installation date: 1979
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: TBD

Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 3,000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: TBD
Material: SS
Containment: concrete lined vault

LLLW transfer method: sump pump from tank pit, steam jet from 7860 equipment &
tank T- 14, gravity from 4, 6" floor drains (inlet), centrifugal pump P-8 to 7860 equipment
& MVSTs (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp -->0.95, PEA,<--0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

° If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: W-12

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, S Tank Farm

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CH ARA CTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1947
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 4 ft, (approx) length 9 ft
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 700 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 7.7 gal/in.
Material: SS
Containment: buried tank
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PD-->0.95, PFA< 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Rainfall may influence results.

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

° Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: W-16

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, S Tank Farm

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C°'(existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1951
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diarneter 66 in., length 81 5/8 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 1,000/700 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 14.72 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS
Containment: none; crushed stone to top of tank
LLLW transfer method: from 3026D via valve pit VP-3026 (inlet), steam jet J-W 16-1-1
to VB-1 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PD-->0.95, PFA-<-0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 11(double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Tank is in saturated zone; if rain runoff (or groundwater) is found (or suspected) to
contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal_ for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: W-21, W-22, W-23

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N of Bldg. 2537, outside

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARA CT ERIST ICS:
Installation date: 1979
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diatneter 12 rf, length 61 ft
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 50,000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (446.69 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for C-l])
Material: 304L SS
Containment: concrete vault
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric
Sensor: Robertsi,aw tape
Evaluated performance: PD-->0.95, PFAS 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, sensor temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

Water may enter tanks from vault sumps pumped during rainy periods

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume

changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated volume rate data exceeds noise threshold during
test period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: W-24, W-25, W-26, W-27, W-28, W-29, W-30, W-31

LOCATION: Melton Valley, Bldg. 7830

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1980
Orientation: horizontal

Dimensions: diameter 12 ft, length 61 ft
Volume capacity (nominal maximum): 50,000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (446.69 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for C- 1])
Material: 304I., SS
Containment: SS lined concrete vault
LLLW transfer method: steam jet (inlet and outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric
Sensor: Robertshaw tape
Evaluated perforrnance: PD-->0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimuln waiting period following transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 to 48 h (single test), 48 to 96 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 36 h minimum, 108 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, sensor temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion" theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

° Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

° If standard deviation of calculated volume rate data exceeds noise threshold during
test period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

° If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-2

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, NW of Bldg. 3038

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CH ARACT ERIST ICS:
Installation date: I951
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diameter 66 in., length 81 5/8 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominaI maximum): 1,000/700 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 14.72 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS
Containment: in-grout,d burial
LLI..,Wtransfer method: gravity from 3028/3048 (inlet), centrifugal pump P-WC-2-10I
to VB-2 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNULT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp _ 0.95, PF^_ 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 ga[/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 6,0 ta maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sampIe per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculatton: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise tttreshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should b,erescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak.rate differences between two successive tests, must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols+, Schedules)

TANK: WC-3

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, S of Bldg, 3025

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1951
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 66 in., length 81 5/8 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 1,000/700 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 14.72 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS
Containment: none; crushed stone to top of tank
LLLW transfer method: gravity from 3025 (inlet), steam jet J-WC3-101 to WC- 19 (out-
let)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp ->0.95, Pr^ -<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

, If rain runoff is found (or suspected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak
test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calcula(ed from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
vMid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-7

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, SW of Bldg. 3504

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1951
Orientation: vertical
Dimensions: diameter 64 in., length 89 in.
Volume capacity (m_imum/nominal maximum): 1,100/750 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 13.84 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS
Containment: none; crushed stone and earth backfill
LLLW transfer method: gravity from 3504 (inlet), steam jet to VB-1 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: PE,> 0.95, P_A< 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK 'TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• If rain runoff is found (or suspected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak
test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-9

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, S of Bldg. 3503

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1952
Orientation: vertical

Dimensions: diameter 84 in., length 129 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 2,150/1,500 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: 23.88 gal/in.
Material: 347 SS
Containment: none

LLLW transfer method: gravity from 3503, sump pump from pump pit, WC-8 (inlet),
centrifugal pump to VB-2 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp ->0.95, PF^-<0,05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
• If rain runoff is found (or suspected) to contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak

test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

, If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-10

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, S of Bldg. 3587

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without second,try containment)

CHARA CT ERIST ICS:
Installation date: 1951
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 6 ft 4 in., length 10 ft 4 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 2,300/1,650 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (38.11 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for WC- 10])
Material: SS
Containment: none; on concrete foundation with crushed stone and earth backfill
LLLW transfer method: gravity from 3039, 3093, jet pump from W- 11 (inlet), steam jet
to VB-1 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure u'ansmitter
Evaluated performance: Pp -->0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOl.,:

Minirnum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank spat'ge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 tl (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Downstream piping suspected of leaking

DATA INTERPRETATION:

• Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

, If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN

(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-19

LOCATION: Bethel Valley, N of Bldg. 3047

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "C" (existing tank without secondary containment)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Installation date: 1955
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 72 in., length 10 ft 6 3/8 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 2,100/1,500 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (36.97 gal/in, at mid-tank [seetank plot
for WC- 19])
Material: 347 SS
Containment: none; crushed stone and earth backfill
LLLW transfer method: gravity from 3042, 3119, 3019, pump from Tank 3001-B (inlet),
steam jet to valve pit VP-3026 to VB-2 (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: ORNL/LT-823DP bubbler
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP pressure transmitter
Evaluated perforrnance: PD-->0.95, PFA--<0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 24 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:

• Known inleakage; tank in saturated zone; if rain runoff is found (or suspected) to
contribute to tank volume, reschedule leak test for non-rainy period.

DATA INTERPRETATION:
° Level-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

° If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

° If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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LEAK TESTING PLAN
(Methods, Protocols, Schedules)

TANK: WC-20

LOCATION: Melton Valley, N of Bldg. 7567

FFA DESIGNATION: Active, Category "B" (existing tank with secondary containment)

CH ARA CT ERISTI CS:
Installation date: 1976
Orientation: horizontal
Dimensions: diameter 120 in., length 19 ft 5 5/8 in.
Volume capacity (maximum/nominal maximum): 10,000/7,000 gal
Volume-to-height coefficient: varies with level (114.87 gal/in, at mid-tank [see tank plot
for WC-20])
Material: 304L SS

Containment: below-ground vault
LLLW transfer method: centrifugal pump via MVST (inlet), centrifugal pump Pl/P2 to
VB at south parking lot (outlet)

LEAK TESTING METHOD:

Description: volumetric; modified DP cell method
Sensor: Foxboro 823DP
Evaluated performance: PD> 0.95, PFA< 0.05 for single-test leak rate of 0.2 gal/h

LEAK TESTING PROTOCOL:

Minimum waiting period following large-volume transfers: 12 h
Minimum waiting period following small-volume transfers: 4 h
Minimum waiting period following tank sparge: 12 h
Test duration: 12 h (single test), 48 h (double test)
Total time required for leak test: 24 h minimum, 60 h maximum
Data sampling frequency: 0.017 Hz (one sample per minute)
Measured quantities: tank level, DP cell temperature

FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST PROCEDURE:
None known

DATA INTERPRETATION:
• I.,evel-to-volume conversion: theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometry

• Leak rate calculation: linear regression of temperature-compensated volume
changes during test period

• If standard deviation of calculated leak rate data exceeds noise threshold during test
period, test is invalid due to excessive noise and should be rescheduled.

• If initial test result is positive, second test is initiated. Absolute value of calculated
leak rate differences between two successive tests must be less than 0.03 gal/h for
valid result.

SCHEDULE: Monthly testing
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A leak detection method has been developed for the Liquid Low-Level Waste (LLLW)
tanks at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). This method is based upon an existing
differential pressure level sensor that is installed in most of the LLLW tanks. The method, called

the ORNL/LT-823DP, will be used to leak test the active LLLW tanks that have a volume capac-
ity less than 3,000 gal.

Vista Research, Inc., has performed a technical evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP leak
testing method in accordance with evaluation test procedures recommended by the U. S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) for monthly monitoring methods. The EPA's minimum
standard for such devices requires a PP of not less than 95% and a PFAof no more than 5%, with
a leak detection criterion of 0.2 gal/h. Analysis of the data collected during the evaluation
showed that the method will detect a 0.2-gal/h leak with a single-test probability of detection
(PP) that is greater than 99.5% and a single-test probability of false alarm (PFA)that is less than
0.5%; thus, the performance of the ORNL/LT-823DP meets the federal standards.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an evaluation of the performance of a differential

pressure volumetric leak detection method that will be employed at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL), Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to test the integrity of the underground storage tanks

that are part of the Liquid Low-Level Waste (LLLW) system. '/'he evaluation reported here

describes the performance of tile volumetric method, designated as ORNL/LT-823DP. The tests

and analysis leading to the performance estimates weie accomplished in accordance with the

testing protocols, quality assurance procedures, and test and evaluation methods established by

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in its research program to evaluate volumetric tank

tightness test methods [1-3]. The evaluation of the ORNL leak detection method is also

consistent with the EPA protocols for evaluating automatic tank gauges and volumetric tank

methods [4,5]. To facilitate review, the results are reported in the EPA's format for reporting the
results of evaluation tests.

Vista Research performed the evaluation described here under contract to Martin Marietta

Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and is solely responsible for the material presented

in this report. The work was conducted at the Liquid Low-Level Waste Simulator (LLLWSIM)

facility, located at the EPA's UST Test Apparatus ha Edison, New Jersey. Vista Research

peffom_ed the evaluation as an independent third-party testing laboratory.

The ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method was developed from an existing

differential-pressure level sensor that is installed in most of the LLLW tanks at ORNL and is

used for monitoring the I.,LLW inventories in the tm_:s. As it is presently used for inventory
control, the sensor measures level to the nearest 0.25 to 0.50 in.; as modified for leak detection,

the sensor can measure changes to less than 0.01 in. The sensor measures the pressure difference

at a point near the bottom of the tank and at another point in the vapor space of the tank. For a

constant specific gravity of the tank contents_ the pressure differential is proportional to the

liquid level. The leak detection method compensates the raw liquid level readings for known

temperature drifts of the sensor, and directly compensates for the thermally induced volume

changes in the liquid. It converts level to tank volume, and employs a protocol specifically

developed for tiffs volumetric method. Although the ORNL/LT-823DP method was designed to

test a portion of the active tanks that comprise the LLLW system at ORNL, it could, with some

adaptation, be used to test other tanks for leaks.

For monthly monitom_g, the EPA requires that a method be capable of detecting a

0.2-galha leak with a probability of detection (Pp) of no less than 95% and a probability of false

alarm (PFA) of no more than 5%. It will be shown below that the performance of the

ORNL/LT-823DP method meets the EPA's requirements for monthly monitoring methods.

Since the sensor that is the key to the method's performance is already installed in many LLLW

tanks at ORNL, the method can be implemented more quicEy than if a new system were to be

installed, Furthermore, installing a new system might pose environmental risks, but, since the

sensor is already in place, implementation of the leak testing method poses little or no such risk,



Section 2 of this report provides a description of the ORNL/LT-823DP method, and
Section 3 describes the approach Vista has taken in the evaluation. Section 4 describes the
characteristics of the sensor, and Section 5 discusses the evaluation data and the analysis results.

Appendix A of this report summarizes the results of the evaluation on the forms provided by the
EPA. Appendix B is a table of values for the Student's t-distribution; this is used in Section 5.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ORNL/LT-823DP METHOD

2.1 Mechanical Description

The ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method is based on an existing liquid-level
measurement sensor that is installed as part of the permanent instrumentation in the LLLW tanks
at ORNL. The level sensor measures the pressure differential that exists between the bottom of
the tank and the vapor space of the tank and that is caused by the head of liquid. As the liquid
level increases or decreases, the sensor transmits an electrical current that is proportional to the
increases or decreases in pressure.

At ORNL, the level sensors in the LLLW tanks are configured as illustrated in Figure 1.
Liquid level-sensing is accomplished by using a differential pressure transmitter (a "DP cell"),
two rotameters, and a regulated supply of air. The rotameters control the flow rate of a supply of
pressure-regulated atr into two tubing circuits. One side of one of the tubing circuits is
connected to the "high" (measurement) side of the differential pressure sensor, while the other
side of that circuit is connected to a bubble pipe that is immersed in the process liquid and that
terminates near the bottom of the tank. A similar tubing circuit configuration connects a
controlled flow of air to the "low" (reference) side of the differential pressure cell and to a line
that terminates open-ended in the vapor space of the LLLW tank. Liquid level is determined on
the "high" side of the sensor, by measuring the pressure required to force the air into the liquid;
changes in level cause the pressure in the high side of the bubble tubing to increase or decrease.
This measurement scheme produces a thin stream of bubbles that exit from the end of the pipe,
which is thus called a purge bubbler, or simply a bubbler. The bubbles serve to ensure a
free-flowing system in corrosive or solids-bearing liquids, mad they prevent backflow of
radioactive gases into the sensor body or tubing circuits. The bubbles also eliminate the capillary
action and surface tension effects that could degrade the precision of a static dip-leg system.

The LLLW system incorporates a "hot off-gas" (HOG) system that sweeps air from the
vapor space of the tank to reduce potential contamination from evaporated particulates. The
differential pressure measurement is referenced to the vapor space of the tank (e.g., the "low"
side of the process fitting on the sensor), and thus the effects of fluctuations in HOG pressure (in
addition to fluctuations in atmospheric pressure) that would otherwise affect the pressure in the
bubble pipe are mitigated. Because an air flow is generated through the reference piping,
radioactive gases are prevented from flowing to the sensor, and changes in pressure within the
piping system that could affect the differential pressure measurement are mitigated.

A temperature sensor is used in conjunction with the ORNL/LT-823DP to measure level.
As will be shown later, the differential pressure sensor is sensitive to its own temperature. Thus,
the leak detection method compensates the raw level data for the ternperature drift of the DP cell,
thereby greatly improving the precision of the device.
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Figure 1. Configuration of the level sensor in the LLLW tanks at ORNL.

2.2 Principle of Operation

The ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method uses the bubbler for level measurement

together with a sensor to measure the temperature of the body of the DP cell. Air is passed
through a rotameter to a bubble tube (or dip leg) immersed in the liquid, The lower end of the
tube is at a fixed distance fi'om the bottom of the tank. The pressure of the air supply is high

enough to overcome the hydrostatic head on the tube, and the excess pressure appears as small
bubbles coming out of the bottom of the tube.

In this configuration, the back pressure in the dip leg is a measure of the pressure on the
bottom of the tube due to the level of the liquid. Since the position of the tube is fixed, any

change in the back pressure is due to a change in the level of the liquid. (It will be shown later
that the ORNL/LT-823DP method is a mass-measurement device; thus, changes in temperature

in the liquid that cause the liquid volume to expand or contract do not produce corresponding
changes in the measured level.) The back pressure hl the bubbler tube is connected to the

high-pressure side of the transmitter, and the low side of the transmitter is vented to the top of
the tank. As the liquid head increases, the voltage across a resistor in series with the DP cell also
increases; thus, the liquid level is proportional to the voltage drop.
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Prior work has shown that the output of the differential pressure sensor used at ORNL is
directly correlated witla the temperature of the sensor itself [6,7]. Thus, the ORNL/LT-823DP
incorporates a temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the body of the device so that
the temperature-induced drift of the DP cell can be compensated for. During a leak detection
test, data from both the temperature sensor and the differential pressure transmitter are sampled
at 1-min intervals and recorded. The temperature data are used to compensate the level data for

thermally induced changes in measured level, to obtain the compensated changes in liquid level.

2.3 Protocol for Using the DP Method

The ORNL leak testing plan [6,7] indicates that each of the tanks addressed by that plan
will be tested at least once per month. Figure 2 provides a flow diagram of the test protocol for
using the ORNL/LT-823DP method at ORNL. Upon initiation of a leak detection test on a
particular tank, waste generation and waste transfer operations into and out of that tank are
suspended until the test has been concluded. Certain manual checks are made to ensure that
rainfall and other environmental factors do not preclude the start of the data collection period, if
those factors are known to affect the test results. If the test cannot be executed at the scheduled

time, or if a test in progress is interrupted for any reason, it is rescheduled.

During the data collection period, liquid level and body temperature data are recorded once
per minute, as noted above. Following the data collection period, the level data are compensated
for changes in sensor body temperature, and a net volume rate over the test interval is
determined. Following a data quality test, the calculated volume rate is compared to a threshold
value. If the volume rate does not exceed the threshold, the tank is determined to have

successfully passed the leak detection test. If the volume rate does exceed the threshold, a
second test is initiated. If the volume rates from both the first and second tests exceed the

threshold, and if the difference between the volume rates is within a specified value, the tank is
declared to be leaking. Reporting procedures will be implemented as part of the leak testing
plan.

A two-test strategy is invoked to reduce the false alarm rate. The false alarm rate for a
two-test sequence is a complicated function of the single-test false alarm rate and the correlation
coefficient between two tests. If the two tests are independent, significant improvements in the
false alarm rate can be achieved. Since the consequences of a false alarm at ORNL are more

significant than a false alarm at a petroleum retail station, reducing the false alarm rate is an
important goal for the method. The correlation coefficient between multiple tests by the
ORNLfLT-823DP method will be determined during the first year's use of the method at ORNL,

and an estimate of the perfonnance of the two-test approach will be made.

2.4 Product-Level Monitoring Test

The ORNL/LT-823DP method employs a product-level monitoring test that consists of

two separate, consecutive tests of tank integrity, as outlined above. The test protocol is designed
so that both tests can be accomplished within a weekend period. The data collection for a single

test requires approximately 24 h. The volume rate is calculated as the slope of the least-squares
line that is fit to a 24-h block of temperature-comp_nsated volume data.
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Accurate release detection testing of underground storage tanks takes time because the
magnitude of many of the environmental noise sources is time-dependent. While the system
noise may be relatively constant, the environmental noise field is largest immediately after the
tank has been disturbed as a result of additions or transfers. For a volumetric leak detection
system such as the ORNL/LT-823DP, the largest disturbances will be associated with

large-volume additions to the tanks or large-volume transfers from the tanks. Large changes in
level will cause the tank to mechanically deform, and as a result large inhomogeneities in the
temperature field will develop. An accurate test cannot be conducted until these changes become
small enough to be negligible. Thus the product-level monitoring test includes a waiting period
to allow the magnitude of the changes to subside. During this waiting period, ali tank activity is
suspended.

The required waiting period depends upon tank size and is described in the leak testing
plan. In the LLLW tanks on which the ORNL/LT-823DP method will be used, the waiting
period necessary for the contents of the tank to reach thermal equilibrium ranges from a few
minutes for a 40-gal tank to a few hours for a 2,500-gal tank. The amount of time necessary for
deformation effects in a tank to subside depends on the tank's installation configuration and, to a
lesser extent, its size. For a typical 1,000-gal LLLW tank buried in backfill, mechanical

equilibrium should be re-established within a few hours after a large-scale volume change has
been completed. For a similar-sized tank installed in a vault, deformation recovery should occur
almost immediately since there is no "resistance" from the surrounding backftll to impede the
mechanical distortion; thus, the waiting period for these tanks would be very short. For the
ORNL/LT-823DP product-level monitoring tests to be conducted on the ORNL LLLW tanks,
conservative waiting periods of 4 to 12 h have been established. The specific waiting time for
each tank is given in Volume II of the leak testing plan [7].

The ORNL/LT-823DP product-level monitoring test incorporates a set of data quality
indices that are used to determine that the tank has stabilized sufficiently for an accurate leak test
to be accomplished. Either of two conclusions is drawn from the data quality indices: (1) the
test is inconclusive or (2) the data are of sufficient quality that the detection criterion can be
applied to determine whether the tank should be declared leaking or not. There are two types of
inconclusive test results: (a) the ambient noise fluctuations are too large, or (b) the results of a
second test are sufficiently different from the first test that a firm conclusion cannot be drawn. A
third type of inconclusive result can be obtained ff it is determined that instrumentation problems
or some aspect of the test procedure has interfered with the test.

A single-threshold detection criterion is used to determine whether the tank "passes" or
"fails" the leak test. The threshold is selected so as to give a PFAof less than 0.05 for a single
test. A tank can only be declared leaking if the threshold is exceeded in two consecutive tests.
The tank can be declared tight on the basis of a single test, Any time the threshold is exceeded
during a first test, it is assumed that this is a false alarm. A multiple test strategy is used to
minimize the false alarms resulting from large, time-dependent noise sources. The two-test
sequence also reduces the number of false alarms due to random noise fluctuations.



3 TEST AND EVALUATION APPROACH

This section of the report describes the particular approach taken by Vista Research to
conduct the required tests and perform the evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method.

3.1 Requirements

The ORNL/LT-823DP method was developed to meet the pertinent requirements for an

automatic tank gauging (ATG) system for underground storage tanks as specified by the EPA.
While there are no regulatory requirements requiring that the leak detection methods used at

ORNL meet the EPA's standards, there were sound technical reasons for doing so. These
reasons were given in ORNL's leak testing plan [6,7].

The regulations describing the performance requirements for ATG systems can be found in

40 CFR 280 [8]. The test and analysis procedures used to estimate the performance of the

ORNL/LT-823DP method are consistent with those recommended by the EPA for the evaluation

of automatic tank gauging equipment [4]. Some minor changes to these procedures were made,
however; these changes, which are noted below, reflect the specific operational environment of

the LLLW system found at ORNL. These changes result in estimates of the performance of the
system as it will be used at ORNL.

According to the EPA regulation, an automatic tank gauge must test monthly for the loss

of product from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product. The specific release

detection requh'ements for ATG systems are covered in Sections 280.40(a) and 280.43(h) of the

Technical Standards and Corrective Action Requirements for Owners and Operators of

Underground Storage Tanks [8]. These regulations require that tests using automatic tank
gauging equipment must be conducted at least once a month and must have sufficient

performance to detect leaks as small as 0.2 gal/la, with a Pp of no less than 0.95 and a PFA of not
greater than 0.05.

3.2 Test Methods

As noted above, all of the tests reported here were conducted by Vista Research at the

LLLWSIM facility located at EPA's UST Test Apparatus in Edison, New Jersey. This test and

evaluation facility was built by Vista Research and Martin Ma.rietta Energy Systems especially to

perform the evaluation described here. Before the LLLWSIM was built, EPA approval for its

construction was requested and obtained. The material below describes the particular procedures
and other features employed during the test and evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method.

3.2.1 Test Items

3.2.1.1 LLLW Tanks and (Simulated) Waste Liquid

As indicated in the leak testing plan, the ORNL LLLW system is comprised of both

vertically and horizontally oriented ranks. The ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method will be

used for both orientations. The evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP was performed in tanks



installed at the EPA's Underground Storage Tank Test Apparatus, in Edison, New Jersey, that

simulate the LLLW system (LLLWSIM). One of the LLLWSIM tanks was installed vertically

and the other was installed horizontally. Since the liquid low-level wastes are aqueous, with a

specific gravity near unity, tap water was used to simulate the wastes. Both LLLWSIM tanks

have a capacity of 1,000 gal; the diameter of these tanks is 64 in. and their length 72 in.

3.2.1.2 in.Tank Instrumentation

Each of the LLLWSIM tanks is instrumented with sensors that provide a measure of

"truth" in the tanks. One of these is a measure of the temperature at various vertical strata in the

tank. This measurement is made with a vertically oriented array of calibrated thelrnistors. Each

thermistor array is comprised of five thermistors. The thermistors provide data about the

temperature of the liquid at various distances above the bottom of the tank and allow the thermal

history of the tank's contents to be recorded within several layers or "slabs." In the vertical tank,
the thermistors are located at 5, 15.1, 25.2, 35.3, mid 45.4 in. above the tank bottom. In the

horizontal tank, the thermistors are located at 4.5, 13.4, 22.3, 31.1, and 40.0 in. above the tank

bottom. The selection of array locations was based upon a division of the tank into

equal-volume slabs_ Since the LLLW tanks at ORNL are never filled to more than 70% of

capacity (in terms of volume), and the evaluation would be performed with this maximum

volume, the tank was divided into slabs of equal volume spaced between 0% and 70% of the

tank's height. Each thermistor was placed so that it was effectively in the center of the slab. The

height of the vertical tank is 72 in.; 70% capacity is at 50.4 in. Thus, the thermistor at 15.1 in. in

the vertical tank is midway between a slab extending from about 10.1 in. to about 20.2 in.

The thermistors were calibrated before the evaluation began and checked again in late

October. The thermistors had an estimated precision of about 0.001°C.

Another in-tank "truth" instrument at LLLWSIM is a linear-voltage displacement

transducer, or LVDT. As configured at LLLWSIM, the LVDT is a level sensor that measures

the displacement of a small float with respect to a fixed reference. The LVDT has a

measurement precision of about 0.0001 in., with a total displacement range of the float of about

0.5 in. So that the LVDT can be used at a variety of I.,LLWSIM liquid levels, it is installed on a

sliding mount attached to a pole, and is re-positioned when the tank level is changed.

3.2.1.30RNL/LT-823DP

Two ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection systems were operated concurrently during the

evaluation, one in the vertical tank and one in the horizontal tank. Each leak detection system

employed a single Foxboro model 823DP differential pressure transmitter (DP ceil). Each of the

DP cells was connected to its respective LLLWSIM tank by means of polyethylene tubing 0.25

in. in diameter, with a stainless steel dip leg in each tank. While the reference pressure of the DP

cell was measured in the vapor space of the tanks, it was impractical to attempt to simulate the

HOG system at LLLWSIM. It is estimated that the effect of the HOG on the field performance

of the ORNL/LT-823DP will be minor. The quantitative assessment of such effects will be

determined during the demonstrations, following the implementation of the method.
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The DP cells were powered by a Hewlett-Packard Model 6212C DC power supply

operated at 40 volts. The current output of the 823DP (10 to 50 milliamps over the calibrated

span of the cell) was measured as the voltage dropped across a l/3-watt, 160-ohm precision

resistor in series with the power supply and the DP cell. Calibration runs were made several

times during the evaluation to ensure that the proper voltage-to-height conversion coefficients

were being used.

The temperature of the stainless steel body of the 823DP was measured at LLLWSIM

using a calibrated thermistor with a precision of approximately 01001°C. At Oak Ridge, the body

temperature of the 823DP will be measured with a resistance temperature detector" (RTD) with a

precision of ar_proximately 0. I°C. It is expected that the consequences of using a less-precise

temperature sensor will be minor, but this will be assessed during the demonstrations, following

implementation of the method.

3.2.1.4 Data Collection

During the evaluation, the sensor outputs were measured by means of an HP-3497a data
acquisition system, incorporating a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter with 14-bit precision. Data

from the output of the ORNL/LT-823DP method (DP cell and temperature sensor) were sampled
at a rate of once per minute. At Oak Ridge, the data from the 823DP and the temperature sensor
will be measured with a digital data acquisition system that affords similar measurement

precision; one-minute sampling will also be employed.

3.2.1.5 Housekeeping and Data Quality

In addition to the parameters described above, the LLLWSIM evaluation data recording
system also recorded several voltage and current references. These data served as a quality

assurance tool during the evaluation. In the event anomalous data axe observed or suspected, the

voltage and current records can be checked to determine if power supply fluctuations were

observed that could affect the data quality.

3.2.2 Temperature Conditioning, Structural Deformation, and Leak Control

The EPA's standard test procedures for evaluating volumetric methods [5] require that a
minimum of 24 tests be conducted to form a reliable estimate of performance in terms of the Pp

and the PFA" Three factors axe included in the test sequences. One factor is temperature

conditioning. Here, liquid at a temperature different from that of the tank's contents is added.

The objective of temperature conditioning is to verify that the test method properly compensates

for a changing thermal environment in the particular tank being tested. For most volumetric

methods, compensation is accomplished by waiting until the thermal changes are small, and by

measuring the temperature change and actively compensating by calculation of the thennaily

induced volume changes.

Another factor is structural deformation. In this case, large quantities of liquid are

withdrawn from or added to the tank prior to initiation of the leak test. The purpose of this
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process is to determine that the leak testing method adequately recognizes and deals with the
phenomenon of structural deformation. In most cases, since deformation is not easily predicted,
it is usually addressed in the leak test protocol by including a waiting period.

A third factor is leak rate. Here, several different leak rates that span the range of the
method are used during the evaluation. The purpose of varying the leak rate is to determine that
the method accurately measures small leaks.

In the case of conditioning, the EPA's test procedures state that a 5°F condition should be
used. This conditioning is appropriate for the evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method
because when liquid wastes are added to the LLLW tanks, there can be a temperature difference
between the new and extant liquids.

When liquids of different temperatures are mixed, a thermal separation occurs, usually
with the warmer product rising to the top as the cooler product settles to the bottom, and with an
infinite variety of thermal gradients between the top and bottom layers. In general, the
performance of a volumetric leak detection system will be affected by the thermal instabilities in
the tank because of the volumetric expansion and contraction that occurs in various layers and
because, in the case of a horizontal tank, the volume-to-height geometry of the tank changes with
height. Thus, for a volumetric device based upon sensing the air/liquid interface, the level will
increase and decrease with the expansion and contraction of the liquid, and thus the inferred
volume will increase and decrease. Unless the level measurement is temperature compensated
through measurement of the temperature of the liquid in a number of "slabs" within the liquid
volume, there can be errors in the calculated volume rate. It will be shown later in this report
that the ORNL/LT-823DP is mass measurement device; as such, this method will not be
affected by temperature changes in the contents of the vertical tanks, and will be only slightly
affected by temperature changes in the contents of horizontal tanks.

The addition (or withdrawal) of large quantities of liquid to (from) the tank causes a
physical distortion of the tank to occur as the hydrostatic pressure is suddenly changed. When
deformation occurs, the liquid level in the tank is changed. Deformation will cause the level to
change rapidly immediately after the volume change, then more slowly until equilibrium is
re-established. Since deformation is not easily measured, a product-level monitoring test should
not be conducted in the presence of marked deformation. The the changes in level associated
with deformation can degrade the performance of the method_ most likely leading to a false
alarm.

The evaluation procedures require that large quantities of liquid be removed from and
added to the tank before a leak test is performed; this produces the type of mechanical
deformation that can occur during actual field operations, and in this way it can be determined
that the leak testing protocol adequately recognizes and deals with deformation. 'Iaae EPA's test
procedures recommend changes from 50% of the tank's capacity to 90%, to reflect the way
typical gasoline storage tanks are utilized. To reflect the actual LLLW operating environment at
ORNL, two types of volume changes were made. In the first case, small volume additions (at
_+5°F)were made prior to most of the test runs to simulate the way product is normally added to
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the LLLW tanks-- infrequently, and in small quantities. In the second case, larger volume

transfers were made (with corresponding temperature conditions) to simulate the tank-to-tank
transfers that are made.

Levels in the tanks were maintained between 50% and 70%. This was done because the

volume in the LLLW tanks is very carefully monitored and is never allowed to exceed 70% of

the tank's rated capacity.

The LLLWSIM is a well-instrumented facility. To simulate a leaking tank, a positive

displacement pump is used to generate controllable, small-volume losses at a low rate from

either of the tanks. For the purpose of evaluating the ORNL/LT-823DP method, the pump was

used 1:ogenerate "leaks" ranging from 0.0 gal/h to about 0.3 gal/h. To quantify the loss, the

simulated waste liquid (tap water) removed from the tank was pumped into a collection carboy.

At the end of the run, the volume in the carboy was measured with a graduated cylinder. The

effective leak rate was determined as the volume measurement divided by tile collection period.

Table 1 shows the matrix of conditions, volumes, and leak rates that were planned for the
evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method, The table identifies 12 runs, with the collection of

runs comprising the combination of temperature conditions, volumes added, and leak rates

recommended by the EPA for an evaluation of this type of method [5]. In the case of the

evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP, it was planned that both ORNL/LT-823DP devices (one in

each tank) would be tested according to the parameters' in Table 1. Since there are 12 runs ha the

matrix ,and two methods undergoing evaluation, a total of 24 evaluation runs would be achieved

to reach the EPA's suggested minimum number of test runs.

Table 1. Matrix of Test Parameters Used in the Evaluation

. ..... til ' I"I ........ ""- - ' .'"""' ' '" ':'"' .i ::: ,,,.,, ' '" - -'_"_"' __ - .== " " "

Temperature Added Waiting Leak Length
Test Name Condition Volu me Period Rate of Test

{_F3 {gal) {h) {gal/h) (h)

T 1 +5 200 12 0 24

"1_ +5 10 4 0.1 24

"I'3 +5 10 4 0 24
T4 +5 I0 4 0.2 24

T5 +5 10 4 0 24
T6 0 10 4 0.2 24

T7 .5 200 I2 0 24

T8 0 10 4 0.1 24

TC) ,-5 10 4 0 2,4

TI0 -5 10 4 0.2 24

TI 1 -5 10 4 0 24

TI2 -5 10 4 0.3 24
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4 SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION

The Foxboro 823DP differential pressure transmitter is the prhacipal sensor in the
ORNLA,T-823DP leak testing method. When this sensor is connected mad operated as shown in
Figure 1, a tm'_eseries output is produced that can be related to the raw measured level or raw
volume in a tank as a function of time; Figure 3 illustrates a typical time series. These data,
collected in the 1,000-gal vertical tank at the LLLWS1M facility, shows the change m volume in
the tank over the course of a weekend during the pre-evaluation characterization testing. These
data were obtained by recording (digitizing) the voltage across the 160-ohm precision resistor,
converting the voltage to liquid level using a previously measured conversion factor, then
converting level to volume by applying the t',mk su'apping table (volume-to-height) particular to
that t_mk. (See Appendix A of the Leak Testing Plan for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Liquid Low-Level Waste System (Active Tanks) [7] for a discussion of the tank strapping table
values for the horizontal LLLW tanks; Appendix B of that document gives the volume-to-height
coefficients for the vertical tanks.)
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Figure 3. Raw volume measured by DP cell over weekend period.

The evaluation testing of the ORNL/LT-823DP was preceded by a series of measurements
designed to provide an understanding of the sensor and its response to a variety of parameters.
These data were used to ensure that the leak testing protocol addressed and adequately dealt with
the pertinent issues. The results of these characterization measurements are discussed below.



4.1 l, inearity and Signal Characterization

The output of the 823DP sensor is a 10- to 50-milliamp current over the calibrated span of
the sensor. As implemented for the evaluation tests, the current is indirectly determined by
measuring the voltage drop across a precisely known resistance. The liquid depth is calculated
from the voltage by multiplying by a conversion factor. To determine the voltage-to-level
conversion factor so as to record the data as liquid depth, calibration measurements were made.
For these measurements, the level sensor normally in the horizontal LLLWSIM tank was moved
to the vertical tank so that both of the level sensors could be calibrated at once. Then, while the

voltage was being recorded by the data acquisition computer, water was added to or pumped out
of the vertical tank, in stages. The actual water depth was measured with a calibrated "stick"
manually inserted into the tank and read. The voltage-to-level conversion factor was determined
as the slope of the least-squares fit to the voltage and level data.

An example of one such calibration series for one of the DP cells is shown in Figure 4.
These data show that at about 0900 a measurement began with the water in the tank giving about
3.35 volts across the resistor. The sample rate was once per minute. At about 0930, some
quantity of water was added that increased the voltage output to about 4.1 volts. About every 20
rain after that the water level was raised in stages until the tank was about three-quarters full, and
then lowered in stages. At each level, several "stick" readings were made and averaged; voltage
data were digitized and collected for about 20 rnin at each stage to allow a good average voltage
to be determined. Following a number of these up-and-down cycles, the recorded data were
plotted with the measured voltage on the abscissa and the measured level (the stick readings) on
the ordinate. These data points are shown in Figure 5 as squares for 17 independent
measurements at different levels.

A regression line through the data in Figure 5 shows a least squares fit to the data. This
line represents a "best fit" to the data; the slope of the line is the voltage-to-level conversion
factor. For these data, the conversion factor is 13.84 in./volt, lt can be seen from the figure that
ali of the data lie very close to the line over the entire range of the sensor, indicating that the
sensor is quite linear over that portion of the calibrated span that was examined during this test.

The manufacturer of the DP cell whose data are shown in Figure 5 provided a pre-ship
calibration of the particular sensor of 10-milliamp output at 0 in. of water depth and 50-milliamp
output at 88 in. For the 160-ohm resistor used for the voltage measurements, the manufacturer's
calibration is equivalent to 1.6 volts at 0 in. and 8 volts at 88 in. It can be shown that the
voltage-to-level conversion factor derived directly from the manufacturer is 13.75 in./volt, or
within about 0.5% of the measured value for voltage to level for this sensor.

The standard deviation of the ordinate of the data shown in Figure 5 is 0.29 in., and
represents the spread of the data about the least-squares line. While the standard deviation of the
ordinate is a measure of the precision of the DP sensor, the errors in reading the stick are also
included in this value. The accuracy of using a stick to measure product height was investigated
in a study for the American Petroleum Institute (API) [9]. ha this study, it was found that the

= i5
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standard deviation of making repeated measurements using a wooden stick was about 0.31 in.
Since the standard deviation of the calibration data was about 0.29 in., the API result suggests
that the fluctuations in the data of Figure 5 are as likely to be reading errors as instrument errors.
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Fig:,J_:"__; A plot of voltage-versus-time during a calibration mn.

While the data shown in Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the voltage-to-level coefficient for
the DP cell is a constant, and that it is consistent with the manufacturer's calibration data, they
do not address the variability of the coefficient for small-scale changes in level. Such
information is important for a leak testing method since, over short periods of time, a sm'di leak
will cause only small changes in level. To examine the response of the DP sensor to small
changes in level, a number of "volume-to-height" (V/H) measurements were made. In these
measurements, solid cylinders with precisely known volume displacements (i.e., calibration bars)
are inserted into the tank. By examining the recorded level data after a test, the minimum
detectable instantaneous level (or volume) change can be estimated, By using the tank strapping
table (which is provided by the tank manufacturer and lists the tank's volume as a function of
depth in the tank), the linearity of the DP sensor can be validated for small-scale volume
displacements.

Figure 6 shows the measured change in liquid level in the l_000-gal vertical tank at
LLLWSIM during one of the V/H measurements made during the evaluation of the
ORNL_T-823DP method. The data in this figure were obtained by inserting and withdrawing
four different sizes of caIibration bars, 0.946, 1.544, 2.470, and 5.045 L. Each bar was used to
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Figure5. A voltage.versus-levelcalibrationplot.

make two measurements, beginning with the smallest bar and ending with the largest. The
0.02-in. level change produced by the 0.946-L (0.25-gal) bar can be clearly seen in the data in
Figure 6. A scale shows that the ratios between the various level changes are linear with the
volumes of the bars. An analysis of the data was performed by averaging the inner portions of
each of the plateaus, and then calculating each of the 16 possible level ratios. These data are
plotted in Figure 7, which combines the V/H data with the voltage-to-level coefficient described
above, to show the average level ratios expressed in terms of gallons per volt. The mean of these
data is 190.8 gal/volt. This result is within 1% of the 192.8 gal/volt that would be inferred from
the tank strapping table and the voltage-to-level data, and suggests that the DP sensor provides a
very linear re_onse for both large and small level changes.

4.2 Noise Characterization

There are several sources of noise that can interfere with volumetric leak testing methods.
These noise sources include: thermal expansion (or contraction) of the product in the tank,
deformation, thermal inhomogeneities, evaporation and condensation, and instrument sensitivity
to environmental factors such as temperature and barometric pressure. These noise sources are
discussed below, in tenns of their effect on the ORNL/LT-823DP method.
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Figure 6. Volume-to-height data for 4 calibrated bars (DP #0).

4.2.1 Thermal Expansion/Contraction of LLLW Liquid

The differential pressure sensor is a mass-measurement instrument. That is, it measures

the hydrostatic head with respect to the reference pressure. The head pressure, p, sensed by the
DP cell is given by

p = F/A = mg/A = pVg/A = pg (V/A) = Sg (V/A),

where S8 is the specific gravity of the liquid being measured and h is the height of the liquid
surface above the bubbler piping, F is force, A is the area the force is acting upon, m equals the

mass of the liquid column being measured, g is the acceleration of gravity, p equals the density
of the LLLW liquid, and V equals the volume of the liquid. When the temperature of the liquid
changes, the liquid expands or contracts by an amount determined by the coefficient of volume
expansion of the liquid. Since the mass remains constant while the volume changes, it is the
density of the liquid that changes. In a vertical tank, V/A = h, and p = S_h. Thus, while the
volume of the liquid contents in a vertical tank may change with temperature, the mass remains
constant. In a horizontal tank, however, V/A _ h, and errors can be introduced.

A DP cell with a bubble pipe located near the bottom of a vertical tank will automatically
compensate for the thermal expansion and contraction of the liquids in that tank, as noted above.
In a horizontal tank whose surface area changes with liquid depth, however, automatic
compensation is not assured. For temperature changes occurring in uniformly thick horizontal

"slabs" of liquid in a vertical tank, the DP cell effectively performs an algebraic average of the
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Figure 7. Variability of the volume-to-height data, expressed in gad/volt (DP #0).

temperature change. In the horizontal tank, slabs of uniform thickness have volumes that depend
upon the liquid depth, and thus a volume-weighted average is necessary for proper temperature
compensation. Figure 8 illustrates why a volume-weighted average is necessary for
compensating for temperature changes in a horizontal tank.

4.2.2 Thermal Inhomogeneities

The effects of tank geometry on temperature compensation can be illustrated by the
following equation, which expresses the average temperature-compensated change in volume of
a tank, <AV>, as a function of the temperature and volume changes within layers of the liquid,

i1

<AV> = Cc _ ,ST:AV;
i-I

where Cc is the volume expansion coefficient of the liquid, ATi is the change in temperature in
the ithslab, and AV_is the change of volume for the imslab per unit change ha depth. In the case
of a vertical tank, AVi is a constant, so the expression for <AV> reduces to

<AV> = C_ V _. AT;
i=!
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Thus, in a vertical tank, the algebraic average is the same as the volume-weighted average. (It is

noted that, since the bubble tube does not extend ali the way to the bottom of the tank, there will

be some volume that is not measured by the DP cell; temperature-

induced volume changes occurring in tiffs unsampled volume will result in small, but

uncompensated, level changes even in a vertical tank.)

VERTICALLY _ HORIZONTALLY ___

ORIENTED ORIENTED
TANK TANK

SLABS

CONSTANT WITH LEVEL

w.,.
__ inll ___ i i

Fi_are 8. Comparisonof volumesof uniformly thick slabsin verticalandhorizontaltanks.

That the volumetric effects of temperature change irl the liquid axe compensated by the DP
cell sensor is illustrated in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). Figure 9(a) shows an example of the thermistor

data durb_g one of the evaluations runs at LLLWS].M. In these data, l0 ga] of water was added

to the approximately 500 gal extant in the vertical tank at LLLWS[M. The added water was
about +10°F warmer than the extant volume. Data from three thermistors axe shown in Figure
9 _ the two closest to the bottom of the tank and the one nearest the surface of the water. ']'be

data show that when the warm water was added to the tank at about 0700 in the morning, the

bottom thermistors recorded a sharp increase in temperature as the warm water cascaded imo tile
bottom, followed by a slower decay msthe warmer water rose. By about 0715, the bottom

thermistors had reached an equilibrium that was about 0.6°C warmer than the starting

temperature. 1"he upper thermistor also recorded the warm water as it was added, starting from a
warmer temperature since the undisturbed volume had stratified with the warmer layer on top.
The newly added water produced some temperature fluctuations in the upper thermistor that, by

about 07 ! 5, had reached neax-equilibrium.
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Figure 9. Volumetriceffectsof temperaturechangein theliquidarecompensatedby theDPcell sensor:(a)shows
an exampleof the thermistordataduringoneof the evaluationsrunsalLLLWSIM;(b)showsthe leveldata
recordedfromtheDP cell thatwasin theverticaltankas the warmwaterwasadded.
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Compare these data to those of Figure 9(b). This figure shows the level data recorded by
the DP cell that was in the vertical tank as the warm water was added, lt can be seen that, when
the warm water is added, there is an immediate increase in level with little or no undulation that

might be associated with thermal effects, (In the plot, the "step" that appears to the left of the
sharp level increase represents a level change caused by inserting the stick into the tank to take a
level reading; also note that the gradual level increase that can be perceived to the right of the
level "step" is due to the response of the DP cell to its own temperature, not the temperature of
the liquid. This will be discussed below.)

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show another example of the effect of a temperature condition on
the readings made by the ORNL level sensor. In this figure, 10 gal of water that was -10°F
colder than the extant volume was added to the tank. The data show that the addition of the cold

water was recorded by ali of the thermistors (four are shown in this figure), with equilibrium
re-established about 30 rain after the cold water was added. The output of the DP cell in this
tank, Figure 10(b), shows only the level change; no temperature-volume effects are observed
with the differential pressure level sensor.

4.2.3 Deformation

Deformation is a physical distortion of the tank that occurs when liquid is rapidly added to
or removed from the tank. In the case of an addition, the pressure produced by the newly added
liquid causes the tank to expand against its backfill. As the tank and backfill move to
accommodate the stretching caused by the newly added liquid, the level drops correspondingly to
the now-greater diameter of the tank. When large amounts of product are suddenly removed
from the tank, a similar distortion is experienced, but here the tank squeezes inward, increasing
the level of liquid. The effects of deformation can be seen in the data collected during the
evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP. The LLLWSI2VItanks are buried in native
backfill _ largely sand. Figure 11 shows a plot of the level in one of the LLLWSIM tanks
immediately after (i.e., within a minute of) the removal of 200 gal of water from the tank. lt can
be seen in the data that the tank is responding to the sudden release of pressure by increasing the
level_ this change is due to the backfill pressing inward on the tank. A change of about 0.020
in. (about 0.27 gal) is recorded in the first hour. After this time, the level remains more or less
constant.

Figure 12 shows the effects of deformation when 200 gal of water are added to an
LLLWSIM tank. Here, the plot shows that immediately after the water has been added, there is a
change of about 0.005 in. (0.06 gal) as the tank expands in response to the internal pressure.
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Figure 10. Effect of a temperature condition on the readings made by the ORNL level sensor: (a) shows the data
from four thermistors; (b) shows only the level data from the DP cell that was in the vertical tank as the cold water
was added.
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Figure 11. Effects of deformation when 200 galof water are removed from anLLLWSIMtank.

The deformation effect at LLLWSIM appears to last no more than 1 to 2 h. Since the

ORNL/LT-823DP leak test protocol requires a 12-h wait between a large volume addition or

removal and the beginning of a test, deformation was not an influencing factor during the

evaluation. At Oak Ridge, some of the tanks that will be tested are buried in a pea gravel
backfill, while others are installed in a vaulted containment. In the case of a vault, the effects of

deformation should be immediate since there is no backfill to resist the stretching of the tank
when the level is changed. Thus, these tanks should rapidly adjust to any changes occurring as a

result of large LLLW additions or transfers. For the tanks in gravel backfill, it is expected that

deformation will take place over a period of time similar to that at LLLWSIM. Thus, the 12-h
waiting period before beginning a test should be sufficient.

4.2.4 Temperature Sensitivity

One of the most marked sensitivities of the differential pressure level sensor is its
sensitivity to temperature. As such, it represents a major source of noise that must be

compensated for if the level sensor is to be used as a leak detection method. This sensitivity is
illustrated in the data shown in Figure 3, and it will be shown that this sensitivity accounts for

almost all of the fluctuation seen in that figure.

Figure 13 shows a plot of the temperature of the DP cell whose data appear in Figure 3.

"I%ese data show the temperature that is being measured by a thermistor attached to the stainless
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steel body of the DP cell. Since the DP cell Was installed in a covered enclosure, but outside, the

data of Figure 13 show a typical diurnal cycle with a maximum temperature recorded just after

1200 (noon) mad a minimum tetnperature recorded just before dawn.
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Figure 12. Effects of deformation when 200 gal of water are added to an LLLWSIM tank.

To measure the correlation between the recorded tank level (Figure 3) and the temperature

of the DP cell (Figure 13), a scatter plot was made of data from a tank in a non-leaking

condition. The scatter plot was comprised of all of the recorded temperature data from a
weekend run (plotted on the X-axis) compared to the measured tank level (plotted on the y-axis).

Ttfis scatter plot, shown in Figure 14, indicates that the data fell tightly about a line whose slope
was determined to be 0.011 in.lC. (The line can be seen in Figure 14.) The slope is the

influence coefficient, and the ORNL/LT-823DP method uses this coefficient to compensate the
measured level for the temperature sensitivity of the DP cell.

The results obtained by compensating the raw level data (shown in Figure 3) for cell body

temperature are illustrated in Figure 15. It can be seen in this figure, plotted to the same scale as
Figure 3, that most of the fluctuations have been removed. Figure 16 provides a plot of the same

data as Figure 15, but on an expanded scale.

As noted above, two DP cells were used in the course of the evaluation. During the

characterization period, it was determined that the two DP cells had different influence
coefficients. The level sensor used in the vertical tank had an influence coefficient of 0.011

in.PC, as noted above. The level sensor used in the horizontal tank at LLLWSIM
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Figure 13. A plot of the temperature of the DP cell during a weekend period.
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Figure 14. A scatter plot of cell-body temperature versus measured level (DP #0).
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Figure 15. Cell-body compensated level (DP #0),

had an influence coefficient of 0.017 in.PC. Several attempts were made to normalize file
influence coefficient to the known differences between the two DP cells, so as to develop either a

single value for the influence coefficient, or to be able to calculate the value of the coefficient
from some other parameter, such as the calibrated span of the cell. ha the end, it was determined
that the influeuce coefficient could vary from one DP cell to the next. Accordingly, it will be
necessary to deten'nine the influence coefficient for each of the DP cells to be used as a leak
det,;ction system prior to the use of that cell. Although the characterization and evaluation
periods were shoi_, the data obtained from the DP cells suggest that the influence coefficient has
little or no drift with time or instrument age. To verify that the influence coefficient is constant,
or nearly constant, analysis will be performed using data obtained during the demonstration of
the ORNL/LT-823DP method at ORNL.

4.3 Sensor Precision

Using the data described above, an estimate of the precision of the DP cell was made. This
estimate was made by examining the shon-teml fluctuations for 4-h blocks of the data. In one
measurement, the "high" and "low" pressure ports on the DP cell were connected directly
together with a short section of tubing. Data collected in this configuration show only the
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"noise" of the sensor and the data collection system. The analysis of these data showed that the

standard deviation of the sensor data is about 0.0007 in. To examine the noise of the system, as

installed in a vertical tank, data collected in a non-leaking tank were analyzed. These data

showed that the standard deviation of the bubbler system is approximately 0.0038 in. When

these data are corrected for the temperature sensitivity of the DP cell, the noise improves
slightly, to approximately 0.0032 in. These data, summarized in Table 2, indicate that the overall

precision of the DP cell is about 0.003 in.
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Figure 16. Cell-body compensated level; the data are the same as Figure 15, but on expanded scale (DP #0).

Table 2. Summary of Noise Measurements Indicating Precision
of DP Cell Sensor

..... I_ 7s_ii _1]1L 11 ":-RE wJJ! ZLLI I I'T ] L i T jig[] ]_27_ _l LL'IIIJLj

Sensor c_yfrom ,k.h
Configuration Description Time Series

High-Low Connected Sensor Noi.,_e 0.0007 in.

Raw DP level System Noise 0.0038 in.

Compensated
DP Level System Noise 0.0032 in.
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5 ANALYSIS OF EVALUATION DATA

This section of the evaluation report describes the tests, analysis, and results of the
performance assessment made for the ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method.

5.1 Data Summary and Test Chronology

Table 3 provides a summary of the testing performed during the evaluation period,
30 September to 5 November 1991. This table shows the date of each of the data collection runs
during the evaluation and the f'tle name under which the data have been recorded. Each data f'de
shown in Table 3 contains one-minute samples from the various instruments comprising the
LLLWSIM sensor suite along with the output from the DP cells and thermistors that comprise
the ORNL/LT-823DP rnethod. As noted above, the output from each method was comprised of
a voltage proportional to the differential pressure measured by the DP cell and the temperature of
the DP cell as measured by a thermistor on the cell body. Each t',mk had five thermistors
distributed over the depth of the liquid in the tank, and a precision level sensor (an LVDT).
Environmental data included air temperature and barometric pressure. System housekeeping
included time of day and a constant current monitor for each current source used during the
measurements.

Table 3 also shows the volume added to the vertical and horizontal tanks on the run date,
the temperature condition created in the tanks, and the setting on the leak pump for those tanks.
The column labeled "test numbers" indicates the designations of the data that formed the
evaluation set. For example, on 2 October, a test number "V 1" is indicated. This is the first data
set from the vertical tank that went into the evaluation data; this data set is identified as "Test No.

1" on the "Reporting Form for Leak Rate Data" (for the vertical tank) that is pan of the EPA's
evaluation reporting format (see Appendix A). No data were obtained from the horizontal tank
on 2 October because, as noted in the "Remarks" column, the flow of nitrogen through the
rotameter connected to the ORNL/LT-823DP in the horizontal tank was erratic. This problem
was traced to a defective needle valve in the rotameter.

While the rotameter was replaced on 9 October, the erratic flow through the rotameter
caused large pressure fluctuations observed in the data from the horizontal tank. Since the
problem was traced to the rotameter, which is not a pan of the ORNL/LT-823DP, the data
recorded during these tests were not included in the evaluation set.

The rotarneter problem caused some delays in recording useful data from the
ORNL/LT-823DP in the horizontal tank. As shown in Table 3, it was not until 10 October that
the f'trst usable data set was obtained from the horizontal tank. During the evaluation, there were
a number of other incidents _hat interrupted the daily data collection program. On 9 October, the

leak-making pump stopped pumping during a test that was underway; since the leak rate would
not have been constant over the course of the evaluation run, tl,ese data were not used in the
evaluation. On 23 October, the DP cells were rec_ibrated to verify the factory calibration of the

DP ceU being used on the horizorltal tank.
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Following the recalibration of the DP cells, a short series of level measurements were
made to ensure that the system was still working properly. These measurements were made by
placing both ORNL/LT-823DP systems in the vertical tank and recording data as the liquid level
was changed in coarse increments. Following this measurement, the level sensor was
re-installed in the horizontal tank, and data collection was resumed on 25 October. On 28
October, however, it was discovered that, at the time the level sensors were re-installed, the vents
on the tanks had been closed and not re-opened. Thus, because of the possibility that the data
might be defective as a result, the data recorded on 25 October were rejected from the evaluation
set.

The evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method was comprised of analysis of 29 leak tests
totaling 696 h of recorded and processed data. Of these 696 h, 408 were collected in the vertical
tank, for a total of 17 tests in that tank; 288 h of data were collected in the horizontal tank, for a
total, of 12 tests.

5.2 Test Conduct

As noted above, the evaluation was comprised of a total of 29 data runs. Each run
sequence began with some specified volume addition (or removal) under some temperature
condition, and with some leak rate. The combination of volume, condition, and leak rate needed
during the evaluation was specified in the test plan matrix (Table 1), but the order in which these
combinations were executed was detemained by the field crew. Once the combination of
volume, condition, and leak rate had been decided, the condition was established in the tank by
adding the specified volume at the specified temperature. At this point, the run began. The
beginning of a test signaled three events. First, both manual and computer logs were created for
the run, and the digital recording of all data was initiated. Measurements were made of pertinent
environmental factors such as barometric pressure, air temperature, wind and sky conditions, and
facility factors such as the liquid depth in the tanks, its temperature, and so on; these were
recorded in the log. Second, the test protocol for the ORNL/LT-823DP was initiated. Third, the
leak collection container was emptied and then replaced so that it could collect the output from
the leak-making pump during that run, and the leak-making pump was reset as necessary for the
leak rate desired in the cmTent run.

In cases where the condition is not trivial (e.g., when there is some volume added or
removed), the protocol for the ORNL/LT-823DP requires a waiting period. This waiting period
depends upon the size of the tank and the volume of liquid added to or removed from the tank.
In the case of the 1,000-gal LLLWSIM tanks, the waiting period was either 4 or 12 h.

After the requisite waiting period had expired, an additional 24 h of data were recorded, as
specified in the test protocol. (It is this last 24 h of data that are processed to form an estimate of
the volume rate.) During this period, the operational status of both the ORNL/LT-823DP and the
recording equipment was frequently checked to ensure that the mn was proceeding smoothly. In
some cases, as described in Table 3, problems were observed that interrupted a data collection
lUll.
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At the end of the run, the data recording for that run was terminated. One of the first steps
at the end of the run was to measure and record the volume in the carboy for that run. At this
point, the data records were scanned for completeness, then immediately analyzed. The analysis
followed the test protocol: the raw level data from the DP cell were compensated for the
temperature of the cell body, and a regression line was calculated for the resulting data. The
slope of the regression line, the calculated volume rate, was theta recorded in the manual log.

The most significant entries in the data logs for each run are summarized in Tables 4(a) for
the vertical LLLWSIM tank and 4(b) for the horizontal LLLWSIM tank. These tables show each
run completed, and provide the start and end dates and times of the run, and the actual conditions

imposed on the tank during that run. The tables also show the actual leak rate obtained during
the run as detemained by measuring the volume of water collected in the carboy, and the
measured leak rate during the last 24 h of the run, as determined from the calculated volume rate.
The difference between the ORNL/LT-823DP-measured leak rate and tile actual leak rates is a

measure of the error of the ORNL/LT-823DP. Analysis of the ensemble of differences leads to
the performance estimates for the ORNL/LT-823DP method.

5.3 Performance Analysis

When the last tests in the horizontal tank had been recorded, the log sheets showed that a
total of 29 runs had been made _ the required 12 runs in the horizontal tank and 17 runs in the
vertical tank. For an overall estimate of performance of the ORNL/LT-823DP method, all of the
measured/actual leak rate data can be used. Less precise estimates of performance can be
obtained if the data from each type of tank are considered separately.

Performance estinaates are made in terms the method's Pp and PFAfor a specified threshold
value. A statistical analysis of the data is used to make these estimates. "l'heperformance
analysis was done in accordance with the procedures outlined in the EPA's standard test
procedures.

Figure 17 illustrates the statistical process. This figure shows two normal distributions.
One is labeled "tight tank" and is the distribution of the noise that would be expected if the test
method were used to make many measurements on a non-leaking tank; the second distribution,
labeled "leaking tank," is the "signal-plus-noise" distribution, which would be expected if many
measurements were made on a tank leaking at a rate of R gallons per hour. The consequences of
using some threshold value, T, to indicate the presence of a leak can be examined in this figure.
Remember that if the test method reports a calculated volume rate that exceeds the threshold, a
leak is declared. For a non-leaking tank, a threshold exceedance is a false alarm. In the context
of Figure 17, the probability of false alarm is the fractional area under the normal distribution for
the non-leaking tank that is to the right of the threshold (shaded mad labeled "A" in the figure).
While it is desirable to minimize PFAby setting the threshold value high (to the right in the
figure), the reduced PFAmust be balanced against the Po for a leaking tank. Pp is defined as one
minus the probability of a missed detection (Ps_), where P_ is the fractional area under the
normal distribution for the leaking tank that is to the left of the threshold value (the area with the
cross-hatched pattern in the figure).
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J Figure 17. Distribution of measurement error on a tight tank and on a leaking tank.

Figure 18 shows a histogram of the data resulting from the 29 tests conducted during the
evaluation, after the actual leak rate has been removed from the measured data. These data can

be compared to the distribution shown in Figure 17. Figure 19 shows a plot of the cumulative

distribution of the difference data resulting from an integration (actually, a summation) of the
histogram.

Central to the performance assessment is the number of degrees offreedom of the

measured data. Typically, the number of degrees of freedom is found by subtracting 1 from the
sample size [10]. Thus, for the ensemble of the difference data reported in Table 4, there are 28
degrees of freedom. The difference data will have 16 degrees of freedom for the vertical tank
and 11 degrees of freedom for the horizontal tank.

For 30 or more degrees of freedom, a normal population distribution is usually assumed.

For this evaluation, with 28 and fewer degrees of freedom, the Student's t-distribution (Appendix
B) will be used to make the probability estimates. This analysis approach follows the EPA's
standard test procedures for evaluating tank gauges, as described below.

There are three parameters needed for making the performance estimates: the bias of the

data, the standard deviation of the data, and the t-statistic for zero bias. The bias is the average

difference between the method-measured and the actual leak rates, and is given by
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LEAK RATE ERROR - GAL/H

Figure18. Histogramof leakrate(i.e.,noise)producedbyORNL/LT-823DP(29 testruns).

N

B = _ AEi/N,
i=!

where N is the number of tests run, and AEt is the difference between the measured and actual
leak rates.

The standard deviation of the data is a measure of the precision of the measurement, and is
given by

( ,NV£i_ ),r_SD = iEI(AE;-B):

The t-statistic is a measure of the accuracy of the measurement, and is given by

tB= N 1/2"B/SD.

Table 5 lists the bias, standard deviation, and t-statistic of the data for the ensemble of
differences, and for the individual tanks. It can be shown that the bias of each of the three data

sets is not statistically different from zero at a level of significance of 5%.
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Figure 19. Cumulative probability distribution of noise produced by ORNL/LT-823DP.

Table 5. Bias and Standard Deviation Data from Evaluation of ORNL/LT-823DP

|L , ,____ _ , ii ,,..- 'l'Ltl - , ..... _ i,.,, ,,,, ..... i,Ji i,,

No. Runs No. Degrees Standard
Data Set (h) of Freedom Bias Deviation te

Ensemble 29 28 0.00002 0.01631 0.0066

Vertical tank 17 16 0.00219 0.01228 0.7353

Horizontal tank 12 11 -0.00305 0.02032 0.5199

Using the Student's t-distribution to approximate the data shown in Figure 18, together
with the data in Table 5 above, the predicted false alarm rate of the ORNL/LT-823DP method
can be estimated, along with the probability of detection of a 0.20-gal/h leak.

For the data reported above, the probability of false alarm can be estimated by calculating
the t-statistic,

tt = T/SD,

for each of the configurations, where T is the detection threshold, 0.1 gal/h. This is shown in
Table 6. PFAcan be obtained from tl, by entering the Student's t-distribution table with the value
of tl at the number of degrees of freedom, and then looking up the value of the area, A.
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Table6.PpandPFAintheEvaluationoftheORNL/LT-823DP

df Tt PVA Pl,

Ensemble 28 6.132 <<0.005 >>0.995

Verticaltank 16 8.143 <<0.005 >>0.995

Horizontaltank 11 4_921 <0.005 >0.995

The probability of detecting a leak of 0.20 gal/h is the probability that the measured

volume rate exceeds the threshold, T, when the actual leak is 0.2 gal/h. For the data above, Pp
can be estimated by calculating the t-statistic,

h = (0.20 - T)/SD,

and calculating the probability from the Student's t-distribution as was done above for PFA. The
calculated values for Pp for the ensemble and individual tank configurations are given in Table 6.

5.4 Performance of ORNL/LT.823DP Extrapolated to Larger LLLW Tanks

In general, the performance of a leak detection method will improve as the capacity of the
tank decreases and will diminish as the capacity increases. When testing petroleum tanks, this
difference in performance is associated mainly with the errors in measuring the average rate of
temperature change in the tank. Since the evaluation testing shows that the performance of the
ORNL/LT-823DP method far exceeds the minimum regulatory requirements when used _n a
1,000-gal tank, it follows that the method can be used in a tank larger than 1,000-gal and still
meet the minimum performance standards. The EPA's standard test procedures allow the use of
a method in tanks that are up to 50% larger than the tank used during the evaluation of that
method. This criterion is arbitrary because it does not take into account the performance

achieved by the system during the evaluation, or the factors that degrade performance in a larger
tank.

Sufficient data were collected during the evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP method to

physically understand the sources of noise that control the testing, and to extrapolate the
performance of the method to larger tanks. No attempt will be made here to determine the
maximum tank size that can be tested with the ORNL/LT*823DP; rather, the data w_'l be used to
show that the method can be reliably used to test tanks up to 3,000 gal in capacity.

The total noise of a method can be expressed in terms of the sum of the squares of the
standard deviation of the individual sources as

SvN2=$12 +$22+$32+...,

where Sidenotes the standard deviation of the noise source. Contributors to the total noise

include the sensor's output current variations, power supply fluctuations, digital sampling noise,
and the effect of the bubbles. Also included is the noise associated with variations iri the

influence coefficient (caused by fluctuations in the sensor body temperature),
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temperature-induced volume fluctuations in the process liquid, evaporation and condensation,
deformation effects, variations in reference pressure, madline pressure variations caused by
variations in the flow rate through the rotameter.

In estimating the performance of the ORNL/LT-823DP method in tanks up to 3,000 gadin
capacity, noise from many of the identified sources can be neglected because (1) it may represent
only a small contribution; (2) it ,nay have more than sufficient time to decay during the 4- to
12-h waiting period; (3) it may be averaged out over the duration of the 24-h test; or (4) it may
be independent of tank size. In this case, the performance of the ORNL/LT-823DP system is
mainly controlled by the precision of the sensor and the uncertainty in estimating the mean
influence coefficient. A potential source of noise, one that will become important for horizontal
tanks that are much larger than 3,000 gal, is the means by which the sensor inherently
compensates for temperature, as discussed in Section 4.2. Calculations (not included here) show

that the errors associated with this noise source are negligible for tanks as small as 3,000 gal.

The effects of variations in influence coefficient and sensor precision can be estimated
from the evaluation. Since these factors are independent of tank capacity, orientation, and
geometry, worst-case estimates of the variation in these quantities can be used together with the
tank factors (capacity, orientation, geometry) to make an estimate of how well the method,
evaluated in a 1,000-gal tank, would work in a 3,000-gal tank.

As described above (Table 2), the precision of the system is about 0.0032 in. Furthermore,
analysis showed that the maximum uncertainty in the influence coefficient was about
0.003 in.FC, with an estimated standard deviation of approximately 0.001 in.FC. These errors
can be converted to volume from the volume-to-height conversion factor, which can in turn be
determined from the tank strapping tables [7,8]. The magnitude of both of these noise sources
depends mainly on the duration of the test; the magnitude of the fluctuations in the influence

coefficient also depends upon the difference between the air temperature at the beginning and
end of the test.

Tables 7 and 8 give estimates_ for a 24-h test duration in 1,000- and 3,000-gal horizontal
and vertical tanks, of the magnitude of the contributing system and ambient noise due to the
precision of the sensor and the uncertainty in the influence coefficient. The nominal diameter of
the 1,000-gal tank was 64 in., and the nominal diameter of the 3,000-gal tank was 84 in. Table 7
shows the tank capacity, tank diameter, volume-to-height conversion, the system noise expressed
in inches and gallons, and the magnitude of the noise expressed as a volume rate over the test
duration, and for a two-point measurement. For a worst-case estimate, Table 7 shows that the
system noise term increases from about 0.0045 to about 0.0085 gal/h in going from a half-f'tlled
1,000-gad horizontal tank to a half-filled 3,000-gal horizontal tank. That is, the error due to
sensor precision in the ORNL/LT-823DP method is less than 0.01 gal/h as tank size increases
from 1,000 to 3,000 gal.

The magnitude of the noise due to the maximum uncertainty in the influence coefficient,
expressed in gallons per hour, is presented in Table 8 for several differences in air temperature
between the beginning and end of a test. This table shows that, for a 10°F temperature
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difference, the maximum expected fluctuation in influence coefficient would be about

0.0316 gal/h in a 3,000-gal horizontal tank, compared to about 0.0167 gal/h in a 1,000-gal
horizontal tank.

Table 5 showed that the standard deviation of the actual-minus-measured leak rate for the

ensemble of the evaluation tests was about 0.016 gal/h. Using the equation for total noise shown

above, and inserting the differences between the 1,000-gal and 3,000-gal values for ¢J_e noise

terms, shows that the standard deviation of the noise is expected to increase by ab_ i.014 gal/h

to about 0.030 gal/h when the ORNL/LT-823DP method is used in the 3,000-gal LLLW tanks.

If the value of 0.030 gal/h is used, and the Pv and PFA of the method are calculated as described

in Section 5.3 above, the extrapolation shows that the ORNL/LT-823DP method will detect a

0,2- gal/h leak with a PD greater than 99.5% and a P_A less than 0.05%. These results show that

the performance of the method meets the regulatory requirements and that it can thus be used at

ORNL to leak test LLLW tanks with capacities up to and including 3,000 gal.

Table 7. Precision Error in Tanks with Capacities of 1,000 and 3,000 Gal Installed Vertically and Horizontally
(The duration of the leak detection test is 24 h.)

'--_ " L "' "' 2 --£-- .L. ':: _, ', l,q ...... I ' --1 T- T I ! Hl II 11 [ l II I II 111 1 li I ml--' [ , .... ! ..... :L_ I ' I I ...... l

Orientation Capacity Diameter V/H Precision Volume Volume Two.Point
Error Error Error

(gal) (in.) (gal/in.) (in.) (gai) (gal/h) {gal/h)
_. ,,, , __ , ,,,,,, _ t,,,

Vertical 1,000 64 13.926 0.0032 0.0446 0.0019 0.0026

Vertical 3,000 84 23.990 0.0032 0.0767 0.0032 0.0045

Horizontal 1,000 64 19.894 0.0032 0.0637 0.0027 0.0038

Horizontal 3,000 84 45.473 0,0032 0.1455 0.0061 0.0085

Table 8. Estimate of the Maximum hlfluence Coefficient Error in Tanks with Capacities of 1,000 and 3,000 Gal
Installed Vertically and Horizontally (The duration of the leak detection test is 24 h.)

=<. . : ,iL

Capacity Diameter V/H Maximum Error Due to Influence Coefficient
as a Function of Temperature Difference

(gal) (in.) (gai/in.) (in.PC) (gal/h/l°F) (gal/h/5_10 (gal/h/10_')

Vertical 1,000 64 13,926 0,001 0.00097 0.0048 0.0097

Vertical 3,000 84 23.990 0.001 0.0017 0.0083 0,0167

Horizontal 1,000 64 19.894 0.001 0.001.4 0.0069 0.0138

Horizontal 3,000 8,1 45.473 0,001 0.0032 0.0158 0.0316
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6 CONCLUSION5 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A performance evaluation of the ORNL/LT-823DP leak detection method was carded out
over the period from 30 September 199I to 5 November 1991. The evaluation was conducted
using both vertical and horizontal tanks at the Liquid Low-Level Waste Simulator located at
EPA's Underground Storage Tank Test Apparatus in Edison, New Jersey. The evaluation was
based upon an analysis of data from 29 tests. During these tests, tap water was used to simulate
the liquid waste product in the ORNL tanks. Levels ranged from about 50% of tank height to
about 70%, with temperature conditions ranging from-15°F to about +12°F, and leak rates
consisting of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 gal/h.

The EPA's performance standards require that a monthly monitoring method be able to
detect a leak of 0.2 gal/h with a PD of not less than 95% and a PFAof not more than 5%. Analysis
of the data from the 29 leak tests in this evaluation, using a threshold of 0.1 gut/h, showed that
this method has a PFAof much less than 0.5%. The corresponding Pp of a 0.20-gal/h leak is
much greater than 99.5%. The results of the evaluation show that the performance of the
ORNL/LT-823DP method meets the EPA's performance standards for a monthly monitoring
device.

The ORNL/LT-823DP is an automatic system designed to perform a monthly monitoring
test. The performance evaluation followed the procedures established by the EPA for an
automatic tank gauge, a monthly monitoring method. As noted in the text, some mdnor
modifications to EPA's standard test procedures were made, in order to realistically reflect the
manner in which the LLLW tanks are used at ORNL.

During the evaluation period, two Foxboro 823DP differential pressure cells were used to
measure changes in level in the LLLWSIM tanks. It was determined that each of the DP cells
had a slightly different influence coefficient (the factor that relate_ the change in measured level
to the change in temperature). The sensor used in the vertical tank had an hdluence coefficient
of 0.011 in.FC, while the sensor used hl the horizontal tank had an influence coefficient of

0.017 in./°C. While some effort was expended to attempt to correlate the influence coefficient
with other known parameters of the 823DP, no such correlation ' ,as found. Since the influence
coefficient is used to compensate the raw level readings from the sensor for the temperature of
the DP cell, and since it does not appear to be a detemfinistic ouantity, it is recommended that
the influence coefficient be determined for each DP cell used as part of the ORNL/LT-823DP
method.

An initial database of results of all product-level mot_:toring test_ :,hould be gathered over
a period of at least 12 months. This database will establish a baseline of the expected annual
variation in test results, and will be used to more closely examine the performance of the system
used on each tank under field conditions.
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Results of U.S. EPA Standard Evaluation

Automatic Tank Gauging System (ATGS)
This form ta[ts whe:her :he automatic tank gauging system (ATGS) described betow compries with
:he performance requirements of :he federal underground storage tank reg-ula:iun. The evatuation
was conducted by r.he ,-:.ouioment manufacturer or a consuttant to the manufacturer accord_n_ too

_he L'.S. EPA's b,_nda_d Test Procedure for Evaiuatm_ Leak Detection Met_iods: Automa_c
Tam.:. Gau_in_ Systems." The mit evaluation report also includes a form describing the method and
a form st:m_mariT_in__:he:estdata.

TarE< owners usin= :his [e_k detection svste.m should kee_ this form on file :o prove compliance
with :he :'ede."2i re2_,iadons. Tari< ow'ne:'s should check _(,ith Sca_e and focal a_encies _o make sure
chi:. form satisfies cneiz" rec_uirements.

ATGS Description
Nar'_,e 0ENL Differential Pressure Leak Testing Method for Liquid Low-Level Waste Tanks

Version nu:'n,c-_,r _odel: OR_'CL/LT-823DP Version: November £991

Vencc, r Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(s[ree: accress)

Oak Ridge Tennessee 37831 (615) 574-31 _,_i

,,..:-/) _sm,:e) (z',p) (;.none)

Evaluation Results
,-'., ,... r..l ,,-, ,.,This AT'G_, which c=..,=r=s a ,:anK,:o be leaking when the measured leak rate exceeds t;ne

:.'Tresnold of .0 1 callcn per _' , ' .• .. _ ,,our, has a probability, cf false alarms [P(FA)] of <<o 1.I¢

,,Reccrresconcinc orobabilitv of "'-=""-' _, . c ..... ion lP(D)] of a 0.20 gailcn c.er hour leak is >>99.9°,%.

The minimum ,va'at leve! (t,_resnold)in tna tank :b,at the ATGS can cetec: is N/A inches.

The minimum cb,an.ce in wa_er e.,e, thai can be ce'.ectec by the ATGS is N/A inches
,,rf,...,_.=._ tna: ,:na water lave, is above ,:Ret,hresnolcl).

T,he:'-_fcre. this ATG_ LE_:.zoes _ toes not meet the federal serformance s,:ancarcs
.... ..i_..,,=._ ..v e U.S. Envircnmen__r.afP,,.,,_.._._xcnAce,qc'/ (0 20 callon per hour at P(D) of g_%
=_no,=(FA) of =%), ant: r.nis ATGS I_.._,'does _ cces not meet tna federal performance
_:,=.,.,=r... of measurinc water in .:na bottom of tna tank to the neares_ 1/8 inch.

Water Bottom Standard N/A

Tes_ Conoiticns During Evaluation

-'--- =,,-',, ,-'-'."" ,==.-inc was cc_ r_''"=" in a ].,0o0 cailcn !x: steel _ fjc=,cla=s tank :,-,at, ;_' _ , __..__;;%,'1 , '----,,;

was ___a inchesinciameterand 72 !neP,es Ionc.vertical and HorizontalTank

T] e "=.rr,_=rm',_r. 9 i¢== _-_,,==r_n- _,,e tank and crocuc" already _n"he.............c,,,..rence ,.,-.,,.,..,,_rocuc: acce,-J to fill '"

"=,'X r-_,'=_" from _- _2 _F :0 -i.5 °F, with a s:anoarc '_eviation cf 7 i8 --

The :gS_S ' - .... ,--, ,r--=_ ' tr: _, ,r,,va,= _...,,,....... wire _.."ank cr,s.._..t leve!s 50Z anc 70 I%full

,he :FCC'_...'"""=_._...",;'_,"=.,,.. eva!uazic," ",'va.= tan wac:er (To simulate LLLW liquid wasl



Name of ATGS OP_NL/LT-823 DP

Versicn November 1991

Limitations on the Results

The performance estimates above are only valid when:

• The method has not been substantially changed.

• h_e vendor's instructions for installing and operating _he ATGS are followed.

• The tank contains a product identified on [he me:hod description form.

. T':,e tank is no larger :tqan 3,000 gallons.

• The tank is al leas_ l0 _=,o=_- full. (Sufficient =o cover end of bubble tube)

• The waidng ,:imea_er acting a_y subs:an:ialamdun= of produc:
to :he "ank is [2 hours. (Nominal; reduced waiZing time for small tanks)

• Tl':,e _em,cera:ure cf :Re acted crccuc: does no_ differ more than (ii. l ° per r.est procedure

t5 '=C "=-o__r=_= Famrenmeit from t;'_at already in :Re tank bu= is for large volumes)

® IRe tOlat Gala cclle...,o,, lime for :b,e res" is at leas_. 2_ hours, (nominal; reduced data
collection =imo for smal:

® Other limi_a,:ions .... _"_"," oy ,.,,==_.=..,,,=.. """ vendor or de:ermined during testing =anks)
a) Temueracure sensor measures DP eel! body temperature

> Safety disclaimer: This test proceclure only addresses the issue of the ATG system's

ability to detect leaks, lt does not test the equipment for safety hazards.

Certification of Results

I ce_ifi,' t_ha,:the ATGS was installed and ccera,'.ec accord, ing to the vendor's instruc:icns and
"na_ :b,e results _resentec cn this form --_..retr,ose detained during the e,/aiua:ion. I also ceRfi/

_% ,-,i.,'ta" "_e =za:ua'ionwas cerfcrmec "_'"'_-,_;"" to " ==.........,._ ..n._ of the fcilc',vinc

:_. s,'.a_c;arc EPA res: crccecure for ATGS

_ a!terna.:m,eEPA tes_ _rccecure for ATGS

Dennis G. Douglas Vista Research, inc.

(_r:n:ec name) (crganzza,:_cn pe,,-fcrm:r_g eva_ua:;cn]

__/_.._._d__ /"'>" _---t.,___ Mountain View, ca 9/_041.
....,.-, -- (c::v,

!3 November 1991 (/-'15)966-1!71

(ca.'.e_ (pnor,e numcer]

-=

- ,'.T'.'-S ==.=u"= ,=crm _....
=

z



Description

Automatic Tank Gauging System
This sec:ion desc:-ibes briefly the imoorzanc ast_ec_ of the automatic tta_',:._au__./ngsvszem
(ATGS). It is not intended to provid'e a thorough description of _e pr_nc@es_be_i.nd the
system or how the equipment works.

ATGS Name and Version
, ,,[

OR_\rL,r,t'#L&rential Pressure Leak Testing Method for Liquid-Low Level Waste Tanks

.... / .... i Version: November 1991
iii _:--- i i - ii j

Product

> Product type

For what products can this ATGS be used? (check ali applicable)

gasoline

diesel

['-] aviation fuel

fuel oil #'-'

fuel oil #6

["q solvents

I--7 waste oil

L__other (iist) Liquid Low-Level Wastes

> Product level

What product level is required to conduct a test?

grea:er than 90% full

grea_er than 50% full

other(sceci_)LLW Level above bottom of bubble tube

Does the ATGS measure inflow of water as well as loss of produc t (gaiion per hour)?

r:iqres

r--; no

Does the ATGS ce,:ec: tlqe oresernce of wa[er in :_e bottom or the _=,,K.

__2 ges

Iv.-_.1r,O LLLW materials are aqueous, fully miscible with water bottom

-_ 46



Level Measurement

What technique is used to measure.changes in procuc', vc ume?

F-] directty measure the vciume of produc: change

changes in head pressure

F"] changes in buoyancy of a probe

I'-] mechanical level measure (e.g., ruler, dipstick) .,.

[[[] changes in capacitance

[_ ultrasonic

[_ change in.level of 31oat (specify princiole, e.g., capacitance, magne.:oslrictive,
load cell, etc.)

I'-] other (describe briefly)

tu .......................Tempera re Measurement

If product temperature is measurea during a tes_, how many temperature sensors are
used?

sincie semsor, without clrculation

[_ single sensor, with circula,:ion

_-- sensCrs

5 or more sensors

temcera_ure-averaging probe

If procuc: :emperature is measured during a tes_, what _pe cf temperature sensor is used?

resistance temcera[ure Cete_or (RTD)

bimetallic s_rip

Cua._ ct,Fs:al

[_ tnermis:or

other (describe briefly)

If product ..... = , _ "_=mc=r=_ur.. is act measure_ durinc = _sl, wry r'_c.'.?

E_ t,_= ""_-",=.....r measure_ lcr change in leve!/volume is inceoencen: or :em,c "_-,, ,r=
(e.g.,mass)

the fac:or measured fdr change in levei/volume self-,compensates for changes in
_emo_r=.-,,r=

other (exutain briefly)

ATG3 - Descnc:;on :-_ce 2 or 5
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ORNL/LT-823 DP

Data Acquisit'i'on .......... '......

How are the tes_ data acquired and recorded?

[_ manually

[_] by strip chart

[_ by computer

"Procedure Information ....................

> Waiting times

What is the minimum waiting period between adding a large volume of product (i.e., a
deliver,./) and the beginning dfa test (e.g., filling from 50% to 70_ capacity)?

[--1 no waiting period 12-hr waiting period for LLLW t:anks with volume capacity
"between 500,gel & 3,000 gal:

[-'I less than 3 hours
2- to 4-hr waiting period for tanks with volume capacity

[-]3-6hours less than 500 gal (see leak testing plan*)

[_] 7-12 hours

L-'] more than 12 hours

_ variable, depending on tank size, amount added, operator discretion, etc.

> Test duration

What is the minimum time for collecting data?

less than i hour' 24-ht data collection period for tanks with volume capaci,

_] 1 Plour grea=er than 500 gal; 12-ht data collection period for _a_
between 50 and 500 gel; 2-ht period for tanks <50 gal. (s

[-]2 hours leak testing plan)*

3 hours

[-'] 4 hours

I'-] 5-i0 hours

L_Jmore than 10 hours

variable (explain) depends upon tank size

> Total time

What is the total time needed to test with this ATGS after a de!ive,_/?

(waiting time ple,s testing time) 4 hrs for smallest: tank, single test
36 hfs for larger tanks, single _es_

hours minutes

* D. G. Douglas, J. W. Maresca, "Leak Testino= Plan for the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory Liquid Low-Level Waste System (Ac=ive Tanks)", Final Report:,

Volumes ! and I!, Report No. 2050-91-FR-001, MMES Purchase Order No. 41X-SHI3_
Vista Research, Inc., Mo_,n=ain View, CA 94042 (Seo=ember/October 1991).

=l_
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What is the sampling frequency for the level and temperature measurements?

I--]more thanonce per second

[]]]] at least once per minute

every 1-15 minutes

F-]everyI_-30minutes

P-']every31-,3ominutes

[-]lessthanonce per hour

[]]]]variable(explain)

> Identifying and correcting for interfering factors

How does the ATGS determine the presence and level of the ground water above the
bottom of the tank?

F'-] observation well near tank _/._.

[]]]] information from USGS, =*

F'-] information from personnel on-site

F"] presence of water in the tank

o_her (describe briefly)

[]]]]] level of oround water above bcr_om of the tank not determined

How does the ATGS correct for the interference due to the presence of ground wa_er
aoove the bottom of the tank?

[-] system tests for water incursion _/

cifferent product levels tested and leak ra_.escompared

[-] other (describe briefly)

no ac:ion

How does t,_e ATGS de:ermine when tank deformation has stopped following de!ive_ of
proc_uc:?

[_ wa i* a s ,,_,_';_i_ cerfod of time before becinninc test

we:cn the data trends arid beoin tes_wren _o_..o=_.=in prc_u_ leve! has _--""_=,_

F'-i._c_her (C:,_--;be...,..,,briefly)

L_I no prcceOure

ATGS :'escrio"cn 49 P=_" -" of 8



ORNL/LT-823 DP

Are thetemperatureand levelsensorscalibratedbeforeeach test?

__1yes

I_ no

If not, how frequently are the sensors calibrated?

[][] weekly

[-] monthly

yearly or less frequently

["] never

> Interpreting test results

How are level changes converted to volume Changes (i.e., how is height-to-volume
conversion factor determined)?

[[[] actual level changes observed when known volume is added or removed (e.g.,
liquid, metal bar)

[_ theoretical ratio calculated from tank geometp/

interpolation from tank manufacturer's chart depending upon specific l:ank config-u_

other (describe briefly)

[._ no_ aoplicable; volume measured Oirectly

How is the coefficient of thermal expansion (Ce) of the product determined?

actual sample taken for each test and Ce determined from specific gravity

value supplied by vendor of product

__ average value for type of produc:

_, other (describe briefly)

How is the leak rate (gallon per hour) calculated?

average of subsets cf ali data collected

difference between first and last da[a collected

from da_a from last hours of test period

from data determinec _o be valid by statistical analysis

other (cescribe briefly)

: 50
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What thresnold value for product volume change (gallon per i Jour) is used to dectaretha_
a tank is leaking?

[-'] 0,05 gallon per hour

0.10 gallon per hour

[_ 0.20 gallon per hour

IT'.] other (list)

Under what conditions are test results considered incsnc!usive?

fcc much variaJuiiityin the data (s-__r_darddeviation beyond a given value)

unexplained prccu_ volume increase

1"-] other (describe briefly)

,.j ] i..,, , iii i

Exceptions

Are there any conditions under which a test should not ce conducted?

I-7. wazer in the excavation zone

large difference _e?_een ground temperature and delivered product temperature

e.'_remely high or low ambient temperature

_,i invalid for some products (speclf/)

odqer (describe briefly)During oeriods of rainfall, if rain is known _.o affec=
' =ank volume.

What are acceo_able deviations from the stander0 teszing protocol?

none

lengznen the dura-icn of test

[_ other (describe briefly)

.... rmined bv ,..What elements of the _esl procedure are _=*= . _'erscnnel cn-site?

[_ product level when tesz is conduc:.e_

when tO COndUCt'_Sl (monthly schedule)

I-'q waizinc oeriod b=,','_=-=_fillina tank and becinninc :est (=ank de_enden=--seeleak =es=ing
9!ans for specific values)

X'-qlenc,:noftest (tank dependent--sae leak =es_in= _ plan for sDeclfic values)

[_ determination tinaz ,'.ank deforma_ca has subside_

de,:ermina_ion of "ouzlier" daze the may be discarded

J ,,,,,.;,.,.'II ,c:.er (descrlb.e _,,=:,v)
,.,..,,,..

I___none

ATGS - Oescr:otion 51 _._ge5 or 5
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Student's t-Distribution
fit)

/

/ \
/
/ \

/ \

,/ \\

0 ga t

, ............. 'LM J JJ- I ' ' '_ I g ' _] ''le_

df a = 10 a = .05 a = .025 a = .010 a = .0,0'$

1 3.078 6.314 12.70'6 31.821 63.657
2 1,886 2.920 4.303 6,965 9,925
3 1,6'_8 2,353 3,182 4,541 5,841
4 1.333 2.132 2.776 3,747 4.604
5 1,476 2,015 2,571 3.365 4,032

6 1,4,40 1.943 2.447 3.143 3,707
7 1.415 1.895 2.365 2.9'98 3.49'9
8 1,397 1.86,0 2,306 2,896 3.355
9 1,383 1,833 2.262 2.821 3,'2,50

10 1,372 1,812 2,228 2.764 3.169

11 1.363 1.796 2.201 2,718 3.106
12 1.356 1,782 2,179 2,681 3.055
13 1.350 1,771 2.16,0 2.650 3,012
14 1.345 1.761 2.1,.45 2,624 2.977
15 1.341 1,753 2,131 2.6,02 2.947

16 1.337 1,746 2,120 2.583 2,921
I7 1,333 1,740 2.110 2,567 2.898
18 1,330 1,734 2.101 2,552 2,878
19 1.328 1.729 2,093 2,539 2,861
20 1.325 1,725 2,086 2,528 2.845

21 1,323 1.721 2,080 2,518 2.831
22 1.321 1,717 2,074 2.508 2.819
23 1,319 1,714 2.069 2,50'0 2.807
24 1.318 1,711 2.064 2,492 2,797
25 1,316 1.708 2.060 2,4,85 2,787

26 1,315 1.70,6 2,056 2.479 2,779
27 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771
28 1,313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2,763
29 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.462 2,756
30 !,3 I0 1.697 2,042 2.457 2.750

40 1,303 1,684 2,021 2.423 2.704
60 1.296 1.671 2.(t00 2,390 2.66,0

120 1.289 1.658 1.980 2,858 2.617
,-_ 1.282 1,645 1.960 2,326 2,576
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